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INTRODUCTION
1

The Iberian Monarchy of the Chosroids,1 the roots of which reached far
into the East Mediterranean past and which was traceable, as an institution,
to the epoch of the supersedure of the pax acbaemenia by the pax macedonica,
.

came to an end in the sixth century - over a century and a half after the
destruction of the neighbouring Armenian Monarchy of the Arsacids.8 Both

kingships were revived, in the latter part of the ninth century, by branches of
one and the same dynasty, the Bagratids.3 Our knowledge of the history of
Iberia between the downfall of the Chosroids and the Bagratid restoration is

still largely inadequate. The very series of the Princes of Iberia, who replaced

the dormant monarchy during that period, has not been sufficiently studied,
let alone definitively established. Markwart's (Marquart's) attempt in this
direction4 can be no longer regarded as satisfactory. The list compiled by him
suffers from a neglect of the Georgian annalistic sources. The true worth of
the Georgian Royal Annals as a collection of highly important historical material was obscured for him by the fact that a late and often faulty recension of
that corpus was then alone available to him and by his own lack of conversancy
with the original Georgian of even that recension - King Vakhtang VI's.5
"

Markwart relied, therefore, upon the evidence of foreign sources, though he
did make some use of certain non-historiographic Georgian material (epigraphic,
hagiographic, numismatic). Yet pitfalls await the historian who will rely almost
entirely upon foreign sources when treating of the succession of rulers in a polity
marked, as was Iberia at the time, by a diminution ol the monarchical principle.

Foreign writers, albeit contemporary, are known to fail occasionally to distinguish between over-powerful vassals and weak but legitimate chiefs of State.*
1 Fop this dynasty, see I n. 105; II § U; J 25J.
8 The historical background of Iberian society is dealt with in I § 1-11, 18; the end of the

Caucasian monarchies, in II § 1-3.
3 For the Bagratids see H § 12.9; III; Bagr. of tber, I.
4 Markwart StreifzQge 431-433: 'FQrsten von Iberien vom Anfang des 6. bis zum Anfang
,

,

des 9. Jahrhtmderls.'

5 Inlrod at nn. 37-44.
8 As an instance, cf. Dm al-AOlr's reference to a Georgian prince, Liparit IV of the Upa.

ritid (subsequently Orbeli) Dynasty, High Constable of Georgia under Bagrat IV (1027-1072)
as Lifarit, King of Abasgia (Abbaz)': J. Saint-Martin, Mimoires hisloriques el giographiques
sur VArminie II (Paris 1819) 214-216; cf. also CMH 4 (1923) 166 ('Liparld, King of Georgia').
For other instances, see infra III nn. 9, 31; 11 Appendix A 1. For the Liparitlds-OrbeH, see
II § 12.15; U Appendix C.
'
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Local non-historiographic material, too. unless very ample - and this is not
the case of Iberia -, tends to be fragmentary in character. But local annalistic sources, posterior in time though they may be» are based on ancient archival material and historical tradition and, in transmitting the bare facts of suc-

cession and filiation as well as in adducing synchronisms, are, for all the later
superimposition of detail, more trustworthy than the impressions of outsiders

and more coherent than the occasional testimony of local non-historiographic
sources.

2

.

Some of the Georgian annalistic sources for the period are, as a matter of

fact, quite adequate for the task of reconstructing the historical development
and the series of the rulers of Iberia between the sixth and the ninth century
- the task which I propose to undertake in the present Study This evaluation of the Georgian sources has been made possible by the long period of research which separates Markwart s day from ourjiwn.7 The most important of
these sources is the work of Juansher, one of the histories composing the Georgian Annals. Its present name History of King Vakhiang Gorgasal must have
.

'

belonged origmally only to its opening part dealing wi th the reigns of Vakhtang
I and his immediate predecessors; this part is now believed to have come from
the pen of an earlier, anonymous, chronicler of Ujarma, in Kakhetia. The
remaining part of the work is Juanshe s own and treats of the subsequent
period down to the story of Vakhtang's descendant, St Arch il (t 786); it is
now regarded as belonging, in its original form at any rate, to the years 790800. The anonymous first part is too epic in character and too confused to be
accepted at its face value; yet, even in the maze of half-legendary narratives
it contains, a framework of history and details of chronology that are essen'

tially correct can be discovered. Juansher's second part, on the other hand,
is a valuable work, based unquestionably on still more ancient archival material and fully corroborated by the evidence of contemporary local and foreign
sources.

"

Whatever divergencies appear to exist between these sources and

Juansher are all easily reconcilable, as will be seen later. Juansher's only

drawback is one diametrically opposite to the above-mentioned inadequacy
of foreign sources: it is his extreme legitimism. He was himself a scion of the

Chosroid Dynasty, and its legitimate, though dethroned, heads, Mihr (Mirian)
'

and Arch

il, remained in his eyes Kings of Iberia, to the exclusion of other,

more actual, rulers.8

Next in importance is the Chronicle of Iberia, compiled in 1072-1073. It
begins after the martyrdom of St Arch'il (786) and contains in its opening
part some information regarding the last Chosroids and the early Bagratids;
7 Introd at an. 40-44.
.

« JW at n. 52.
.
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its evidence is unimpeachable.9 The Martyrdom of St Arch'iU dating from the
ninth century and erroneously ascribed to Leontius, Bishop of Ruisi (Leonti

Mroveli),10 contains some interesting data. Then, there is a brief chronicle of
the Iberian rulers found together with the seventh-century work: Conversion
0/ Iberia.11 This brief Royal List - three lists, in fact - is brought down
to the time of the sons of the Bagratid Ashot the Great (t 830)12 and displays
a number of traces of dependence on Juansher. The prestige it has enjoyed

with some historians, owing to its association with the Conversion oj Iberia to
which it was obviously appended later, is ill-founded. It contains, moreover,

a number of errors resulting from a tendency to treat the facts of succession
as those of genealogical kinship and to regard various unrelated contemporaneous dynasts as close kinsmen. The date of its compilation must lie between
that of the death of Ashot the Great and the year 973, in which the Shatberdi
Codex, which contains both the Conversion and the Royal List, was copied.13
Finally, in his History of the Bagraiids> written c. 1030, Sumbat14 offers a list

of the rulers of Iberia for the period under discussion. From Guaram I to
Ashot the Great, this list is quite worthless being a mere adaptation of Juansher
and of the Royal List, so arranged as to suit the author s political ideology.15
There are also a number of other Georgian sources, hagiographic. numismatic.
as well as numerous foreign historians, Armenian and Byzantine, which will be
adduced in the course of this Study.
3 The historical problems of the period are further complicated by what
has until recently been the problem of the origin of the Georgian Bagratids.
According to the erroneous tradition of Sumbat, the provenance of which will
be examined later (Excursus A), this house was deduced in direct male line
from an earlier dynasty of Iberian rulers, the Guaramids, and the latter, in
'

.

turn, was traced back to the official ancestor of the Bagratid race. King and

Prophet David. Until recently, this tradition was given a general acceptance.18
Yet older and more authoritative sources than Sumbat affirm, in accord with

the Armenian historical data, that the Georgian Bagratids branched out of the
Armenian Bagratid Dynasty; that this branch removed to Iberia only after the
defeat of the Armenian Princes by the Arabs in 772, in the person of Prince
6 Ibid at n. 58.
10 Ibid at n. 53.
,

,

n Ibid at n. 49; infra Excursus A.
,

12 For the date of Aaol lie Great's death, see my Chronology 83-85.

18 Infra Excursus A

.

M Introd

.

at n, 57.

15 Ibid ; infra Excursus A.
.

18 Brosset Hist, de la GL II/l 'Tables g6n6alogiques' 621-622. For a revival o( this tradition by Ingoroqva, see TClIll J 18.
,
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Atrnerseh or Adarnase (grandson of Ashot III the Blind, Prince of the Bagratids and Prince of Armenia in 732-748); that Adarnase's son Ashot the Great

attained, the first of the Bagratids, to the Principate of Iberia in 813 and thus
founded the last royal house of Georgia; and that, finally, the Davidic claim
of that house was a further development of the earlier tradition of Hebrew
origin entertained by its Armenian ancestors. All this has now come to be
accepted by scholars not afflicted with the chauvinism of some Georgians
of to-day.17

The sources ot our disposal indicate, nevertheless, that the Iberian domains
of the first Georgian Bagratids were for the most part old Guaramid possessions.
This fact and that of their succession to the office of Prince of Iberia once held

by the Guaramids, combined with other indications, to be adduced in due time,

make one presume that there were possibly some ties of kinship after all, in
the female if not in the male line, binding the two dynasties. A thorough exam-

ination of the sources will, it is believed, yield support to this conjecture.
I

-

.

END OF THE IBERIAN MONARCHY

4

The Iranian abolition of the Chosroid Monarchy in Iberia in the sixth
century, like that of the Arsacid Monarchy in Armenia in the fifth, had been
brought about in part by a struggle between the Crown and its great vassals.1
The meaning of the Chosroid epoch in Iberian history was to a great extent
.

contained in that strife.2 But it had become involved in a vaster conflict:

the cultural and political rivalry of the Roman and Iranian empires in Caucasia. The Iranian claim to the overlordship of Iberia, and of Caucasia in
general, dated ultimately from the days of the Achaemenids, whereas Rome's
claim originated in her victory over Mithridates Eupator and his allies. Roman suzerainty over Iberia, established in 65 B.C., when Pompey defeated
King Artag-Artoces of Iberia, ally of the vanquished Mithridates, was finally
ceded to Iran in the treaty of 363, concluded upon the defeat of the Apostate,
by the Emperor Jovian and the Great King Sapor II.3 The attempt of the
Emperor Valens, in 370, to re-establish that suzerainty over at least a half of
Iberia, by splitting the country into two vassal States, one Roman and the

other Iranian, proved ephemeral.4 The dependence of the whole of Iberia on
17 Mork-wart, Sireifziige, 'Dor Urspnmg der iberischen Bagratiden'; Tonmanoff, Bajr.

of Iber. I; III/II § 16-17; IH/IlI; cf. III/TI § 18.
1 II § 3; cf Groussct, Hisloire 178-184, cf. 191: ' ...Ics grandes families feodalos qui
.

s'Ctalent substlluies & la royaut6 arsaclde et se partagealent le pays.'

8 11 5 3; cf. S. JanaSia's criticism of S. Kakabaje, in BLM 4/2 (1938) 183.
8 I § 10; II n. 5.
4 V § 11 at nn. 99-109.
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the Sassanid empire was conceded by Rome, as seems most probable, in the
similar division of Armenia into two vassal States by the accord of 387 of Theodosius the Great and Sapor III.5 The two parallel struggles, internal and
external, nevertheless continued.

While the Crown in Iberia, as in Armenia

gravitated, in its endeavour to enhance its power, towards the autocratic and
bureaucratic Roman State, its princely vassals were drawn in the opposite
direction attracted by the feudalistic and aristocratic realm of the Sassanids
in alliance with which they hoped to preserve their dynastic rights.6
The Iberian polity has already been examined elsewhere in some detail.7
Suffice it to mention here that its distinctive feature was the fact that the

upper layer of the nobility was formed by a group - a caste - of dynastic
princes, congeneric with the Crown and distinct from the lesser nobility. More
than this, this group was anterior to the Crown, which had originated in its
midst. The Caucasian kingdoms, in these circumstances, were largely each

a federation of dynasts or sub-kings presided over by one of them, the super-

dynast or king. Accordingly, the Iberian Monarchy came into being when
one dynastic lineage, that of Armazi-MtsTthet'a, could reduce to obedience
the other dynastic lineages of Iberia. Not satisfied, however, with this political
ascendancy, the Kings of Iberia, like those of Armenia, were to strive to convert it into a more solid control by acting upon a 'monogenetic* theory of
"

*

sovereignty that counterbalanced the polygenetic sovereignty of the princes.

Thus feudal features were introduced in a dynasticist society.8 And the most
notable of these features was the institution of the order of the erisfavn
*

('dukes )

to control the mfaoarn or sep*eculn ('princes* or 'royal children'), as the dynasts were termed. The setting up of the seven dukedoms
,

is one of the earliest recorded acts of the Iberian Monarchy. The dukes were

at once civil governors and military commanders of their duchies and, in the
latter capacity, subject to the High Constable or spaspet who was ex officio
Duke of (the nucleal province of) Inner Iberia. However, this was less a supersedure of the princes than the conversion of the more important among them
into officers of the State entrusted with the control of the rest. In this way,
the Crown, anxious to claim, 'monogenetically,'the fullness of sovereignty

for itself alone, was able gradually to deprive the lesser princes of much of
their 'polygenetic' sovereignty, while sharing it, under the guise of feudal
delegation, with only a few among them. Nevertheless, the Iberian Dukes, unquestionably of princely origin for the most part, and the Iberian Princes soon
6 nn e
8 Ibid § 3.
.

.

.

9 X J 11,

38.

8 Cf ibid. $ 2.
.
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came to form one group, the former term merely expressing its feudal aspect,
as the latter expressed its dynasticist aspect. And before long, its aims frustrated, the Crown was faced with the opposition of a united feudal-dynasticist
aristocracy. This was the nature of the internal struggle in Iberian, as in Armenian, society.9
5 It is in this light that the end of the Chosroid Monarchy of Iberia can be
.

properly understood. The two struggles - internal and external - and their
conjunction are especially manifest in what undoubtedly was the last great
reign of the Chosroid Monarchy, that of King Vakhtang I Gorgasal. After
him, the end came rapidly. His becoming the hero of a legendary epic, his

struggle with his most important vassal and his Iranian suzerain, and his
choice of a new policy on a world-wide scale bear eloquent witness to his
greatness as a ruler. Therein, too, lies his difficulty for the historian, for the
chief Georgian source for his reign is precisely the heroicizing epic - the Hisiory of Vakhiang Gorgasal (hereinafter HVG) par excellence - that forms the

first part of Juansher's historical work. It takes, therefore, much effort to
extract from it shreds of history; but it can be done. What saves him from
being consigned altogether to the realm of legend is that he is briefly mentioned
by Lazarus of P'arpi and, somewhat more extensively, by Procopius. We
must begin by establishing for him the framework of chronology. Early
Georgian works seldom contain dates; but they supply us instead with rather
copious synchronisms. It is with synchronisms that we must operate in esta-

blishing that framework. Vakhtang is said to have succeeded at the age of
seven his father Mithridates V.10 At the age of nineteen he married Balendukht,
daughter of the Great King Horniizd.1"1 The latter can have been none other

than Hormizd III (457-459);:l2 accordingly, Vakhtang must have been bom
439 (457/459, i. e., c. 458-19) and ascended the throne c. 446. As will be seen,
he is said to have been about sixty when the Great King Kavadh I was preparing for the war of 502-506 against the Empire; and his death occurred in 522.
c

.

Pie was, thus, aged about eighty-three when he died; and it may be noted in
passing that his adversary Kavadh 1 also died, in 551, at the age of eighty or
eighty-two.33

At the age of sixteen,14 Vakhtang is reported to have waged a brief four months - war on the Alanians (Ossetians) in the north, who had been
9 In Armenia, where the princes were more powerTulvls-d-vis the monarchy, every prince
was also a duke: ibid, at n, 188.

10 HVG (= JuanSer) 143
n Infra n

.

.

17.

18 Gf Christenscn, Iran Sass. 289-290.
.

» Ibid 296 n.6" HVG 161.
.
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troubling the peace of his kingdorn;15 and then to have turned, in the course
of the following three years, to attacking the Imperial possessions in West

Georgia.16 Alter that, he married the Iranian princess.17 These attacks on
Colchis-Lazica must, accordingly, have taken place c. 455-458. And it is, precisely, in 456 that the Emperor Marcian was obliged to dispatch a military
expedition against the Lazic Kings of Colchis.18 King Gubazes I, who had been
negotiating with Iran, had to submit to the Empire and even, temporarily,
to abdicate in favour of his son; though he soon returned to power.19 It is not
difficult to perceive that what was involved was an attempt of the Lazic
Monarchy of West Georgia to shake off whatever tenuous Imperial suzerainty
there had remained, and to achieve this with the aid of Iran. The Great King,
however, was then entangled in a struggle with the Hephthalites and so could
offer no aid to Gubazes.80 It is possible, therefore, that Vakhtang's anti-Roman
campaign in West Georgia was made in his capacity as a vassal of the Great
King, and as a substitute for a direct aid. HVG, it is true, mentions the Emperor Leo the Great' in this context,*1 but as Leo succeeded Marcian early
(on 7 February) in 4572S this is not a great error, especially as the struggle may
very well have gone on, as HVG does in fact show, after 456. It was only in
'

466 that Gubazes I journeyed to Constantinople to offer his submission to

the Emperor.23
HVG relates, next, another attack on Roman West Georgia, mentioning
this time that it was made in alliance with Iran, and, moreover, connects it
'

with Vakhtang s interference in Armenia.2* Putting the question of Armenia
15 Ibid 150-157. Vaxtang was aged ten when the Ossetians attacked Iberia (c. 439 +
,

10 - c. 449): ibid. 145-146.
u Ibid 167-158 (the V Recension omits the phrase indicative of the duration of the war
but it is also found in the CAron. armen, 78).
.

17 HVG 158

.

18 For the Kingdom of Lazica see JavajdSvill, K'art: er. ist, I (1951) 239-240, 243-244,
,

246-262, 274-276; Gugushvlll, Chron.-GeneaL Table 152-152; Division 56-58; Stein. HUt.

du Bat-Emp. 1 352-353, 257; - 11 267-271, 303,492-494, 505-521; Vasiliev, Justin 255-268;
II i 26.7.
19 Priscus fr 25,26 (102-103); cf. Stein, Hist, tfu Bas-Bmp. I 352-353. A recent translation
.

of Priscus puts this expedition in the same year as Gubazes I's visit to the Emperor (in/ra
at n. 23), i.e.. 465/466: CD. Gordon, TTie Age oj Attila (Ann Arbor 1960) 11. There can be
no reason for assuming that Priscus's fr. 25 and 26 refer to the same epoch as his fr. 34.
20 Priscus fr. 25; cf. Bury, Lai. Bom. Emp. II 7 n.5, for the identification of the Cidarite
'

Huns' (spoken of by Priscus in this connexion and also in fr. 41 [109]) with the White Huns
or Hephthalites.
n HVG 157

.

22 Cf

e.g., Grmnel, Chronologle 356.
23 Priscus fr. 34 (107); Vi/a S. Daixielis stglitis 51 (169).
24 HVG 159 178.
.

,

,

-
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aside for the moment, there was indeed another flare-up of hostilities in West
Georgia, c. 468. Gubazes and the Romans attacked pro-Iranian Suania and
met a ioint Iranian-Iberian resistance; when, however, the Great King had

achieved success on the Hephthalite front, and so was in a position to attend
to the western front, the Emperor Leo, engaged as he was elsewhere, abandoned
his Lazic vassal to his fate.*5 This doubtless is the reason why HVG emphasizes the victorious character of this second Roman war of King Vakhtang.
Between these two wars, i.e., in the period of c. 458-468, Vakhtang is said by
our source to have reached the age of twenty-two (c. 439 + 22 = c. 461).a6
Whatever may have been the King's activities with regard to West Georgia,
his actions in Armenia manifested a diametrically opposite political orientation
to that followed heretofore, and occurred over a decade later. The author of

HVG shared with his continnator, Juansher, the same political sympathies.
Accordingly, in addition to being too epic, the story of Vakhtang is further

distorted by the author's pro-Iranian orientation, typical of the Iberian aristocracy of the time. In actual fact, Vakhtang Gorgasal, because he was a
strong sovereign, abandoned the political sphere of Iran, Iberia's suzerain
from the fourth century, and effected a rapprochemenl with the Empire.
6 It was the King's conflict with a representative of the princely group
.

- another concomitant of his being a strong monarch - and the religious
considerations implicated in it that brought about this reversal of alliances.

The most powerful prince of the realm was then, without a doubt, Varsk'en,
Vitaxa of Gogarene. He appears to have been, moreover, a resolute opponent
of the Crown: at least, he pushed his Iranophilism to the point of Mazdaizing

under the blandishing pressure of the Court of Ctesiphon. This apostasy fetched a great recompense: the hand of an imperial princess of Iran and the
viceroyalty of Albania. He was, however already married - to a Maraikonid
,

princess, St Susan to be - and his wife proved a staunch Christian, staunchly
opposed to his change of religion. The result was her martyrdom at his hands,
on 17 October 475. It took his cautious overlord, the King of Iberia, seven

years to prepare for a reprisal; and it was only in 482 that Vakhtang put
Varsk'en to death.27 The moment must have seemed propicious: the Great King
was involved in another Hephthalite war28 and in Armema the Mamikonids
and their allies among the princes were growing restive.29 By his act, which
25 Prisons fr 41 (109); cf. Stein, Hist, du Bas-Emp. I 357.
29 HVG 159
27 II Appendix H (6); and, for the Vitaxae of Gogarene in general, also 11 § 10-11.
.

.

26 Ghristensen, Iran Soss. 293-294; for the date: Bury, Lat. Rom. Emp, II 5 n. 7.
n.

29.

89 Grousset, Histoire 213-215.

Cf. infra
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'

must have enhanced the King s moral prestige at home, he placed himself in a
state of revolt against his suzerain, the Great King;30 he then sought the aid of

the trans-Caucasian Huns and the cooperation of the Armenian Princes. After
some hesitation, the Armenians, led by St Susan's cousin Prince Vahan Mamikonian, began their revolt. Hunnic aid, however, proved insufficient, though
the Empire seems to have given some, unofficial, assistance. At any rate the
insurrection, in either country, was not a great success: the Iberians were routed
and the Armenians took to guerilla warfare. There was also a revolt in Albania.
In the course of all this, two Iranian campaigns of repression took place in

Iberia: in 483 under the command of Shahpuhr Mihran and in 484 under that
of Zarmihr Karin. The latter forced Vakhtang to flee to Lazica and Imperial

protection. Then the unexpected happened: the Great King Peroz was defeated and fell, in that same year, fighting the Hephthalites. Receiving this
intelligence Zarmihr hastened to Ctesiphon to influence the selection of a new
sovereign. It was Valash who became Great King and who was obliged, in
the weakened state of his realm, to temporize in Caucasia. In 485, Valash

granted autonomy to the Armenians; in Albania, the recently dispossessed
Arsacids were reinstated; and Vakhtang of Iberia was left in peace, which made
possible his rapprochemeni with the Empire.31

This is confirmed by HVG. It mentions the amity between Iberia and the
Empire-which involved a resettlement, favourable to the former, of the frontier line -,3a placing it at the end of the 'victorious war,* and it relates that
30 This is how Lazarus qualifies this act in 66 (260): zapslanibut iwnn Vrac* arlfagin.
'

31 The chief source for this revoK is Lazarus 66-87; and its chronology can he established
from the sequence of events in hts narrative. According to Lazarus, Vaxtang revolted in
the 25th year of P5r6z (66 [259]); this date can be either 484 or 482, depending on whether

the regnal year was computed from the beginning of P6r6z's revolt against his predecessor
or from his definitive accession to the throne after the latler's death (cf. Peeters, Ste

Sousanik 279 n. 1): It was obviously 482, in the context of the events that followed (Ja'

'

vaxigvili, K art. er. ist. 1 has 484: 241, 289, but 483: 280).

A winter passed (Loz. 71
[282]); then summer came (Laz. 73 [293]); then another winter (Laz. 77 [311]); and finally, spring (Laz. 78 [316]). Zarmihr arrived in Armenia {ibid.). Peroz departed for the

Hephthallte war and ordered Zarmihr to chastise Vaxtang (Laz. 79 [321-322]). Iberia was

invaded; Vaxtang fled to Lazica; Sahpn.br became Viceroy of Armenia (Laz. 80). PBroz was
killed in the war; the news of this reached Armenia; Zarmihr hastened back to Ctesiphon
(Laz. 85-87): this took place in 484 (Ghristensen, Iran Sass. 294). The peace of Val&S (Laz.
88-99). - See also Grousset, Hisfoire 216-229 (whose chronology is not altogether exact)
and, for Zeno's aid, 224, 226. - For Albania, see Trover, 0£. po ist. Alb. 218-219, 225.
32 HVG 177-178 The details of the frontier settlement are analyzed in V at n. 113. That the Emperor Zeno should have been willing to cede to the King of Iberia what amounted
.

to the southern frontier of Colchls-Lazica and even a foothold on the sea, as implied in our

History, may not appear altogether incredible in the historical circumstances of his reign.
Already under Marcian, the Imperial government, faced with the Hunnic menace, was con-
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the Great King heard of Yakhtang's defection and died, being succeeded by
his son, who, three years after his accession, waged war on Iberia.83 Except
at this point, the Georgian versions of the Royal Annals, of which HVG is a
part, are in agreement with the earliest known, abridged Armenian, version
of them, the so-called Chronique armenienne; here, however, the latter differs
from the others in that it states that the Iberian war was waged, not three years
after the new Great King s accession, but immediately thereafter and for four
'

months.34 Both accounts are in error, for they obviously disfigure the fact of
Vakhtang's struggle with Iran which lasted for three years: from his revolt
in 482 to the peace settlement of Valash in 485. But the death of Vakhtang's
adversary Peroz is erroneously placed at the beginning of that struggle.36 After that, an Ibero-Iranian peace ensued,38 which was the Peace of Yalash.

Next, our History proceeds to recapitulate by narrating, in some detail, the
campaigns which Vakhtang and his imperial Sassanid suzerain waged in India.37

If at all based on any historical fact

,

this narrative must be a reminiscence of

strained to neglect the Caucasian affairs. Thus, the Empire failed to aid the Armenian
Insurrection of 450-461 (cf. Grousset, Sistoire 198-199); and it had to contend with the
growing independence of the Lazic kings of Colchis and the growing Iranian Influence
there: supra at nn. 18-25. But it had to give up these efforts, and Damnazes, King of
Lazlca, became a Mazdais t and an Iranian vassal. This must have occurred about the time of

Vaxtang's drawing together with the Empire, because Damnaaes's son and successor Tzalhua
I returned to the Christian faith and Roman allegiance in 522: in/ra at n. 55. In these circumstances, It is not difficult to conceive the gratification that the King of Iberia's adoption of
a pro-Roman policy, In the years 482-485, must have caused at the Court of Costantinople;

so that the above territorial concessions - made at the expense, most probably, of the
recalcitrant Lazians - as well as the marital alliance {infra at n. 40) need cause no astonishment,

33 HVG 178-181
34 CAron armen. 85. It is difficult to understand how the phrase eu> kruec'an ind mimeans
.

.

zamiss cVs could have been translated by Brosset as 'ils se flrent la guerre durant trois
'

Additions 41. This reference to four months must have been misplaced here from the
Alanian war of Vaxtang; cf. supra at n. 15.
35 The only Great King so far mentioned by name was Hormizd (HI), Vaxtang's fatherin-law (158; supra at nn. 11, 17). Other Great Kings are not mentioned by a praenomen,
except occasionally by the name Xuasro or Chosroes, which is the royal Iranian name par
ans :

excellence. I.e., a dynastic title, like 'Arsaces'among the Arsacids as in HVG 182, 184, 186
,

187,196,199,200, 201. Cf. II Appendix A li (6). Thus, in HVG 161, the adversary of Julian
the Apostate is called Chorsoes, and In 186, the second successor of Hormizd III {seil. ValaS)
is also so called and, moreover, confused with Chosroes I, and so credited with the taking
of Antioch. HVG, moreover, tends to qualify successors as 'sons': thus the second Great
King after Hormizd HI, i.e., ValaS, Is called the sou of the first one. I.e., Pfircz, Instead of
brother, as would have been correct.

38 HVG 181-187
97 Ibid 188-195.

.

.
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the Hephthalite wars, in which Vakhtang may, as an Iranian vassal, have participated.39 He could not, obviously, have taken part in the disastrous second
war of Peroz, because at that time he himself was struggling against Iran.
Consequently, if he ever fought in a Hephthalite war, H could only be in the
first war of Peroz, in 474-476.89 The Byzantine rapprochement, sealed ultimately by Vathtang's marriage to an Imperial relative, which HGV mentions
next,40 can, clearly, be only a renewed reference to the amity sprung from
M Cf Brosset, Hist, de la Gff. 1/1 189 nn. 2,3, etc.; JavaxiSvllI, Kwari,' er, ist. 1 332.
.

88 Its date: Bury, Lat. Horn. Emp. 11 5 n. 7.

It Is generally admitted that there wore

only two Hephthalite wars ol PerSz: Christensen, iron Sass. 293-294; JavasdSvili, K art
'

'

er.

is(. I 332, however, speaks of three wars. It is well known that the successful campaign
against the Hephthalitos in which Zarmihr Karin is supposed to have avenged PfirOz, as reported by a later tradition, never in fact took place: Christensen 296 n. 2. Nevertheless, the

tradition of three wars may be due to the fact that the second one consisted of two campaigns.
It has been established that the second war lasted from 482 to 484: supra n. 28, Yet Lazarus,

79, speaks of Perdz as departing for the campaign, in which he was to lose his life, only in
484: supra n. 31. The Syriac chronicle known under the name of Josue the Stylltes may offer
a solution. Ps. Josue, 10-11, in fact speaks of three campaigns of Per5z. In the first two
he was captured, in the third killed; and the third appears to have followed the second almost
immediately and may thus have formed with it one war, the second war of Peroz. Procopius,
Bell. pen. 1. 3-4, on the other hand, speaks of only two actions, in the first of which the
Great King lost his liberty and in the second of which he lost his life: a natural enough telescoping of the similar first and second campaigns into one. There seems to be no reason for
discarding the information of so important a source as Ps. Josue, as does Christensen 293
n.

4.

40 HVG 198

Vartang's queen is said to have been Helena, the Emperor's daughter.
The word 'daughter' need not imply, however, any more than 'relative' in this context.
Exactly so, for instance, the marriage of Rata of Georgia to Alexius Bryennius, son of the
celebrated Anna Gomnena, is mentioned in the Hist. David HI, 334, as her being sent to be
a daughter-in-law (s//ad) of the Emperor. The use of 'son* in the sense of 'successor,' in
.

reference to foreign raonarchs. has already been noted (supra n. 35). - The fact that the

only Emperor to be given his praenomm in HVG is Leo I (157) has led to the presumption
that the unnamed Emperor, whose 'daughter' Vaxtang married, must be identical with
him: Brosset, 'Tables g n alogiques,' Hist, de la Ge. 11;.1 261. The name of Leo bomo by
Vaxtang's eldest surviving son by Helena cannot be taken as a confirmation of this, because
Zeno, the Emperor with whom Vaxtang concluded his alliance and whose relative he, consequently, married, was himself associated with that praenomen, being the son-in-law of the
first, and father of the second (and short-lived) Emperor Leo. As has been seen, the final

part of HVG is telescoped; it fuses together two facts about Kavflfi I: his war with Anastasius
and his struggle with Vaxtang. In the same way, it also fuses into one person (the Empe'

ror, Vaxtang s

'

father-in-law') two Emperors, Zeno, whose relative Vaxtang married, and

Anastasius, who married Zeno's widow Ariadne. The first confusion Is due to the identity
of the agent; the second, to the similarity of the genealogical situation and, doubtless, also
to the same anti-Chalcedonian religious policy of the two Emperors. Unaware of this second
confusion, the redactor or redactors of the CAron. arm n. as well as those of the Recension V

must have reasoned that, if the King's 'father-in-law' was the Emperor Leo, then the
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that insurrection. The Emperor of that rapprochement is not named, but the

chronology of the case indicates that he was Zeno (474-491), precisely the
Emperor who appears to have rendered unofficial aid to the Caucasian insurgents in 482-484
7

.

Our source then relates the accession of a new Great King42, who now

made preparations for a war on the Empire. Vakhtang, who had already
reached the age of about sixty, was invited to join the war, but refused.
This provoked a second Iranian invasion of Iberia. Meantime, the Emperor
died and was followed by another.43 Finally, Vakhtang himself passed away,
having been mortally wounded in the struggle against the invader.44 This
portion of HVG is curiously telescoped and accelerated, and so, vague, in order
to conceal, doubtless, the unheroic conclusion of an over-heroicized reign.

But even here, some historical truth can be salvaged. Vakhtang was about
sixty at the turn of the century (c. 439 + 60), so that the war which was now

being prepared can only have been that of Kavadh I and Anastasius I, of
O02-506;45 and Kavadh was in fact a successor of Valash." The invasion of

Iberia, on the other hand, can only refer to the hostilities of the same Kavadh
- hence the confusion - which Vakhtang had to sustain only later beginning c. 517/518. It is here that, the Iberian historical tradition failing to offer
any more evidence, the near-contemporary Procopius supplies us with the
rest of the story. Procopius records that the Emperor Justin I - who indeed
,

had followed Anastasius in 518 - received an appeal for aid from the King
of Iberia FovfyyeyTjg who had to contend with the Mazdaist pressure of Iran.
But, Byzantine aid, when given, proving insufficient - and this, too, finds an
echo in HVG - the King was constrained to flee to Lazica.47 That the Gur-

ncrt Emperor mast have been Zeno; and so Zeno's praenomen was interpolated into the
accelerated last portion of HVG, where retereace Is made to the death of the father-in-law'
'

and to the accession of a new Emperor (who is reality was Justin I: injra n. 43): CAron. armin.
93; HVG 203 (H is to be regretted that Q should have inserted into the text the name of Zeno
absent in the three oldest codd. A, C, and M).
a Snpra n. 31.

48 HVG 199: he is named Chosroes and 'son' of his predecessor, likewise Chosroes; cf. supra an. 35, 40.
48 HVG 203: Mkewise 'son' of his predecessor; cf. supra nn. 35, 40.
** HGV 199-204.
45 See, lor this war, e.g.. Stein, Hist, du Bas-Emp. 11 92-101; Bury, Lai. Rom, Emp. U
10-15.

46 Christ ens en, Iran Sass. 296-297; he was a son of Per5z.
47 Sell pers. 1.12; cf. HVG 203 where the Emperor is said to have come to Syspiritis in
.

order to enter Iberia, but, on hearing of the King's being hard pressed by the enemy, to have
turned back. There are also references to the Emperor's contact with the Huns (' Khazars'):
HGV 182, 183; and also the detail of the sending of Probus, the Emperor Anastasins I's
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genes of Procopius be Vakhtang, is hardly possible to doubt. Procopius obviously refers to him by a Greek rendering of his sobriquet of Gorgasal 48 This
.

,

however, has not been accepted in historiography. The difference of the two
praenomina, just explained, has been one of the reasons for this; the other has

been the seeming chronological difficulty. While Vakhtang has been assigned
too high a death-date - 503 at the latest49 -, the flight of Gurgenes has been
nephew, to the Hons in order to obtain aid for Iberia (Procopius 1.12.6-11), in the misplaced
and disfignred reference to one Palekartos or Palckarpos, son of the Emperor's sister: HGV

166-176. The words of Procopius: did 6$ FovQyivTjg TtQooxwQElv 'lovarlvco paaiXet
ijdeXe to xe mard. Jj lov XafSstv thg oiinore "IfiyQag xaxaTtgorfaovrai }IiQaai<; 'Piofialot
(1.12.5), etc. can be interpreted to imply that Imperial suzerainty over Iberia was re-esta-

blished only then, under Justin I; but, as has been seen, the rapprochanml (implying, of its
nature, vassal-suzerain relations) of Iberia and the Empire began already under Zeno: it
was Iran s weakness after the defeat of 484 that made it possible.The religious implications
of this drawing together, confirming the point just made, are treated elsewhere: Chrislian
Caacosla. Procopius's references to Caucasian affairs are to be treated with some caution.
We know that he misdates the Partition of Armenia {ibid, at n. 80) and misinterprets the
reduction of the royal powers of Vaxtang's successors {infra at n. 61). Exactly so, Vaxtang's
'

appeal for aid to his suzerain the Emperor, and possibly the first implementing of that suzerainty, Procopius mistakes for a transfer of allegiance from Iran to Rome.
48 Gurgasallgorgasal is a Georgian transcrpltion of the Persian giirgasar ( wolf s head')
through the mutation r>L typical of Georgian: Marr and Briere, Langue 28, 30. This is
'

'

how HVG 180 explains it. The first part of this sobriquet, gurglgorg is paronyraous with
Gmgen, a name used in Caucasia and Graedzed as/Vvgy
g; cf. Justi, Namenbuch 355-356.
For the possible connexion of this surname "with the pre-Christian cult of the wolf/dog in
Caucasia, sec Allen, Ex Ponto, J.J J and iV 29 and passim. As Brossot and Markwart have
suggested, the explanation of this term as 'wolf-lion,' involving the description in HVG 180
of the King's golden helmet as having the effigy of a wolf in front and one of a lion in the
back, as well as leading to the change of the term itself to gurga{r)slan, and thus making of
it a hybrid Pers.-Turk. word, is a later development (and the description of the helmet a

later interpolation): cf. Allen n. 4.

49 Various older historians regard Vaxtang Gorgasal as distinct from Gurgenes; e.g., Brosset. Additions 35 (who takes the latter to have been a local dynast and not a King of Iberia).
Markwart, Slreifzage 431 (who ignores Vaxtang); JavaxiSvili, K'art' tr. is/. I 244-246, cf..
240-243, 288-290; Gorgaie, 'CarUeba Sakfart'. ist.,' AG 2 (1913) 66-67; Gugushvlli, Chron.
Geneal. Table 114,115. The chronological difficulty (and it is the chief one) of these scholars
is due to their following not the synchronisms of the Georgian sources, but the erroneous
chronological system devised In the eighteenth century by the scholarly Prince VaxuSt
(natural son of Vaxtang VI), according to which Vaxtang I reigned from 446 to 499. Gorgaje,

on his part, proposed 450-503 as that King's regnal years; and JavaxiSvill, 288-290, made
him die In 502. Gorgaje also argued againl the onomasllc identity on the ground thct Lazarus mentions the King by his praenomen of Vaxtang and not by his sobriquet of Gorgasal
and that, consequently, the latter must be o laterinvention: op. ci ( 63. It may be remarked,
'

.

however, first, that the Armenians were in a better position than the Byzantines to differentiate between the two names, and used the former, as is often done in HVG Itself; and, second-

ly, that, according to his biographer, he acquired the appellation in question a/ter his inter-
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put too low. Accepting the apparent seqaence of events in Procopius, the
appeal of the King of Iberia to Justin I, and his flight, have heen placed after
the unsuccessful attempt of Kavadh to have his son Chosroes adopted by the
Emperor, i. e., after 524.50 But a careful perusal of Procopius "will convince one
that the flight of the King of Iberia need not have occurred after the Imperial
refusal. Procopius says, in effect, that immediately after that event the Great
King contemplated a retaliation, but that the Iberians constituted an obstacle to his plans. They were excellent Christians, Procopius goes on to say, and
just at that time Kavadh was anxious to force upon them the Mazdaist religion.
This it was that made Gurgenes appeal to the Empire for aid and, consequently, flee to Lazica. All this means, actually, that the troubles in Iberia, "which
kept the Great King's hands tied in 524-526, must have started at an earlier
date. In fact, it is highly probable that the attempts to impose Mazdaism on
Iberia were made by Kavadh sometime between 498/499 and 517/518: thefirst
date being that of his restoration,51 when he must have striven to show zeal
for the official religion, the neglect of which had cost him his throne in 496iK1
the second, of the presence at Tiflis of an Iranian viceroy,63 installed there, as
we may suppose, to enforce the new religious policy of the Iranian suzerain

of Iberia. As a matter of fact, it is most likely that the flight of the King of
Iberia to Lazica occurred in 522, precisely at the time when Lazica returned,
after a lapse into Zoroastrianism and Iranian allegiance, to the Byzantine alliance that was sealed in the baptism, that year, of King Tzathus I.54 Since at
the time of his flight Vakhtang must have reached his eighty-third year, he
must have died soon afterwards. The chronological difficulty in identifying
Procopius's King of Iberia with Vakhtang 1 Gorgasal appears to exist in reality
no more than the already mentioned onomastic one. The date 522 for the

death of Vakhtang, moreover, finds support in other chronological indications
which will be adduced below.65

Jerence in Armenia. Accordingly, to his more recent allies, the Byzantines, his Ireshly acquired nom de guerre conld be easily more familiar than his praenomen.
50 Cf Stein, Hist, rfu Bas-Emp. II 269-271; VaslUev, Justin 269.
a Christensen, Iran Sass. 350.
112 Ibid 356-357, 348.
M Maricwart, SlreifzUge 431.
54 Stein, Hist, dn Bas-Emp. II267; Vasiliev, Justin 259-261. VaailieY 261-262 is needlessly
.

.

puzzled by the baptism of Tzathas. Quite obviously, he had participated in his father's
Mazdaizing, and probably had been brought up as a Mazdaist. The fact that the Lazians
had long been Christians (adduced by him) Is no argument against their rulers' lapses.

55 It has been thought e.g., by Marltwart, SlreifzUge 431; Bury, Lat. Rom. Emp. II 80,
,

Vaslliev, Justin 270-272; and (indirectly implied by) Stein, Hist, du Bas-Emp. II 295. n. 1.

that Vaxtang-FovQySrijq preceded from Lazica to Constantinople. All that Procopius
says, however. Is that 'afterwards the Iberians presented themselves In Byzantlnm' (Bell.
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Vakhtang's reversal of allegiance and, in particular, his appeal to Justin I

for aid and the latter's granting it were among the causes that, along with
I-azica's

similar change of obedience and Justin's refusal to adopt the Prince

Chosroes, led to another war between the two empires. This war broke out in

526 and was terminated in the peace of 532, concluded by Justin's successor

Justinian I and Chosroes I, the successor of Kavadh.BB Its provisions included
- covertly - the cession of the suzerain rights over Iberia by the Emperor

to the Great King." This was a victory, we may be certain, not only for the
Iranian overlord, but also for the Iberian vassals, of the Chosroids; and now

the victors must have seen to it that the pro-Roman and autocratic tendencies of the Iberian Crown be curbed. Already, as has been noted, an Iranian

viceroy was set up at the royal capital of Tiflis as early as in 517/518, during
Vakhtang Ts second conflict with Iran.58 A contemporary hagiographical source
indicates the presence there of two other viceroys of the Great King, in 540/
541 and in 543 d.69 There is no mention in it of a king, at Tiflis at any rate,
and the local princes, headed by the Katholikos (Primate) ot Iberia and another dignitary, styled Mamasaxlisi of Iberia, are shown paying court to the
Iranian viceroy.60 And yet, the trustworthy Juansher, whose own narrative

now follows HVG. supplies us with a list of Vakhtang's successor.: on the
throne of Iberia to the end of the sixth century. The disrepute in which the

Georgian Royal Annals were once mistakenly held and the silence regarding
the monarchy in the above-mentioned hagiographic work (which only incidentally treats ol the political situation in Iberia) had led the older historians

p*rs. 1.12.14), which can mean that only some of the fugitives, who had followed the King
into exile, not necessarily the King himself, did so.
as For this war: Stein Hist, du Bas-Emp. H 267-273, 287-293; Bury, Lat. Rom. Emp*
,

11 79-89.

67 The cession of Iberia to Iran Is nowhere explicitly mentioned: Procoplus, Bell. pers.
1

22. However, the clause {ibid. 1.22.16) that the Iberian emigres in the Empire might

.

it they so chose, return to their homeland is a clear indication that Iberia now depended on

Iran and not on the Empire. Cf. Stein 294. The qualifying adjective dniQayTog, applied
to this treaty by Procopius (1.22.17), has been generally rendered as 'eternal' (e.g.. Stein
toe. cif) or 'endless' (e.g., Bury 88). Actually it seems to mean 'without limit' in the sense
that no agreement was made as to its duration and that it was, accordingly, revocable at
will by either of the contracting parties: M. Higgins, 'International Relations at the Close
of the Sixth Century, CHR 27 (1941) 286 n. 22.
'

68 Supra at n. 54.

'

It was Vaxtang who transferred the royal residence from Mc

'

xet a to

Tiflis: JuanSer 205.
6B Marl Bust. 1 (44), 2 (45, 46), 3, (46, 47). and 4 ( 47. 48), 7 (53), 8 (53,54); cf. Markwart
.

Streifzuge 432. The citadel of Mc'xet'a, too, was then under an Iranian commander: Mart.
Bust. 2 (45-46).
60 Marl Bust. 3 (46-47); cf. I a. 132 {Grigol, Ka'rt'lisa mamasaxlisi).
.
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to reject Juansher's evidence and to take au pied de la leiire the affirmation of
Procopius to the effect that the Iranians aholished the Iberian Monarchy
after the flight to the Empire of King Gorgasal-Gurgenes.61 All these diver-

gencies, however, are only apparent and can be easily reconciled.
Before this is attempted, however, an enquiry should be made into the
family of King Vakhtang I. According to both the early part (HYG) and
the latter part of Juansher, that sovereign left three sons: Dach'i (Darchei
or Darch?il), from his first marriage with the Sassanid princess Balendukht
(who died at childbirth), and, from his second marriage, with the Imperial
relative Helena, Leo (Leon) and Mithridates (Mihrdat).62 Since the eldest son
was to succeed him, Vakhtang. before he died, appanaged his younger sons in
western Iberia by creating for them a State composed of the Duchies of Cholarzene and Odzrkhe and of the western part of the Duchy of Tsunda, They
were not given these lands merely in appanage, but were placed as suzerains
over the local dukes - who acted as guardians in their minority - and
were styled Arch-dukes,' while remaining, in turn, under the suzerainty of
their half-brother, the King of Iberia. After the death of Leo, however. King
DachM (who, for all the restrictions that may have been imposed upon his exercise of the royal power after 522, was an energetic sovereign63) not only constrained Mithridates to exchange the part of Cholarzene that bordered on the
Empire for Javakhet'i (eastern moiety of Tsunda), but even reduced him to
8

.

'

51 Procopius, Bell, pen, 2.28.20-21; cf. Stein, Hist, du Bas-Emp. U 294; Vaslllev, Justin

271; JavaxUvili, K'arl.'er. tst, 1 246-247; Alien, Htslorg 376-377; Gugushvlll, Chron.-Geneal.
Table 115; - all connect the abolition with the peace of 532, although there is absohUely
nothlng In what Procopius has to say about that peace that would justify this assumption:
supra n. 57. The exchange of suzerainty over Ihcria, implied in that treaty, can have nothing
to do with the abolition of the Iberian Monarchy- See also supra n. 47 for the occasional
shortcomings In Procoplus s treatment of things Caucasian; infra at n. 71 for what must have
'

caused his error.

62 HVG 178,

185, 199, 203; JuanSer 204, 205; - there were also; a daughter by the first

marriage, and two by the second. By the latter marriage, there were actually three sons:
HVG 199; but one of them must have died young and is nowhere again mentioned. It has
been assumed by, e.g., Markwart, Streifzilge 431; Bury, Lai. Horn. Ump. 11170 and n. 3.
thai the Iberian prince Pcranius, who was a general In the Roman service, was a son of King

Vaxlang-.Touey e. Actually the words of Procopius that the King sipvye, t v tb ywatxa
xai rovq naldaQ $vv roiq (ideX(poi£ inay6/iEvog, eSv di] UsQavtog 6 TtQEa vraxog ffv {Bell. pers.
1

12.11) imply rather that Peranius was the eldest of his brothers. HVG mentions, 151,
159, Vaxtang's cousins Mihran or Mirian and Gregory, lords of Rust'avi, descendants of
Mirian Ill's son Rev. It is tempting to suppose that n.-gavtog is a corruption of Mihranl
.

Mirian; while the use of 'brother' for 'cousin' is usual enough and requires no comment.

63 Juanser 184-185; he was rebuilding Iberia after the Iranian devastations

.

sionary activity, see infra at n. 68.

For his mis-
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the position of one of the dukes.M Thereafter the younger branch of the
royal house, the family of Leo and Mithridates, bore the style of Princes of
Cholarzene and Javakhet'i.65 The reason for the King's action must have

been, as will be seen, the Romanophile orientation of the sons of Helena.
While the younger branch of the dynasty as appanaged in the western
provinces of the kingdom, the elder, royal, branch resided in the easternmost
province of Kakhetia. That province, with its chief fortress of Ujarma,58 had
constituted the royal demesne from the days of King St Mirian III.67 Its

mountainous regions were the object of a special missionary effort of King
Dachpi.B8 That King, moreover, is given in the Royal List the territorial
epithet Ujarmeli, i. e., Lord of Ujarma,69 which can only mean that he had
made that castle his chief residence. And, finally, in recounting the abolition
of the monarchy, Juansher states that the sons of the last King 'remained

in the mountainous regions of Kakhetia';70 the same verb is used by Juansher,
in that text, of the younger branch remaining in its appanage of Cholarzene;
and this can signify only that the royal family had resided in its demesne
even before the abolition.

All this leads one to the conclusion that, while

Tiflis and perhaps Inner Iberia appeared kingless and under the rule of Iranian
viceroys, assisted by local dignitaries, the Kings of Iberia, Vakhtang Gorgasal's

successors, were, after the Iranian and aristocratic victory of 522, prevented
by the victors from the exercise of their sovereign power in the capital city,
and perhaps the kingdom's central province, and were relegated, though retaining in a more or less titular capacity their royal dignity, to their demesne of
Kakhetia. This was not yet an abolition of the monarchy, but an important
step towards it; this step must have been mistaken by Procopius for the abolition itself.71
9

Before the abolition, however, the succession and chronology of the last
Chosroid kings, as found in Juansher, should be examined. Vakhtang I Gor.

M HGV 203-Jnan3er 205: cf V at n. 117; Infra II n. 19.
85 V at n 119.
.

.

86 Ujarma Castle was built according to Lcont. Mrov. 59, by King Asp'agur (i.e., Aspacures)
,

in the third century. A groat royal residence (cf. tbc following n.)> it soon prompted the
growth of a city round It, which, in the following century, was next in importance to the
old capital of Mc xet a: ibid. 128; cf. JavaslSvill. K arl*. er. ist. II 308.
67 St Mirian appanged his elder son Rev in Kakhetia and Kuxet l with residence at Ujar'

'

'

'

ma: Leont. Mrov. 71,126; - Varaz-Bak'ar or Aspacures returned to the valley of Kakhetia:
ibid. 136; -- the royal house remained in Kakhetia after the Iranian capture of King Mithri-

dates IV: ibid. 138; - King Vaxtang I resided at Ujarma and enlarged it: HVG 185, 199,
200, 201, 202.
88 JuanSor 205

89 Hoy

.

List IX 62.

70 JuanSer 217 {infra n. 114).

71 Cf. supra at n. 61.
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gasal was succeeded by his son Dach i {regn. 12 years), he was followed by his
sonBacurius (Baltur) II {regn. 13 years); he, by Ms son Pharasmanes (P arsman)
V (regn. 14 years);72 he, by his brother's son Pharasmanes VI (the length of
whose reign is not given);73 and the latter, by his son Bacurius III, a contemporary of the Great King Hormizd (TV: 579-590).M The sequence of 12, 13, and
14 years may, indeed, appear suspicious, though by no means impossible.
It can be supposed that only the sura total of the regnal years of the three
monarchs (39) was remembered and later distributed in the above sequence.
Assuming, however, this indication to be correct, and adding 39 to 522, the
ff

presumed death-date of Vakhtang I, we arrive at 561 for the death-date of

Pharasmanes V.76 Now, Juansher, in effect, gives in this connexion a rare direct
chronological datum, when he states that 'from the reign of King Mirian

[the first Christian King] to the reign of the second Pharasmanes [scil. Pharasmanes VI, as successor of Pharasmanes V], 200 years elapsed.,!8 But what are
the dates of Mirian III?

To this question, another series of chronological indications of Georgian
historical writings can give an answer. In both the Conversion of Jberia and
Leontius of Ruis s History of the Kings of Iberia (dating from the seventh

and the eighth century, respectively) we find the statement that St Nino,
the iUuminatrix of Iberia, died A.M. 5838, in the year 338 ' after the Ascension,' in the 15th (according to the former source) or the 14th (according to
the latter) year after her arrival in Iberia." The date 'after the Ascension
of Christ

'

(K'ristes a\g]maglebited) is also found at the beginning of the Con'

version of Iberia, which begins: It was in the days of the Emperor (' King')

72 JuanSer 204-205, 206, 206-207; ct. J?oy. List II (no chronological evidence). The lengths
of these three reigns are found in the oldest codex of the Georgian Annals, A. It is to be

regretted that the latest editor of the Annals, Q, should have omitted these indications from
the text and relegated them to the notes: Q I 205, 206, 207.
73 JuanSer 207-215

.

74 Ibid 236-217. For the confusion in connexion vrith the text relative to the reign of
.

Bacurius III, see U Appendix A II (6). For Hormizd IV: Christensen, iran Sass. 441-444.

75 Although round figures especially regnal years, tend to exceed the actual duration of
,

time they approximately Indicate (Toumanoff, Chronology 79), the concordance of chronologlcal indications in the present case seems to exclude all vagueness. As .will he seen,
A D

522 -|- 39 indeed equals A.D. 561.
70 Juanler 215 This period of 200 years seems, according to the plain sense of the phrase

.

.

.

above, to extend from the reign of Mirian III, i.e., from the end of it: the King's death-date,
to the beginning of the reign of Pharasmanes VI, i.e., to his accession: the death-date of
Pharasmanes V.

77 Cony Jiier. 574; Leont. Mrov. 127. The thirteenth-century Armenian adaptation of
the Georgian Annals, Chron. armen. 87-88 has: the fifteenth year after the arrival, the year
.

'

after the Ascension

'

332, A.M. 5832.
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Constantine; in the 310th year after the Ascension of Christ.178 It goes on to
'

say, a little later, that in the tenth year after that
(310 + 10 = 320),
the Empress Helena journeyed to Jerusalem in search of the True Cross.79
Since Constantine died in 337 and his mother's pilgrimage took place probably soon after the defeat of Licinius, in 324, it must be inferred that the date
after the Ascension' cannot mean what the plain meaning of this expression
'

*

suggests, namely, that the Empresss journey occurred c. 353.80 It is to be
assumed, therefore, that this is a curious locution for a date after the Nativity'.
The error of some five years, between the real date of that trip (c. 324/325) and
'

the date given in the Conversion of Iberia (320), is negligeable. Now, if the
year 338 after the Ascension = the year of Grace 338 how can this corres'

*

,

pond to the .Annus mundi 5838? A.M. 5838, according to the Byzantine Era,
= A D 330; according to the Alexandrian Era, = A. D. 346;81 according to
the Georgian Era, - A. D. 234.8a In fact, it is only in accordance with the
Era of Sextus Julius Africanus93 and also that of Hippolytus of Rome84 that
A M. 5838 = A.D. 338/9. It seems obvious that here, as in the Hadishi Gospels
.

.

.

of 897 and in the ninth-century Life of St Nino86 (which work has, otherwise,

little independent worth), the old mystical theory, which placed the Incarnation in the middle of the sixth millennium after the Creation, that is, which

dated the Creation, with Africanus and Hippolytus, as of 5500/1 B. C, is accepted by our authors.88
Both sources agree that St Nino began her preaching in Iberia in the fourth
year ofter her arrival there." If she died in the 15th year after her arrival, she
must have begun her apostolate in 324; if in the 14th year, then in 325.88

78 Coop Iber. 571.
.

76 Ibid 571-572.
.

80 Assuming with the men of the time, Our Lord's birth-date to be A.D. 1. JavaxiSvili,
,

K'arl.' er. isl. I 347, obtains the date 344. For the odd substitution of 'from the Ascension'

for 'from the Nativity,' see also M. and J.O. Wardrop, 'Life of St Nino,' SBE 5 1 (1903)
65 n I.

81 Grumel, Chronologic 240-241; DACL 5 350-384; Toqaishvili, Chronology 9.

Grumel Is

followed here in that by 'Alexandrian Era' that of Panodorus !s understood.
82 Grumel op. cit. 151-153; Taqaishvili, op. cit. (not cited by Grumel).
,

83 Grumel op. cit. 22-24, 30, 219.
84 Ibid 6-17, 30, 219
85 Taqaishvili, op. ciL 9-10, 26-27; Vit. Nin. 4.
,

,

88 Cf Grumel, op. cit, 2-4, 155; for the Era of Annlanus, another 'Alexandrian Era,' see
.

DACL loc. cit,; Grumel 92-94.

37 Conp Iber. 372; Leont. Mrov. 95: three years passed before Nino began preaching.
.

88 These dates come closer to the Palestinian journey of the Empress Helena which ap,

pears as a synchronism for the arrival of St Nino in Iberia, than does the date 320. The
Vit, Nin. 4 dates this arrival as 14 years after A.D. 311 {'baptism' of Constantine).
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And she must have begun to preach in 327 or 328. In the 6th year, she con-

verted the Queen of Iberia; and in the 7th, after a miracle wrought by God,
the King.88 The texts, however, do not specify whether the computation be
from the arrival or from the beginning of the apostolate; so the dates of the two
conversions can be either 329 and 330 or 330 and 331, or else 332 and 333 or 333

and 334. Another series of chronological indications support the second inter-

pretation. Both Leontius and another source, the Life of Si Nino, provide us
with two dates, giving the days of the week and of the month, but no years.

The miracle which caused the King's conversion occurred during the royal
hunt on Saturday, 20 July,90 Then, having sent to the Emperor Constantine

for priests and having subsequently welcomed them to Iberia, King Mirian
III, his family, the princes of the realm, and the people were baptized, and
crosses were made of a sacred tree of Georgian paganism, which was felled
on Friday 25 March, and were erected on 7 May. Shortly afterwards, on the
Wednesday after Pentecost, another miracle took place.91 "Whatever the la-

ter elaborations on the original theme of the Conversion,98 one may be certain
that these two dates - Saturday, 20 July, and Friday, 25 March - were

carefully preserved through whatever redactions these two historical works
may have passed. Now it so happened that Saturday fell on 20 July in the
year 334, and Friday on 25 March in 337; Easter in the latter year falling on
3 April, Pentecost occurred on 22 May.93 The miracle which converted the King
was a sudden darkness at noon;M and one is tempted to identify it with the
total eclipse of the sun which may have been observable in Caucasia and which
took place on Wednesday 17 July 334.95 Was the difference of three days

(between 17 and 20 July) one between the eclipse and the King's announced
89 Cony Iber, 572; Leont. Mrov. 105, 108-111.
.

90 Leont Mrov. 108 (here, A is, for a change, in error, having, through the substitution of
.

I by n, 'June' instead of 'July': ivnlssa for Missa); Vtt. Nin. 16-17. The word 'Saturday'

and much of the subsequent passage are lost with a missing foho of the tenth-century Satberdi Collection, but are found in the fourteenth-century Cclisi Collection.
95 Leont Mrov. 120-122; Vit. Nin, 32-39.
.

M The second miracle just mentioned - the apparition of a luminous cross in the sky following the erection of the crosses by St Nino - is an obvious adaptation of the story of a
similar eventin Jerusalem In 351:Tarchni5vili,Sourccs armtno-giorgiennes 37; even the raising
of the crosses appears to have been a later addition to the primitive narrative: iWd. 34-37,
Yet the felling of the sacred tree is doubtless an authentic detail. Many of the details of

the entire story were inspired by the pre-Christian pillar-worship and tree-worship which
appear to have characterized Georgian paganism: Tseretheli, Elements 58-62; Karst, MylhologiB 157-167.
»» a Grumel, Chronologie 241, 310, 313.
M Ps Moses 2.86, tells a similar story in this connexion.
.

.

.* Grumel Chronologie 459.
,
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decision to become a Christian? Or had his experience during the hunt nothing
to do with the eclipse? At all events, from this accumulated evidence, it becomes obvious that St Mirian III became converted on 20 July 334; that St
Nino, therefore, began her preaching in Iberia in 328; that she arrived there

in 324; and that she died in 338, in the fifteenth year after her arrival. Although
the King was converted in 334, he was baptized, and Iberia officially adopted
Christianity, only in 337; and the distance between the two dates is explicable
in the light of the negotiations which, as reported by the sources, were meantime carried on between Iberia and the Empire regarding the sending of priests,
and also of the time needed for them to arrive in Iberia.

In HVG, there is a

reference to the consecration of the Bishop of Iberia, following the Conversion,
at Antioch, because a Roman-Iranian war made it impossible for him to get
his consecration at Constantinople-90 This seems to refer to the war begun by
Constantine in SS?,97 and a further confirmation of the date established for the

Conversion of Iberia. Finally, Leontius states that King Mirian III died in
the 25th year after the Conversion,98 i.e., in (337 + 24 =) 361. And this date
is exactly 200 years earlier than that of the death of Pharasmanes V and of the
accession of Pharasmanes VI. This inner concordance of the chronological
data of four different historical works (five, if HVG be counted as distinct
from Juansher) not only shows their basic reliability, but also fully bears out
the date 522 for the flight and the subsequent death of King Vaxtang I Gorgasal," as well as the regnal years of his three immediate successors. From
the circumstances accompanying the death of Bacurius III, it will become

96 HVG 197
97 Cf Stein, Hist, du Bas-Emp. 1130. - The rererence of Leont. Mrov. 59-70, 95 to a
.

war on the Empire by Iran, In which Mirian took part and which ended by a Roman victory,
seems to be one to the war of the Great King Narses and the Emperor Diocletian, the conclusion of which in the treaty of Nisibis of 298 saw the passing of Iberia to Roman suzerainty:

cf. II at n. 5. As a vassal of Iran, prior to this, Iberia may have participated in that war.
The error of ascribing the participation in it to Mirian, and to Constantine, as is done by
Leont. Mrov., is perhaps not difficult to explain. The passing of Iberia under the political
control of Rome in 298 could easily be confnsed with its passing, with the Conversion, in
337, under the meta-pollIleal aegis of the Christian Empire. True enough, Roman-Iranian
hostilities began before the declaration of war by Constantne in 337: the Iranians interfered
in Armenian affairs already in 334, if not in 333: Stein, loc. cif. But it is diHicult to think
that Mirian, already converted to Christianity in 334, should have taken part in these hostilities on the Iranian side.

98 Leont Mrov. 129.
99 HVG 159 states that 'from King Mirian to King Vaxtang ... 157 years elapsed.
.

'

Since

this cannot apply to the end of either reign, i.e., the deaths of the two kings, it must apply
to their accession, though placed in the course of the History and not at the beginning of
it. If true, the date of the accession of St Mirian III must be (c- 446 - 157 -) c. 289.
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clear that it took place in 579/581. In this way, the following chronological
table of the Kings of Iberia from Vabhtang I to Bacurius III is obtained:
Vakhtang I Gorgasal, r. 446-522
Dach'i, 522-534
Bacurius II, 534-547

Pharasmanes V, 547-561
Pharasmanes VI, 561-?

Bacurius III, ?-579/581.
10. It was under Pharasmanes V (547-561) that Iberia again became involved in a Roman-Iranian conflict. Juansher records that the Iranians devasta-

ted the country and tightened their control over it, while the Romans were
attacked by enemies in the West and so could not come to the aid of Iberia.

Thereafter, according to him, the House of Dachpi (the royal branch) was
under the suzerainty of Iran and the House of Mithridates (the younger branch)
was under that of the Empire.1™ The invasion and the tightening of control

mentioned by our historian are obviously the Iberian impressions of the Lazic
War of 549-557 (part of the Second Persian War of Justinian and Chosroes I);
the attack of the western enemies of the Empire is an obvious reference to the
war of Totila of 542-554; and the passing of the younger branch of the dynasty
to Roman allegiance doubtless resulted from the Iranian renunciation of all
claims to Western Georgia in the peace of 561.101 These synchronisms consti-

tute an additional proof that the chronology of the last Chosroid kings adopted
in this Study is exact. Likewise, it becomes clear that the descendants of

Vakhtang I and his Byzantine wife (the younger branch) pursued a definitely
pro-Roman policy; this may explain why King Dach i as an Iranian vassal,
'

,

had been obliged to wrest from them those lands which lay too close to the Imperial frontier.308

11. The peace of 561, concluded for fifty years at the end of the Second
Persian War, lasted only three years longer than that of 532, which terminated
the First Persian War; and the Romanophile younger branch of the Chosroid
100 JuanSor 206 207.
101 Stein StoU da Bas-Emp, II 564-611, 503-521; Bury, Lat. Rom. Emp. II 89-123, 229286. -. "With the passing of the younger branch ol the Chosroids nnder Roman suzerainty,
a sttnatlon similar to that caused in 370-378 by the venture of the Emperor Valens was
created: cf. supra n. 4. - Redaction V of the Georgian Annals, unaware of the true chro-

,

nology of the events narrated by JnanSer, inserted into its recension of those (along with
other passages) a notice on the Lazic War of Justinian and another on the Second Conncil
of Constantinople (553), as though in the reign of Pharasmanes VI, which began only in
561; cf. my Med. Georg. Hist, Lit. 177-178.

™ Supra § 8

.
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house appears to have had a share in bringing about still another conflict between the two empires. The next generation of this branch was represented

by Mithridates*s nephew and Leo's son, Guaram. The discovery and publication of two oldest known codices of the Georgian Royal Annals (containing
the History of Juansher), A and C,103 is as important for the genealogy of his
house, the Guaramids, as it is for that of their successors, the Bagratids.10*
For. unlike the less ancient versions of the Annals which make of Guaram the

son of a daughter of King Vakhtang, these oldest variants show him to have
been - and the historical context fully bears this out - a son of that monarch s second son.305 It was he who was called upon to prove the Romanophile
sentiments of his house. In 572. an anti-Iranian revolt flared up in Armenia;
a tyrannical viceroy was assassinated by the Mamikonid princes; and the
insurgents appealed to the Empire for aid.306 At the same time, another anti'

m Introd

.

at nn. 34-35.

3M See HI/III

.

105 In the less ancient redactions of the Annals M and the codd. of V, the text of JuanSer
,

(infra II § 14 n. 4) calls Guaram disculi ('sister's son') of Mithridates, whereas in A and
C this text refers to him as JmiscuU ('brother's son"). In G this word was later altered to
disculi: Q I 218. For the origin of the less ancient version: infra Excursus A. The earhcr

version is the correct one, because it is in keeping with the historical context. As will he
seen (11 § 14), the Emperor was asked in 588 to appoint a King of Iberia nat esavt agan mep
el a k art iisal'a. The first word here is in the genitive plural (with a postposition) and means
simply *of the house' or 'of the family'; Indeed in ancient texts, the sing, of this word often
'

'

'

-

'

'

'

has the significance of 'family' or 'house' as wcD as of 'generation,' 'race': JavaxiSvili,
Gos. slro] 50; Marr and Briftre, Langue 637 s.v. tfes; Molitor, Allgeorg. Glossar 135; Man.
iber. ant. 119. In response to this request, the Emperor appointed (not indeed as a king

but as a presiding prince) Guaram. of the Komanophlle branch of Cholarzene-Javaxet'i,
even though the elder, formerly royal, branch of the Ghosroid Dynasty still nourished in
Kakhetia. Obviously, only an agnate of the royal house could be considered a member of

it, especially when that house was as yet far from extinction. Indeed, Juan£er shows else'

where Guaram to have been among those 'of the house of thefaithfiilKingMIrian (rameru
nal esavni morcmunisa mirian mep isant: 222). In the text under discussion, Guaram's
nephew-ship with regard to Mithridates, rather than his sonshlp with regard to Leo, is indi'

'

cated, because it was the former whom he succeeded as head of the younger branch of the

Chosroids. - Vaxtang I married his first wife c. 458, so that DaCi, the eldest son, can easily
have been born c. 460 (Queen Balenduxt died after giving birth to him and his sister: HVG
178), though from the context it appears that he was born during Vaxlang's revolt against
Iran in 482-484. On the other hand, Vaxlang's two sons by the second wife appear to have
been under age in 522 (supra at n. 64). They must have been born in the first decade of the
sixth century (when Vaxtang was already over sixty). It is not surprising, therefore, that
Bacurius HI, Dac'i's great-great-grandson, and Guaram, DaC'i's half-nephew, should have
been contemporaries.
108 Stein Siudien zur Geschichte des bgzanlinischen Beiches (Stuttgart 1919) 21-25; Grousset, Hisioire 242-251. The Empire was busy consolidating pro-Roman elements in Iberia
already in 570: Stein 21-23.
,
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Iranian insurrection broke out in Iberia. The Georgian sources are silent regarding it, but we know of it from Theophanes of Byzantium, who records
that, in connexion with the Armenian uprising, 'the Iberians, under the leadership of Gorgenes went over to the Romans ; and from John of Ephesus, we
learn that this second Gorgenes had to flee to the Empire, like the first,
upon the failure of his pro-Roman revolt.107 We may suspect that this insurrection, unrecorded by the legitimist Juansher, was one in which the royal
*

house relegated to Kakhetia did not participate. It is highly probable, however,
that it was the pro-Roman younger branch of the Chosroids that led the revolt
and that, consequently, the Gorgenes of the Byzantines was none other than
Guaram of ChoJarzene-Javakhefi.108

Like Justin I, in the case of the first

Gurgenes (Vakhtang-Gorgasal), Justin II now heeded the second (GorgenesGuaram), and went further still. His support of the Caucasian insurgents,
together with other events, provoked another war with Iran, which was terminated only two decades later.109 At the outbreak of this war, Iberia, with the
probable exception of Kakhetia, must have sided with the Empire, for we
learn from an Armenian source that the Iranians made an unsuccessful attack

upon it.uo But, already by 575, the Iranians had consolidated their position
in Persarmenia and, undoubtedly, soon afterwards in Iberia as well.111
In the midst of the war Chosroes I died and was succeeded by Hormizd IV
(579). The new Great King dropped the peace negotiations that had been
going on between the two empires, in spite of the offer of the government of
Tiberius II to give up Iberia and Persarmenia; in 581, another attempt to terminate the war failed.112 Thus the hostilities continued, with Iran rather than

Rome in control of Iberia and Armenia, until the beginning of Maurice's counter-offensive in 582.313 It was during this time that Bacurius III of Iberia
107 Theoph Byz. 271: 'Aniariiaay d& naQovrfaa xal "IPtiqbg, xai ngoaexibgriaav 'Pio/tahig, rogyevovs atiriov fyepovevovrog . xllv 8e x&v IfirjQiov rotB tj TlrpiXig prfCQdnoXtQ.
.

t

'

The last sentence seems to have been added by way of general information rather than as an

indication that TiQis was in the bands of the insurgents. - John of Ephesns, Eccl. Bist.
6

11 (GOrgOnis).
108 G£ fn/ra 11 at n. 8; Excursus B.
108 For this war: Stein, Studien 38-55, 58-102; Grousset, Hisloire 244-251; C. Diehl and G

.

.

Mar?ais, ieMonde Oriental de 395 a 1081 (Paris 1944) 128-131.

m Sebeos 2 (interpolated list of the Iranian -viceroys of Armenia); cf

.

Stein, Studien 39;.

Grousset, Histoire 245.

m Grousset, op. cil. 246-247: the defeat of the Great King in Melitene in no way weakened

his hold on Iranian Armenia, as is borne out by the unbroken list of his viceroys in that
country. It was after that event that Chosroes must have organized a northern diversion
which resulted in the restoration of his suzerainty In Iberia: Stein, Studien 65 and u. 15 (85).
118 Stein, Studien 89-90, 96-97; Chrislensen, iron Sass. 443.
118 Stein op. ci(. 97 (the victory at Constantina). For the Iranian control of Armenia and
,

Iberia: supra at n. 111.
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died and the new Great King, Horroizd IV, no doubt partly as a reprisal for
the recent insurrection, deprived Iberia of her Crown. Juansher describes the
event in the following terms:
And Bacurras died and left his small children; and they could not hold

the royal power. Then the Great King Hormizd gave Albania to his son
whose name was Khusro Abharvez, He came and stayed at Bardavi.

And he began negotiations with the Iberian dukes; he promised to them
great bounties and, by way of blandishment, confirmed their duchies
as allods. And the dukes rose and all paid tribute to Khusro Abharvez.
And the children of Bacurius remained in the mountainous regions of
Kakhotia, while the branch of Mithridates, son of Vakhtang, remained
in the rocks of Cholarzene. The rest of Iberia, Armenia, and Vaspurakan

were held by the Iranians who waged war on the Byzantines.114

The mention of Hormizd IV (579-590) and the reference, in the closing
sentence, to the hostilities resumed upon his accession as well as to the control of Armenia and Iberia before the counter-offensive of Maurice (i.e,, be-

tween 580 and 582) enable us to put the death of Bacurius III and the abolition of the Iberian Monarchy between 579 and 580, more likely in the latter
year.

12. The course of events described in the above passage is clear. Exactly
as in Armenia, the abolition of the kingship in Iberia could be achieved by
the Great King only with the co-operation of the local dynastic aristocracy
which was anxious to attain a complete independence of the local Crown. To
this goal, the old royal claim to control the succession to ducal fiefs had un-

questionably been one of the few remaining hindrances.135 The minority of the
sons of Bacurius III provided the great vassals with an opportunity, and they,
u* Jnanser 217:

ttofJSS}**

SQt>&f>Qb Ogop Bo 8ol)6o fjgfooj?>(jo, 8)6*
3g(o oSyfoc Sg jli 6ggcQ6ilj5. 0 9o& 3agQ8i5 b56Sl>co 66B gfi o bcQ 9ol>Qi dflljA
'

iQOtQ0>

fl£>s9o

liigfoolicocqo

Mgiino o s?o 5ocDi. aj;> s stea

a o1ico63o>61

Q>6f9fial> acogSS a e
a
I
B roali Bo SofiiQ oliBo, 3il>5663oli doliiBo,r iQ ftgb s fQa
9o56
Q o o . t>ligi yt jacjo 6(5ops o, TicqS oroo
Oji iliggRiig Bo CQioSy gl) TiSi Tiroi sqa Jflfictasfa 6a 3 o:,;>* - Q (a) as:
'

f5(58ass?6o - (b) has: the M gSotco OTi i cog'o bicoi. - (c) adds: 6iCDO?i after
ljiaf5ol>ojairo6 and 930 0(00-930 9Kf3» Q5 O &d0* fo&o&o&bb between 8i3gcjo
(emended: SiOgsjc Si) and s o Boow. - (d) bas: the M g Bp ga 9 '>l>cr>i36o (e) has: the M floiogp a05 - - (f) adds: the M tocqSan Bo 6coi>3(5cQdj5a

SiJOiTi

u6 The above text ol JnaoSer and another one infra II § 14, demonstrate that the Grown
claimed the right to control the succession to the dukedoms. The same control o( the succes,

sion of the naxarark' obtained in Armenia: I at nn. 204-205, 254-256.
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precisely like the Armenian Princes a century earlier, came to an understanding

with Iran and transferred their allegiance from their lawful king to the (future)
Great King.U8 With this, the Iberian Crown fell into abeyance and the royal
house found itself represented by two princely branches: of Kakhetia117 and
of Cholarzene-Javakhet'i.

11. - ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PRINCIPATE OF IBERIA

13. With the disappearance of the institution of the monarchy from Iberia,
that country became de facto a province of the Iranian empire. Whatever

practical autonomy Iberia had enjoyed was implied in the existence of the
Crown; this was now sacrificed to the ambition of the great houses. As a re-

sult, the Crown was replaced by Iranian officialdom. The same pattern had
been followed in Armenia; and, exactly like their Armenian counterparts,
the Iberian Princes were soon disappointed in the transaction.1 Detailed information is lacking regarding the Iranian administration of Iberia. It seems
certain, however, that the Mazdaizing efforts of the Great King, which had
made his overlordship obnoxious while Iberia still had her kings,2 must not
have diminished when she became divided between various princes under
the Iranian emperor's direct suzerainty. The reign of Hormizd IV. moreover,
was marked by heavy fiscal measures directed against the aristocracy;3 and

we may be certain that his Iberian vassals were not exempt from the general
rule. At all events, the disaffection of the Iberian upper class with Iranian
rule soon made itself felt.

14. As always in Caucasia, it was a combination of local princes and neighbouring empires that decided the issue. The Byzantine counter-offensive in the
war with Iran was begun by Maurice even before his accession as Emperor in
August 582. Simultaneously, the eastern frontier of the Sassanid realm be118 JavaxiSvili, Gos. stroj 61, 69-70. The historian Sambal (338) states that 'from the time
v;hen the descendants ol Gorgasal lost the kingship until these [scil. the Bagratlds], the
*

po er was held by the nobles.

U7 Juan&er 217, 218: cf. supra $ 11, text relating the abolition ol the monarchy; infra

5 14, text, and n. 11.

1 It vas the Mazdaizing policy o! Yazdgard II that caused the disaffection In Armenia
and led to the revolt headed by Vardan II, Prince of the Mamlkonlds: Grousset, Hisloire 189226.

2 The Mazdaizing efforts of the Court of Ctesiphon were directed to Iberia soon after the
partition of Armenia In 387 (V at nn. 99-109). At the turn of the sixth century, Vaxlang I
Gorgasal had to sustain a renewed attack of Mazdaism: supra § 6, 7 at n. 51.
3 Chrlstensen, Iran Sass. 441-444; N. Pigulevskaja, Vizanitja i Iran na rubeie VI i VII

pekov (Moscow/Leningrad 1946) 84-86.
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came the target of a Turkish attack. It was then that the Iranian difficulties
decided the Iberian Princes to exchange their pro-Iranian for a pro-Roman
policy. This is how Juansher narrates the events which followed the abolition
of the Iberian Monarchy:
After a few years, great troubles arose among the Iranians, for the

King of the Turks entered into Iran. The Byzantines came and harassed
the Iranians in Mesopotamia and, penetrating into Iran, began to devastate
it-

Then Khusro Abharvcz left Albania and Iberia and went to the aid

of his father.

"

While the Iranians were thus occupied, all the dukes of
Iberia - of the Upper and of the Lower Country - concerted together
and dispatched an ambassador to the Emperor asking him to place a
king over them from the House of the Kings of Iberia, but leaving them
as dukes, one and all, undisturbed in their duchies. Caesar thereupon
fulfilled their wish. And he gave to them the son of the brother of Mithri-

dates, Vakhtang's son by the Byzantine princess, who was named Guaram
and who was

Prince

'

of Gholarzene and Javakhet i

.

Caesar conferred

upon this Guaram the dignity of Curopalate and sent him to Mts khet'a.4
'

The narrative of Juansher is so exact and so rich in synchronisms that it is
possible to establish that the restoration of autonomy in Iberia under the Ro-

man aegis by the Emperor Maurice took place at the end of the year 588.B
*

JuanSer 217-218 (continuation of the text quoted in I § 11): Qo Wfif W iOoVbi
6Qo(5acja>i 9as roJi oJ666gl> 9g( co6o fl)Ofl)6o "bSiCobroi" 9o6i), fo grog 836 30flfi6 rogf roi 90S3 1i5ifthgc»b 9o66; acqgotjjgb 69663660,
QfygSQb l>56e5hco
83681506 (091 ,a 8)6 99305
bSifihgcoli; . oljfygb aSO S6© h56(5hgcr)ohi. 66305
lifog 6636(93g'b866 63533
156' ficneno, flji 9 3°
clflC W 669oT>6
bo'
b
i.
gli
g
r
o
©6
aG
1
oj865g'bB
Tjdijpjl
o,"»
Qgoco
gBgl)
a
OS? 0 flf oV
roj
Q%t>QbQ'ii 8c 3oJg£«o 06689 dgfoCO6360 £6(5o>e ol>66o, bgSc o fl>6 sgOcjBo,
6g6(06 89Qol>6, iQ6 ooih gt, f56ro6 gBo6RjT> 9gB3 66cngl>630j6g66 6gQgro6 6f5roR>o >6ro6,' f56ro6 oygBgB gfooho ip?1 ojjliig J b6gf9ol>o)6Ril>6* QggQS gSg SQ- 8i9o6 3gol>66366 ipji fogEni oTScqgi 96roo. (56 Btnhei1 69ob9as?,om
QoSajc olso, 36'Bi5665ol> 8oli6, 3g(o6g6o>6 eggolii 6'bgEno('b6]nI e5ai89iml>6 gfo S
8g6f569, 6 891 0 9ro63(5ai&t56 3c?6f55 gOT b cp6 j( 636 59c>>Ts. i06t. ag6f568Ti 9 36
'

"

'

'

'

>

golsM

B )536656i!?6i5oi66,

6 96(59035136366 9el3gco6li.

'

- Q (a) has: b36(o bgo)'b found in C, which is, obviously, inspired by the same in the next

phrase. - (b) has the G 9930156. - (c) om: 456. - (d) adds; ic Bgl*. - (e) adds: £56.
- (f) adds £§6 - (g) has: o SBgls - (h) adds: 369o6 - (i) has: a(5obo)636o 050
(j) has: o>5 -o>3Vb6. - (k) has (instead of this, as found in the two most ancient codd..
A and C: l gfoolicnnjl . -. (1) adds: 6gQ3(Q, not in A. - (m) replaces A's important
.

word by the Q ot

.

.

'

SS?0 ('sister's son ) of less ancient codd. - (n) instead of the last

three words has: 696860

QC c oT

iB. The editor's choice of (1) and (m) is particularly

unfortunate, since it goes counter to the historical context.
5 Between Autumn 588 and Spring 589, to be exact. For the chronology of this phase

of the Roman-Iranian struggle, see Higgins, The Persian War 0/ the Emperor Maurice I

(Washington 1939). Accordingly, the Turkish invasion of Iran mentioned by JuanSer began
in 588 (Higgins 35-36). And the Roman Army thrice invaded that realm: once under Hera-
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Thus Iberia, which had de facio lost her autonomy in 580, regained it within
less than a decade. But she regained it in a reduced form, for, instead of being
ruled by hereditary kings, she was now placed under princes appointed by
the Emperor- This was no doubt in keeping with the autocratic and bureaucratic spirit of the Empire and of the Emperor Maurice himself.8 More than
that, by the treaty of 591, which ended the war begun two decades earlier,
Maurice and Chosroes II (who had succeeded his father Hormizd IY5) agreed
to partition Iberia - again - into two spheres of influence, with the line
of demarcation passing at Tiflis.7 This division, it will be seen, was however
shortlived.

dins and twice while in mutiny against Maurice, i.e., in 586 and in the Summer and Autumn
of 588 (Higgins 63-70, 32-33, 72), It was after these events and before the subsequent developments that the change of Iberia's political orientation and the appointment of Guaram

took place. JuanSer then goes on to relate the following: (1) 219-220: Maurice sends a great
sum of money to Guaram of Iberia for the purpose of Inducing the Caucasian highlanders

as well as the Iberian troops, to attack the Iranian empire from the north. This is the ' Khazar' raid of Azerbaijan in tbe Spring (after Aprilj of 589 (Higgins 38,72). - (2) 220: Vahram

CfibBn enters the scene, defeats the Turks. This, having taken place in July-August 588
(Higgins 35-36, 72), is given here hy way of introducing the following. (Vahram's expedition
against the Roman West Georgian dependency of Suaoia, in 589, Is omitted by our East
"

Georgian historian: Higgins 36, 73). - (3) 220-221: Vahram revolts against Hormtzd IV

(after August 14, 589: Higgins 36-38, 73). - (4) 221: Hormizd IV is deposed (February 6,
590: Higgins 26, 73). - (5) ibid,: tlie war between VahrSm and Chosroes II in which the
latter is defeated and flees to the Koman Empire (February 28, 590 [defeat] and March 590
[flight]: Higgins 28-31, 73). - (6) ibid: Chosroes is finally restored with Roman aid and concludes a treaty with Maurice. (The final defeat of Vahram by Chosroes occurred before 1
October 591 and the treaty was concluded in the Spring of the same year: Higgins 42-54, 73).
8 Cf Grousset, Hlsioire 255-256, 260-261. In contrast wltb his attitude towards Armenia,
.

however, Maurice was obliged by the remoteness of Iberia to be more liberal towards her
than the Great King had been.
7 SebBos 2: Chosroes offered to cede to Maurice Iberia up to Tiflis This may mean that
.

Tiflis remained with the Iranians; but JuanScr 222 records that Guaram renewed the foundations of the cathedral of Tiflis, though this need not necessarily mean that the city was
'

'

within his jurldiclion; in fact, since the Emperor sent him to the old capital of Mc xet a and
not to Tiflis we may assume that the latter was Indeed in Iranian hands. Cf. Grousset,

Histoire 251-253. - JuanScr 221 describes the treaty of 591 as follows: 'Then Maurice Caesar showed solicitude for the Iberians before Chosroes, saying; "Ever since the Iberians
abandoned idolatry they have been under the authority of the Byzantines. But at one time,

through your oppression, Iberia became corrupted; though you have no right to her. Now,
by the will of God, since I and thou are In perfect amity, let Iberia be independent between
"

us. 1 am the helper and protector of the Iberians and of all the Christians. Then the Great
King heeded to Caesar and the Iberians became independent; and the Curopalate Guaram
remained under the authority of the Byzantines. The words 'independent between us,' as
*

well as another statement of JuanSer (infra n. 11 and 111 n. 6) may refer to the tcmporaray
division of Iberia into spheres of influence. - It is interesting to note that, in the
memories of the men of the day, Roman suzerainty dated, not from 65 B.C., but from the
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It "was, without a doubt, the Romanophile tendencies and activities of the
younger branch of the Chosroid Dynasty that determined the Emperor's choice

of Guaram for the Principate of Iberia, in preference to the former royal
branch. And the fact that Guaram was seni by the Emperor to the old Iberian
capital of Mts khetpa bears out the identifying of Guaram with Gorgenes, who
had led the revolt of 572 and then fled to the Empire.8 Guaram was invested,
upon accession, with the Roman dignity of Curopalate,9 and his foreign policy
continued the Romanophile line of his house. With the aid of the funds supplied by the Imperial government soon after his installation, Guaram organized, in the Spring of 589, a combined attack of Iberian and Caucasian highlander forces upon the northern frontier of the Iranian Realm.10 According to
p

our historian, his domestic policy was conciliatory: he did not press the old
moment Iberia become a member of the pax chrisliana and that from the Christian Caucasian
point of view only that suzerainty was a natural one, Iranian ovelordship being mere oppression
(mflavreba). The reference to Iberia's having become corrupted Is no doubt an indication of

the degree of success the Mazdaizing policy of the Great Kings must have had In that country (supra n. 2).
8 Cf supra I at n. 107. - It is probably in the light of the pro-Roman policy of the House
.

'

of Gholarzene-Javaxet

i that we must seek to identify the 'King of Iberia' Za/.iavaQfj6g
or Za/iava£6G who is reported by Theophanes, 476, to have come in 535 to pay his respects
to Justinian and then to have returned to his realm and by Malalas, 633, to have been that
Kmperor's contemporary; cf. Markwart, Slreilziige 432. According to the chronology of the

last Chosroids adopted in this Study, the King of Iberia at the time was Bacurius 11 (534-547).
To consider So.nava£6slZafiaVQ,Q(j6q as another name for Bacurius is extremely difficult,
especially in view of the fact that the royal house, more out of necessity than out of
choice, was committed at the time to an Iranian orientation- It must be concluded,
therefore, with Justi (Namenbuch 379) that the reference here is not to a King of Iberia.
but to an Iberian dynast. That dynast must obviously have been more pro-Roman than
the royal house. True enough, foreign sources are known to have accorded the royal

title of Iberia to powerful potentates of subordinate rank (supra Introduction 1 and n. 6;
infra III nn. 9, 30), Nevertheless the Imperial Chancellery was ever too well informed
with regard to the Caucasian buffer States to contuse a King of Iberia with one of his

vassals. If this was done, it must have been done deliberately; and we may expect that,
if one who was not in fact a king was treated with royal honours at the Court of Constantinople, he must at least have had a claim to the succession, belonged to the royal dy-

nasty, and become. In recompense for his friendship to the Empire, a Roman candidate to
the throne of Iberia. All this points to the House of Cholaracne-Javaxet'l and makes one wonder whether perchance the two variants of the visitor's name might not be reducible to some-

thing like Z/iafla(o)Crfs disguising in an onomastic form the original Georgian phrase qualifying
Mithrldatos of Cholarzene-Javaxet'i: j'ma da(r)6'isi = 'Da(r)6'i's brother.'--Stein's suggestion that the references to the above visit are mere reminiscences of the first Gurgenes's

flight to the Empire (Hist, tlu Bas-Emp. II 295 n. 1) is, due to the unproved assumption
that that king came to Constantinople; cf. supra n. 55,
8 Juanser

218 (supra at n. 4); cf. infra § 15.

10 Juanser 219-220; cf. supra n. 6.
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royal claim to control the ducal succession and he enjoyed the loyalty of
the dukes as well as of the elder Chosroids of Kakhetia.31

15. The character of the institution of the Principate, or rule by presiding
princes, which replaced in Iberia the abolished monarchy was determined by the
social and political structure of the country. The salient feature of the Iberian
polity was, it has been noted, the survival of the dynastic aristocracy congeneric with the Crown.12 The events of 580 had two legal aspects: in the
first place, the princes became immediate vassals of the Iranian emperor by
transferring to him the allegiance they had hitherto given to the King of Iberia;

and, in the second place, these immediate vassals of the Great King now shared
the sovereign powers of the defunct (or dormant) Crown of Iberia (which, too,
had once been placed under the suzerainty of Iran), or, rather, regained their
'

own aboriginally inherent, polygenetic, * sovereign powers which that Crown,

the embodiment of 'monogenetic' sovereignty, had reduced. Thus, de jure,
Iberia remained autonomous, or split into several autonomies; but she was
not so de facto, for she had exchanged a king for a viceroy of the Great King.13
While, after the passing of Vakhtang I, the Crown was still extant, though
relegated to a semi-dormant state, the Iberian aristocracy appears to have

already chosen a leader, for in the year 540/541 we hear of Gregory, Mamasarlisi of Iberia, next to the Iranian viceroy, at Tiflis and possibly also in Inner
Iberia, whence the royal house seems to have withdrawn on the eve of its dispossession.14 It is very likely that the dignitary in question was none other
than the High Constable, ex ojjicio Duke of Inner Iberia, the 'Second after the
11 JuanSer 221: 'And he reigned well and In peace but he could not remove the dukes of
Iberia from their duchies, because they had charters from the Great King and from the
Emperor confirming them in their duchies. But they .were obedient to the Curopalate Guaram.' The reference to the Great King and the Emperor, unless implying a chronological

sequence, may be another reference to the initial division of Iberia after 591 (supra § 14).
In spite of the division, Guaram must have exercised his suzerainty over the princes of the

Iranian sphere of influence; Kakhetia was, obviously, a part of that sphere, and Jnan§er,
219, after recording the appointment of Guaram, says: 'And the children of Bacurius, descendants of DaC i the son of Vaxtang, to whom King Vaxtang had passed the crown, remained
in Kakhetia. They held Kaklietia and Horet'i from the Ion and resided at Ujanua; and they
were obedient to the Curopalate [A om.: Guaxaml.' - For Guaram I's coins, cf. infra Excur'

sus B.

12 Supra § 5 and n. 8.
13 Precisely the same situation Is observable In the Armenia of the fifth century: cf. Grous-

set, Jfisioire 178-184 (for the abolition), 191,289 (for the subsequent position of the princes).
- The texts cited In § 11 and § 14 make it quite clear that it was the young Chosrocs (II)
who was entrusted with the government of both Iberia and Albania. Being of the imperial
house of the Sassanids, he must have held the viceroyalty of these countries Jointly with
the royal dignity as a marzpan-SahrdBr; cf. Christensen iron Sass. 102-103, 13&-137.
M Supra 1 § 7 and n. 60.
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King* and the natural leader of the aristocracy, both under the feudal aspect
of the military commander of all the dukes and under the dynasticist aspect,

consequent upon it, of the greatest of all the princes,15 for whom the archaic
title of the pre-monarchical patriarchal dynasts of Iberia, forbears of the
princely class,16 must have been deliberately revived. When, in 588, Iberia
became a vassal of the Roman Empire, she regained her autonomy de /ado, for
now her supreme ruler was one of her own princes: a primus inter pares presiding over the Emperor s immediate vassals. With this, the institution of
the Principate of Iberia came into being: an office combining the functions of
the High Constable (of which office, consequently, we hear nothing, with one
exception, until the Bagratid restoration of the monarchy) with those of the
viceroy of the country s imperial suzerain, and so an equivalent, on a dy'

'

nasticist-feudal soil, of the Exarchates created by the same Maurice.

Pre-

cisely the same development is observable in Armenia as well as in Albania
and Lazica.17
ir> I at nn 143-150. - A similar situation obtained in Armenia under the weakened last
.

Arsacids. when the government of the kingdom was in the hands of Manuel, Prince of the
Mamlkonidb, hereditary High Constable of Armenia: Grousset, Hisloire 154-1G2; II § 3 at
n.

6.

I at n 121, and n. 128.
17 Wescndonk has suggested, in Zur georg, Geschichte 132, that the name of the land of
.

Samt'avro [UL 'principality'), which was part of the fief of the High Constable of Iberia,
was derived from Us having been the demesne of the Presiding Princes; exactly as the neighbouring land of Saguramo must have been derived from thenamoof Gu(a)ram. - In Armenia,
loo, the home rule recognized by the Great King in 485 meant the conferment of the office of

marzpan (viceroy) upon Vahan II, Prince of the Mamikonids and High Constable of Armenia: Grousset, Hisloire 215-2S2. This home rule was, however, of short duration: already

by 514, Iranian officials were again Invested with the viceroyalty of Armenia: ibid, 232-234.
A century later, as a result of the victories of the Emperor Hcraclius over the Sassanid empire,
the local government of both the now enlarged Ry/.antlnc part and the diminished Iranian part
of Armenia was entrusted to local princes. In the former, Mczczius II Gnuni was Commander

in-Chief of the Imperial troops c. 630, but he was followed by David Sahafuni as Prince and
Curopalatc of Armenia from 635 to 638. In the Iranian part, Varaz-Tiroc' II Bagratuni was
marzpdn in 628 until he passed to the Kmpirc and was Princc-Curopalate of Byzantine Armenia:
Grousset 282, 283,285-286. 299. Then, with the Islamic conquest of the whole of Armenia
the now reunited Armenian State was formally recognized as autonomous under the suzerainty of the Caliph, by the treaty of 653/654, concluded by Theodore RStuni and the future
Caliph Mu'Swlya 1: ibid. 296-340; Laurent, Arminie 33-34. A continuous series of presiding
princes, most often combining the duties of civil ruler with those of High Constable {ibid. 77),

chosen from among the local dynasts, ruled thenceforth the Armenian State, wavering perpetually between their allegiance to the Kmpire and their submission to the Caliphate, until the
Ragratid house monopolized the Principate of Armenia in the eighth century and converted
It Into a monarchy In the ninth: Grousset 341-379; Laurent, chaps. 4.10 and Append. 4. 1:
Les chefs Indlgfenes de I'Armdnle du Vile au IXe sl&cle.' Sec also II n. 355, § 13.P, 27.
1, 2; V, § 17-18.
'
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The holders of the Principate of Iberia are variously entitled in Georgian
sources,

'

Prince of Iberia,'18 'Arch-duke of Iberia,'" or 'Duke of Iberia.'20

Most of them were additionally invested by the Court of Constantinople with
various Roman dignities, exactly as was the case also with the Presiding Prin-

ces of the other kingless Caucasian lands, Armenia, Albania, and Lazica. The
highest of these dignities was that of Curopalate, reserved for some Princes of
Iberia and Armenia; the next, that of Patrician bestowed upon others among

them as well as upon the Princes of Albania and Lazica. The holders of the
Iberian Principate were more favoured by the Empire than those of the Armenian: while six out of the twenty-one Presiding Princes of Armenia were
made Curopalatcs, eight out of the fourteen Presiding Princes of Iberia held
that dignity, as well as eight more Iberian Bagratids, after the restoration

of the monarchy in 888.21 The dignity of Curopalate, connected at first, apparently, with certain aulic functions, was, from the time of Justinian I to that

of the Comneni, one of the highest in the Eastern Empire, ranking next to
Caesar and Nobilissimus and, like them, reserved usually for members of the
Imperial family.22 Its conferment upon various Caucasian dynasts is an im18 Mt'avar k'arriisa or k'ari'vell' mfavar as well as in connexion with the verb mfaoroba
,

to be prince'): JuanSer 223, 225. 228; Sumbat 341.

'

(

19 tirlsl'avt'-mt'aoar: Juanser 222

This title, adopted by Gaaram I's son Stephen 1 and
recorded only in his case, among all the Princes of Iberia, may have been a reversal to the
original title of his branch: supra I at n. 64. It can mean both 'prince of [scil. over] dukes'
.

'

and 'arch-duke,' mi

dgx*"

avar being the equivalent of both oqxw and, in compound words
-aQXW- 1 n-132- Jt niay» ft180* have been a variant of erist'avl'-erisl'av ('duke

of dukes'), which may or may not (it is not fonnd in sources prior to Sumbat) have denoted
the High Constable: I n. 144. The form eris-mt'atxir, found In the Mart. Abo, 60, 62, 63,
along with erisi ao (ibid. 60,61), and designating the Princes of the so-called Third Dynasty
'

{infra III § 25, 27, 28, 29), is a survival of the other term's earlier variant (I n. 144) which
may have been adopted by that dynasty of local, non-royal, princes as less offensive to the
'

sensibilities of their conjHres than crist

'

'

aoi mt
-

avar, which it, nevertheless, resembled.

In the Mart. Abo, 60, 61, the Presiding Prince Nerse is called Interchangeably eris-mVaoar
and erist'av; and tn one and the same place the proto-martyr St Stephen is referred to as

both 'the eris-mt'avar' and 'erist'ap of all the martyrs' (eris-ml'avrlsa mis gooelt'o mocamt'aysa; erist avi Igi govelt a martivlt ay). Nevertheless, though a Presiding Prince might be
'

'

'

called erisrav like any other duke, no ordinary duke is ever called erls-mrapar m the sources:

this remains the designation of the holders of the principate.
20 Erist'ao (k'ttrVlisa) or in connexion with the verb erisl'aoba ('to be duke'): Marl.
Abo 60, 61; MerC'uIe 2; Roy. Lisi II 64; - III 66, 67.
,

21 For the holders of the Armenian Principate

,

see Laurent, Armtnie 79-80, 332-336; Ma-

nandyan. Invasions arabes 193-195; Smbat V Bagratuni, considered in historiography as both

a Presiding Prince and a Curopalate, was neither, as is clear from the text of Sebeos 32(188).
For the Iberian Presiding Princes, see here passim and Bagraiids of Iberia I. The Principate
of Albania is treated well In Trevor, Oc.po isi. Alb.; for that of Lazica, see II n. 355.

See, for novgonaXdriis, Du Cange, Gl. gr, I 739; Bury, The Imperial Administrative
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pressive witness to their political importance on the international scene of the
times.23 When a Prince of Iberia was invested with a Roman title - Curopalate or Patrician - he is often referred to in the sources by that title alone.24
III. - GUARAMIDS AND THEIR SUCCESSORS
IN THE PRINCIPATE OF IBERIA

16. The younger branch of the Chosroid house, which was known as the
Mithridatid in its capacity as the first Princes of the Blood of the Iberian
Monarchy, can be called, in its new role of Presiding Princes of Iberia, the
Guaramid.1 The first holder of the Principate, Guarara I, died sometime between 591 and 602 - let us say, in the 590s. The first date is that of the
Roman-Iranian Peace which ratified his position; the second, of the overthrow of Maurice, which is mentioned soon after his death. He was succeeded
by his son Stephen (Steppanoz) I. Immediately upon recording his accession,
Sgsiem tn the Ninth Century (London 1911) 33-35; Lat. Bom. Emp- I 8; Stein, Hist, du Bas-

Emp. 11 739-746; Brfhler, Instiluiions 98,124, 136; A. Yogi, Conslanlin VJi Porphyroginile.
Le livre des ctrimonies II (Paris 1939) 53-55. It Is difflcolt to agree with Bury {Imp. Adm.

Sysi.) that this title was conferrod upon those outside the circle of the Imperial family only
after the ninth or tentii century, for, as he himself admits, it was bestowed upon the Princes
of Iberia before the reign of Leo VI. In fact, it was bestowed for the first time upon a Prince
of Iberia at the lime of the emergence of the Iberian Principate, in 5S8, exactly as its con-

ferment upon a Prince of Armenia took place at the moment the Principate of that'country
was established under Prince David Sahapmi in 635: cf. Grousset, Histoire 286. The in-

formation of Caucasian historians about the Imperial bestowal of titles upon Caucasian
dynasts is usually trustworthy: cf. E. Paxomov, Monely Gntzii I (domongol'skij period)
(St Petersburg 1910) 67-58- And It is of importance for Byzantine institutional history;
accordingly, the first recorded instance of the dignity of Spalharocandidatus Is found in the
Armenian historian Sebfios: Bury, foe. eit. 26. Also, Brdhler is in error when he says that the

title of Curopalate had lost Its Importance by the tenth century (Vie el mart de Byzance
[Paris 1948] 594), because, in that century, the Emperor Nicephorus II conferred it upon
his brother Leo Phocas and, what is more, in the eleventh century, the Emperor Isaac I

gave it to his brother John Comnenus. It was the invention of new dignities by Alexius I
Comncnus that pushed that of Curopalate down the hierarchical ladder. - For TtctTQtxiog,
see Bury, imp. Adm. Syst. 27-28.
43 The preference shown by the Imperial Court to Iberia over Armenia In this matter is,
however, due not to the relative importance of the two countries, for the latter was very

much more important then than the former, but doubtless to the fact that while Iberia maintained religious conformity with the Empire, Armenia, after 555, did not.
24 Thus Guaram I is called only by his title of Curopalate: supra § 14; and Stephen II
,

by that of Patrician: infra III § 21 - but not by JuanSer who records only the title of Curopalate in reference to the Princes of Iberia and neglects to mention their lesser Roman
dignities.
1 Cf supra I § 8,10. The names 'MiUiridatld' and 'Guaramid' are modern.
.
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our historian* Juansher, proceeds to describe him as impious and without fear
of God,' and, at the end of his principate, Juansher wiU accuse him of having
been inimical to the faithful and friendly to the impious.2 The accusation of
impiety invariably implied, at that period of Caucasian history, an Iranophile
political, no less than religious, orientation.3 It can be inferred, therefore, that
Stephen succeeded his father with a program diametrically opposite to the
latter's - and to their house's - traditional cooperation with the Empire.
If Guaram died in the 590s, the time was indeed propicious for such a volie
face. Beginning in 592, the Empire was wholly occupied by the disastrous
struggle against the Avars,4 so that its contact with, let alone control of, Caucasia must have become extremely tenuous.

One can, moreover, guess the

reason for this reversal of policy, namely, the desire that we may ascribe to
Stephen of reuniting, under the aegis of what then appeared the only powerful
imperial neighbour, his land of Iberia which the equipoise between the two
empires had divided in 591 into two spheres of influence. This aim he seems
indeed to have achieved; and there is a note of emphasis, otherwise difficult
to explain, in Juansher's statement that he was Prince over all Iberia.5
At first, the events seemed to vindicate the wisdom of his choice.

Juansher

goes on to record the overthrow of Maurice by Phocas (602) and the long, in
fact the last, Roman-Iranian war it provoked (605-629). He tells us that this

war proved at first victorious for Chosroes II, who posed as the avenger of
Maurice, and mentions, in the course of it, the Iranian capture of Jerusalem
and of the True Cross (614). It was then, or, more likely, alrcaly after the

Iranian penetration of north-western Armenia in 607/608, "that Stephen I
'

openly took the side of Iran, fearing the Great King, says Juansher, he revolted against the Byzantines and passed to the Iranians. G
In the long run, however, the new policy of the Guaramids proved disastrous
for them. Juansher goes on to relate how Herachus arose and overthrew
Phocas (610), as a background for the Byzantine counter-offensive of 622-629,
for Rome's victory and Iran's defeat. In the course of it, the new Emperor
,

2 JuanScr 222

,

cf. 226.

8 CI V § II at nn. 106-108.
4 Cf Br hler, Vie et mori de Byzance 43-45.
.

.

5 Juanser 223: pj

*

1>i5ag}i»5Ki E) Sro PjpjflfS

ynggcj

6f5a>s t>i TjgR . JuanSer

also states lhat, for fear of the Iranians and the Byzantines, Stephen I did not assume the

style of King, but used that of Arch-duke (ibid.; cf. supra 11 at n. 19). This reference to the
Iranians ond the Byzantines may be yet another indication of the division into two spheres,

still operative at the beginning of his reign.
9 JuanSer 223 - For the Iranian war under Phocas and Heraclius, see, e.g., Diehl and
.

Mar ais, Monde orienlal 140 151; Baynes, "The Successors of Justinian,' CMH 2 285-301;
Gronsset, Bhioire 269-276; Trever, Ot. po isl. Alb. 238-241.
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came to Albania (623) and to Iberia (626)» but Stephen I,

'

unwilling to rise
'

against the Iranians, fortified the walled cities and stayed at Tiflis. The
Byzantines, aided by their Khazar allies, laid siege to Tiflis; in one of the
sorties, in 627, Stephen was killed.7
17. Stephen I's policy undid the raison d'iire of the Guaramids as holders

of the Principate of Iberia. Once the younger Chosroids had ceased to be
Romanophile, that office mighl as well pass, as it ought to have passed in

588, to the elder branch of the dynasty. And so, before he set out on his invasion of Iran (Autumn 627), Heraclius conferred the Principate upon Adarnase,
Duke of Kakhelia, son of King Bacurius JII. Now the former royal branch
was, if in a reduced capacity, back at the helm of the State; and the Guaramids
were relegated to their own appanage.8
Adarnase I reigned over a somewhat diminished Iberia, for the regions on the
Byzantine frontier passed under the direct control of the Empire; but he was

compensated at home by the adherence of the dukes.9 It was during his reign
7 Juanger 223 226. The Khazars are referred to as 'Western Turks; It was -with their aid
-

that Heraclius assembled a great army against Iran. The commander-in-chief (erist'av),
whom Heraclius left In Iberia in the Autumn of 627, in order to capture, with the aid of the
new Prince, Adarnase I, the fortress of Tiflis (Kala) which. In spite of Stephen I s death.
'

remained in pro-Iranian hands, is called Jibgay in A, Jibga in M, Jibla In Chron. armin.
97-98, and Jibgo in Itoy. List JI 65. He is the Cembux of Sebeos 18 (106), Jebuxak'an of Mo-

ses Kal. 2.11-12, and ZtfptfX of Theophanes, Cftron. 656. His name and that of his son Sat

'

,

found in Moses KaJ., are merely Turkish titles {yabgu, xagan, Sad), which make it difficult
to identify them: cf. Dowsett, Hist. Cauc. Alb. 83 n.4. Nevertheless, Markwart thought it
'

possible to identify the first named personage with T ong che-hou, xagan of the West Turks:
Slreifzuge 496; Eransahr 247. And Artamonov would identify the yabgu with Moho-§ad,
brother of T'ong che-hou and, in the years 618-626, Ambassador to China, and the Sad with
his son Bull (Buri)-Sad: Isl. Xazar 145-147.- The fortress of Tiflis was finally taken and

Its commander flayed alive; his skin was then sent to Heraclius by the yabgu: JuanSer 225;
infra Excursus A, This must lie at the basis of what Moses Ka],, 2.14, has to say about
the iatTs taking of Tiflis and killing and flaying 'two princes (iSxanin), one ruling tor the
Iranians, the other of the land of Iberia.' The former was the Iranian commander of the

fortress, the latter Stephen I. - For the coins of Stephen I, see injra Excursus B.
8 Juanger 225. Adarnase Is called Duke of Kakhetla {romeli erisl aobda kaxel s) because,
though he was the prince of that land from the dynasticist point of view, from the feudal
point of view, he was also its duke: cf. supro I f 4; infra IV § 31.
9 Juanfier 226: 'Then the Byzantines again seized the frontier of Iberia: Syspiritis and
the southern extremity [bolo = 'end'] of Cholarzene: the sea coast. And the children of
'

'

Stephen remained in the rocks of Cholarzene. And entire Iberia was held by Adarnase, son
of Bacurius, as Prince. And he did not take [M has: venture] the appellation of King. And
the dukes, each irremovably in his duchy, were obedient to Prince Adarnase.' For some
reason. Adarnase was given the dignity of Curopalate by Markwart, StreifiUge 433. He was
also called by him The Second, in contradistinction to Atrnerseh, revealed In various Armenian documents pertaining to the Armeno-Iberlan religious crisis at the beginning of the
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that Heradius brought the Iranian war to a victorious conclusion (628-629)
and recovered the True Gross. Then, in the seventh year af ter his first visit

to Caucasia, the Emperor is reported by our historian to have returned to
Iberia (623 + 7 = 630) and to have dispoilcd Prince Adarnase, despite his
supplications, of some greatly venerated relics.10
Some additional information regarding Adarnase I is preserved in the History of Albania ascribed to Moses of Kajankaytuk', or of Daskhuren. There
he is mentioned in connexion with his alliance with Juanshcr, Presiding Prince
of Albania (637/8-680/1) - which must have taken place sometime between
637 and 642 - and as holding 'three titles of the Roman Empire' - one of
which can be taken to have been that of Patrician.

The date of this alliance

is that of the last historical appearance of Adarnase I.11
seventh century: Bk Lett. 133. Since at that time Stephen 1 was Prince of Iberia, the references to Atrnersch must be interpreted as to an Iberian prince, not a Prince of Iberia;
especially as, In one place, Bk Lett. 170-171, he is mentioned together Tritb ASuSa, who

was another dynast, the Vitaxa ArSuSa IV (cf. II Appendix A II |9l). This is another instance
of the confusion between Iberian chiefs of Stale and their vassals found in foreign sources:
supra Introduction § 1 and n. 6). Pace Markwart, there can be no doubt that the Atrnersch
of these sources is the future Adarnase I, who, after his father s death, and especially after
'

reaching majority, was, even before his accession to the Principate in 627, an Important
Iberian dynast, both as Prince of Kakhetia and as the head of the former royal house. In
'

view of Stephen I s irreliglon, it was only natural that the disputing ecclesiastics should
have addressed themselves to Adarnase and ArSuSa.the two greatest princes after the Prince
of Iberia. In these documents, Adamase is mentioned in one place with Vahan and Bzrmeh:
BkLell. 133; cf. Markwart 433, 397-398 note. Since Bacurius ill is said to have left children

(supra I § II), Vahan and Bzrmeh may well have been Adarnase I's brothers. For Adarnase's Roman title: injra at n. 11.
10 Juanser 227-228 Though Heracllus's arrival in Albania in 623 is not mentioned by
.

JuanSer, it Is indirectly referred to when he says that, after the recovery of the True Cross
(63 0). Heraclius ' crossed the road of Iberia in the seventh year after he had passed It.' - The
relics looted by Heraclius were the suppedoneum of the True Cross, from Manglisi, and a

Holy Noil (cf. Brossct, Hist, de la G6. 1/1 121), from ErugeVi, once presented to Mirian III
by Constanttne I (cf. Leont. Mrov. 117). Thus the Byzantines set an example of that
relic
collecting to which they themselves were to be exposed in 1204.
'

*

u Moses Kai 2.19. The dale of the alliance, as between the battle of Gtesiphon (637) and
.

that of Nchawend (642), is considered likely by Dowsett, Hist. Cane. Alb. 114 n.l. The traditional date for Adarnase I's death, 639 (Brosset, Hist, de la G6. 1/1 231 n. 6), has of itself
but little worth; the evidence of Moses Kal., however, tends to make it credible. The 'three

titles of the Roman Empire' Is Dowsetl's rendering (114) ot erreak gaheric'ul'iwn 'i if opma'

'

I'agawomt'enen (for gaherec', of which the second word In the above phrase Js the
abstract noun, see also II n. 41). The historian JuanSer neglects to mention Roman titles
below Curopalale that were borne by the Princes of Iberia (supra II n. 18); so if Adarnase I
had any title at aH, it must have been that of Patrician, the lesser of the two titles borne by
the Caucasian presiding princes; and it is difficult to think that the faithful ally of Heraclius
gec

woc

should have been left without even Ihat. Thai he had a Roman title, is assorted by Moses
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18. Stephen II, son and successor of Adarnase I, was, in contrast with the

first Stephen, commended for his piety.12 The new Prince lived to see the
catastrophe that came in the wake of the successes of the Emperor Heraclius,
when the rising tide of Islam replaced the declining Iranian empire in the role

of the eastern enemy of the pax Christiana. Briefly and by way of providing a
background for the events, Juansher speaks of the beginnings of the movement,
of Muhammad and his immediate successors. He records the Arab conquest
of the Sassanid realm13 and of Syria and Mesopotamia under Umar (634-640),
'

and the Byzantine retreat before that onslaught (after the battle of Yarmuk,

20 August 636, it would seem). On his way home, the Emperor Heraclius is
made by our historian again to visit Iberia.14 After this, as we know, Armenia

was invaded by the Saracens (640-646).15 Since, as it will be seen, Stephen II
was the ruler of Iberia who had to exchange Imperial for Arab overlordship,
the entire story of the rise of Islam, though antedating his principate, is given
by Juansher in the part of his History devoted to it.

19. The synchronisms found in Juansher and in Moses of Kalankaytuk*
make possible the following chronological table of the first four Princes of
Iberia:
A
I

.

.

Guaramids

Guaram I, Curopalate, 588-c. 590

II. Stephen I, c. 590-627
B

.

Chosroids

III. Adarnase I, Patrician, 627-637/642
IV. Stephen II, Patrician, 637/642 (§ 21, 22).

Ka].; and the expression 'three titles' can perhaps be explained In the context of the next

chapter of Moses Kal.'s work. In 2.20, the Emperor is said to have placed at the disposal of

JuanSer of Albania patents for the titles of Patrician, Consul ( --ihiaTog), ex-Prefect (=
dnd indg axv), etc., to be distributed to whom the latter might wish (their number: 1,200 is

an obvious exaggeration); cf. Dowsctt 116 and nn.; Br6hier, Institutions 117, 123. JuanS6r
himself was a Patrician, though, in contradistinction to others, made a First Patrician
(= TiQioroTmrQtxiog). Later he became an ex-Consul and Patrician (And Amfattw: 2.21). Ac,

cordingly, the Patriciate, the Consulate, and the ex-Prefecture appear to have been the
highest titles, below the Curopalate, that were conferred upon Caucasian dynasts. This sequence is borne out by the fact that, as will be seen, Adarnase 11 of Iberia was a Consul before

becoming a Patrician. In this light, what Moses Kal. seems to mean by the 'three titles'
of Adarnase I is that he received, no doubt successively, the three highest llUes below that
of Curopalate, in other words, that he was, like his Albanian counterpart, a Patrician.
12 JuanSer 228 - For Stephen II s coins, see infra Excursus B.
'

.

13 Erroneously,

the conquest of Iran is ascribed to Abu Bakr: Juanser 229.

M JuanSer 230 231-

16 Grousset, Histoire 296-298; Manandyan, Invasions arabes 163-192.
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20. The advent of Islam was of vast significance for Iberia and Caucasia in
general. Having begun their penetration of Armenia in 640, the Arabs, despite
the counter-offensive of the Emperor Constans II in 647, established their
suzerainty over the Armenian Princes by the treaty of 653/654.16 The Islamic
wave reached Iberia perhaps as early as in 645; and the Patrican {bairiq) of
Iberia was obliged to conclude, through an ambassador, with the Arab general
Habib ibn-Maslamah a treaty which amounted to an acceptance of the Caliph's
suzerainty and of the status of a tributary, though autonomous, State. It is,
however, difficult to suppose that any effective Saracen control of Iberia could
have been established before the consolidation of Saracen rule in Armenia in

653/654. With this, Tiflis became an Arab enclave and the seat of the Caliph s
representative. About the same time, Albania, too, fell under the control of
the Caliphate, and possibly also Lazica. Thus came into being the first vassal

States - and not conquered provinces - of the rising Islamic empire.17
21. All this, oddly enough, is missing from Juansher's History. After mentioning the Emperor Heraclius's sojourn in Iberia, following his defeat by the
Arabs, the text proceeds to the story of the Chosroid Stephen and his two
sons Mihr or Mirian and Arch il, the future St Arch'il the Martyr. This story
opens indeed, with an invasion of Georgia by the Arabs under the command of
one Murvan Qru (Murvan the Deaf), at the time of the Caliph ESim, and ends,
fifty years later, with another Saracen interference.18 The next source in the
Georgian Royal Annals, the Martyrdom of St Arch'il, shows Archfil to have
'

18 Grousset, opxit. 300-301; Laurent, Armtnie 33-34; cf. supra II n. 17.
17 Minorsky, Tiflis 753; JavaxisvlU, K arl' er. Ul. II343; BerjeniSvlli et al, Islorlja Gruzll
'

,

141-142; S. Bremyan, 'Moisej Kalankatujskij o posol'stve albanskogo knjazja Varoz-Trdata
k xazarskomu xakanu Alp-Ilitveru/ ZIV 7 (1939) 130; cf. Laurent, Armenie 338, 90 n.l
for Habib !bn Maslamah. The Arab sources indicate that Lazica (called, ex post facto, Abkaz)

paid tribute, together with Iberia QurzQri) to the Arab resident at Tiflis. For Albania, soo
Trever, Oi.po ist. Alb. 244-249. - Iberia, together with Armenia and Albania, formed one
vlceroyalty, termed Armenia' (Armintga) by the Caliphate. This may lie at the bottom
of the statement of Sebeos 35(233) that the Caliph 'gave to Theodore Rstunl (Presiding
'

'

Prince of Armenia according to the treaty of 653/654; cf. supra II n. 17) not only Armenia,
but also Iberia and Albania: an Arab administrative formula serving well Armenian pan-Caucasian cosmocratism. The existence of the Iberian and Albanian Presiding Princes makes
this statement rather doubtful. The seat of the Saracen viceroy of 'Armenia' (subsequently
styled ostikan) was at first Dvin, in Armenia, and, later in the 770s, Partav (Bardavi,

Bar a'a), in Albania: cf. A. Ter-Levondyan, 'K voprosu o voznlknovenii Dvinskogo emlrata
v Armenii,' Sbornik v £esV J. A. Orbeli 133-139. For the viceroys, see Laurent 336-347 and,
after 750, R. Vasmer, Chronologie der arabischen Slallhalter son Armenien unter den Abbasiden, oon as-Saffach bis zum Krdnnng Aschots I., 750-887 (Vienna 1931). To designate the
Presiding Princes of Caucasia, the Saracens used the Roman title of Patrician (batrlq), so
much had it become customary for them to receive it; cf. Laurent 189 and n. 1.
18 JuanSer 232-244
,
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been martyred ' after fifty years had passed' by the Arab commander Cicum or
Asim.19 It has been established that Murvan Qru was, in this case, Manvan ibn
Muhammad (later Caliph as Marwan II) and that the invasion he commanded
had nothing to do with the events of the seventh century, but was part of his

Khazar war undertaken in 736, under the Caliph Hisham (724-743); and that,
on the other hand, Ci(um or Asim was the Caliph s Viceroy of Armenia Khuzaima ibn Khazim by whom St Arch il was put to death in 786, indeed fifty
years later.80 It thus becomes obvious that a whole century of Iberian history
'

'

between the Saracen invasion of the mid-seventh century and the campaign

of 736, has been omitted in the work of Juansher or in its present redaction.
It is manifest, too, that Arch'il, who died in 786, could not have been a son of

Stephen II of Iberia, who came to the Principate in 637/642, as seems implied
in the text, unless that omission be recognized.
How to account for this lapse? It seems quite probable that this lacuna is
due to a confusion in the mind of a redactor of our source, - a confusion that

must have been caused by an apparent similarity of subject matter. One
instance of such similarity is immediately obvious: it is between the Arab
invasion of the mid-seventh century and that of 736, resulting in the omission
of the former in the text of Juansher.

But there must have been another

instance of this similarity: onomastic rather than factual, Mihr and Arch'il
were sons of a Stephen, but obviously of a later Chosroid of that name than
Stephen II, one who must have been subsequently confused with the latter.

The data at our disposal can both explain the lacuna in question and fill it
with historical facts.

We must now pass for a moment from historiographic to epigraphic sources. The lovely church of the Holy Cross (Juari), near Mts'khet'a, - a gem of
early Georgian architecture - contains a number of inscriptions. Three among
them are of importance for this Study. They accompany the three images of
the patrons or builders of that church in stone relief, decorating the eastern
,

facade of it, and reveal them to represent Stephen, Patrician of Iberia, the
Consul {Ilypalos) Demetrius (Deraetre) and the Consul Adrnerse. The latter
is accompanied by the figure of a boy, presumably his son.81 The three names

19 Mart Arc'll 245-248.
.

20 HI/HI n 48.
31 Cf TarctmiSvili, 'Lcs rfcentes dficouvertes tfpigraphiques et IHWraires cn gfiorgien,'
.

.

LcM 63 (1950) 250 (and blbl.); Amlranagvill, Jsl. gruz. isk. 313-314 (andblbl.). 127-128,Tables 35-39. - SUU another Image and inscription belong lo K'obul the Strategus. The
Greek term must be a translation of spaspel (supra llj} 15 andn. 15); it appears, therefore
that In Iberia, as In Armenia, the office of High Constable was occasionally separated from
that of Presiding Prince; cf. Laurent, Armenie 77.
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also figure together in another inscription from the same church.22 It has been
assumed that the personages so represented are Stephen I, his brother Demetrius, known to us from Juansher,23 and Adarnase I.M Several facts, however,

militate against this identification. Firstly, a comparison of the personalities
of the two Stephens leads one to the conclusion that it must be rather Stephen
II who is commemorated in the Juari inscriptions and effigy. Of the first
Stephen, Juansher speaks in the following terms: 'This Stephen was impious and without fear of God, not serving God nor fostering the Faith and
the churches, 525 and, on the occasion of his death: ' For God did this to Prince

Stephen, because he lived not according to God's grace: he was a foe to the
pious and a friend to the impious. 28 Of Stephen II, on the other hand, our
historian has this to say: "This Stephen was pious, a purifier of the Faith, a
builder of churches, more so than all the Kings and Princes of Iberia.,27 Secondly, Juansher then goes on to say, in the same passage, that it was precisely
Stephen II who 'surrounded with walls the church of the Holy Cross (Juari).'
'

Thirdly, it has been seen that Stephen I abandoned the Imperial alliance for
the Iranian; it is hardly conceivable, therefore, that he and his relatives, under
him, should have borne any Roman titles.88 Fourthly, it is no less difficult to

presume that Adarnase, head of the dethroned Chosroids of the elder branch,
should have been depicted together with the Guaramids, who, for all the obedience they received from him, must have been in the eyes of the legitimists of
the day undoubted usurpers. That, on the other hand, Demetrius, Stephen Ts
brother, should have been represented with the Chosroids, is not an impossibility. Demetrius is recorded as having been building the church of the Holy

Cross during the reign of his impious brother:39 he evidently did not share his
brother's religious views, nor, possibly, his political orientation. His dignity

of Consul may have been given to him after Stephen Pa death as a consolation
for seeing the Principate pass out of his branch.50 And the joint inscription
of Stephen II. Demetrius, and Adarnase, requesting prayers for their souls
and bodies, indicates that the floruit of Demetrius extended into the principate
of the second Stephen. Vardan. on the other hand, refers to a cure of the wife
22
»
M
25
28

TarchniSvili op. tit, 253.
JuanSer 223
Cf supra n. 21; and Mark wart, SireifzQge 433.
JuanSer 222; cl supra § 16 at tin, 2-3.
JnanSer 226
,

.

.

.

.

27 Ibid 228.
.

» Gf supra U 5 15.
29 JuanSer 223
50 CF supra at n. 11: the dignity of Consul was next to that of Patrician, -which at that
.

.

.

time belonged to the Presiding Prince of Iberia, Adarnase I.
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'

Demetre, King of Iberia,' as occurring before the time of the Armenian
Katholikos Nerses III (642~662).31 The date of the inscription, like that of
Stephen II's accession, appears thus to be 637/642.
If Stephen of the Juari effigy and inscriptions is Stephen II, who is Adrnerse ?
Judging by his subordinate position - Stephen is in the centre with his elder
cousin Demetrius on his heraldic right and Adrnerse on his left - and by his
lesser title, he is most likely a son of Stephen. Indeed, the naming pattern:
Adarnase-Stephen-Adarnase (Adrnerse) suggests this conjecture; other considerations will support it. Those who assume that the Juari personages are
Stephen I and Adamase I identify the little boy represented next to Adrnerse
as the young Stephen II. Since that identification as a whole is unacceptable,
1 venture to suggest, relying again on what appears to be the naming pattern
of the Chosroids, that Stephen, father of Mihr and ArcVil, was a son of Adarnase (Adrnerse), who in turn was a son of Stephen IT, son of Adarnase I, and
that it is probably he who is represented as a boy at Juari. This would explain
exactly how Mihr and Arch il, unquestionable Chosroids, were descended from
'

the earlier Chosroid Princes of Iberia and would, moreover, show what was the

onomastic confusion - between Stephen II, son of Adarnase I, and Stephen,
son of Adarnase and father of Mihr and Arch il - that, together with the confusion between two Saracen invasions of Georgia, must have caused a redactor
'

of Juansher

*

s work to omit a century of Iberian history.

22. The Patrician Stephen 11 was undoubtedly the Patrician of Iberia of
the Arab writers who submitted to the Caliph's overlordship in 645 (§ 20). The
next Prince of Iberia, known to us only from Armenian sources, owing to the
lacuna in Juansher, was Nerseh, a contemporary of the Armenian Katholikos
Israel (677-687); he was married to a princess of the House of Kamsarakan88
Vardan 69-70: she -was cured of leprosy before the Cross of Varjla, in Javaxet*!. Demetrius, too, is said by Juanier, 223, to have been 'afflicted with the evil desease,* i.e., leprosy.
Brossct thought that this cure took place under the Armenian Katholikos Nerses III (Hist.
de la Gi., I 1. 250 n. 6), but Vardan refers to U as an antecedent event (cf. Muyldormans
Domination arabe 91 n. 3). The style 'King of rberia' (ark'ay Vrac') is another instance of a
foreign source confusing a prominent Iberian with the ruler of Iberia (cf. supra Introduction §1
and n. 6). - It is interesting to note the manifestations of the veneration of the Cross in the
Iberia of the sixth-seventh century (cf. TarchniSvili, Sources 36). Demetrlus's wife v/as cured
before an image of the Cross; her husband continued the conatruclion of the church of the
,

Holy Cross, begun by Guaram I (588-c. 590) (Juauser 221) and completed by Stephen 11
(637/642-). For the influence of this cullus on the Iberian coinage of the time, cf. infra
Excursus B.

82 A memento in one of the two MSS of Philo of Tirak's Armenian translation of the EccL

SisL of Socrates states that 18 years before that translation was made, Gregory, Abbot of
Jorap'or had translated the Life of Pope St Sylvester at the command of 'Nerseh of glorious
memory, Prince of Iberia, son-in-law of the Kamsarakans,' while the colophon of the other
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and, having revolted against the Saracens in 681 /682, fell in the struggle against
the invading Khazars in 684.33 The names Nerseh, Nerse and Atr-nerseh,
Adrnerse, Adarnase being interchangeable,34 there can be no reasonable doubt
that this Prince Atr-Nerseh 11 was the son of Stephen 11, the Consul Adrnerse
of the Juari representation and inscriptions. His insubordination vis-a-vis

the Arabs must inevitably have implied a gravitation towards the Empire.
Accordingly, already in the 660s, one of the documents pertaining to the

martyrdom of St Maximus the Confessor, the letter of Anastasius the Apocrisiarius, mentions the then Patrician of Iberia, who must have been Adarnase II.85

23. Accordingly, the above chronological table of the Princes of Iberia (§ 19)
can be continued as follows:

IV. Stephen II, Patrician, 637/642 - after 645 (c. 650)
V

.

Adarnase II, Patrician, (c. 650)-684.

24. The revolt against the Caliphate of 681/682, in which Armenia was
joined by Iberia, which appears to have turned towards the Empire already
in the 660s, came to nought. One of its consequences, however, was that
in Armenia, the Mamikonid Dynasty to which belonged the Prince of Armenia
who took part in the revolt, lost the Caliph's favour which was now given to

the Bagratids.88 The same circumstances seem to have brought about the
replacement once again of the Chosroids by the Guaramids in the government
of Iberia. But before the restored Guaramids are examined here, attention

MS of PhJlo's translation states the lattor's date is 686: Peelers, Dibuls du diristianisme 46,
or 696: Markwart Sireifzllge 402 n.; Mnyldermans, Dominalion arabe 93 n. 1. Thns the Life

of St Sylvester was translated in 668 op 678. Nerseh of Iberia is also reported by John
Kath,, 93, lo have gained a victory over the Arabs, under the Armenian Katholikos Israel;
this is lollowed by Vardan 70.

83 Loontius 4 (15-16) does not give the praenomina of the Princes of Iberia and of Albania
who were slain together with Gregory I Mamlkonean, Prince of Armenia. The date of the
invasion is 684: Eremyan, Moisej Kal. 134-137; and the battle look place on 13 June, accor-

ding to an anonymous sevenlh-cenlnry Armenian chronicle:

131. Gf. Markwarl, Sirei/-

zQge 433.
M Gf

.

Jnsti, Namenbuch 3 (4), 224 (61).

36 Anastasius Apocr. 12 (177): ' snscipientcs ad eum [sciL the Prince of Alania] palam epis-

tolam a laudabili Patricio et praetore Hlberiae...' Laudabilis is an 'unofficial'translation

of neQifSX&jitos = speclabllis, which was the qualification of the Patricians: cf., e.g., Philotheus, Clet. 1 (Acodexdrr/ $ t&v siegiliAhmov naTQixlmv d£fo). Praelor is used here in
the sense of governor,' e.g., that of Sicily; see ZZ at n. 102, for the Byzantine cosmocratic

view that other rulers were the Emperor's representatives. - The coins possibly of Adarnase
11 are discussed in Excursus B.

Grousset Hisioire 307.
,
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mast be given, in order better to muster the material at our disposal, to their
immediate successors in the Principate of Iberia.
25. The Third Dynasty of the Princes of Iberia is known to us from two

near-contemporary hagiographic works, as well as from Juansher, From the
Martyrdom of Si Abo of Tiflis, written by the Priest John, son of Saban, shortly
after 786,3? the existence of the Curopalate and Duke (eris-mt avar) of Iberia
'

Adarnasc (III) and of his son Duke (eris-mt'avar, also erist'av) Nerse, is revealed to us. Nerse was arrested by the Saracens (772) and kept imprisoned

at Baghdad for three years; then, the accession of the new Caliph, al-Mahdt
(775) brought about his liberation and restoration in Iberia. In 779/780, however, Nerse again had difficulties with the Saracens and was obliged to flee
to the Khazars, and thence passed to Abkhazia; he was replaced as Duke

(eris-mt'avar) of Iberia by - the Guaramid, as will be seen - Stephen (III),
son of his sister and of a Duke {erisi av) Gurgen. By 786, when St Abo was
martyred, both Nerse and Stephen disappear from history.38 Nerse is also
known from the tenth-century Life of St Gregory of Khandzt'a, written by
George Merch'ule,39 Accordingly, St Gregory was bom in 759/760 and was
brought up by his aunt and her husband. Duke (erist'av) Nerse, who, as is
clear from the context, reigned in Inner Iberia.40 That Adarnase and Nerse
were more than local dynasts, that is, that they were Presiding Princes of Iberia,
is patent from the title of Curopalate borne by the former (tradionally associa'

ted with the Principate and not conferred upon lesser princes) and by that of
eris-mfavar used of both.

26. In Juansher, too, there are references to this Third Dynasty of the
Princes of Iberia. "We must turn for them to that part of his work which deals
with the Chosroid Stephen and his sons, Mihr and Arch il. It is in this part
that Juansher betrays his excessive legitimism. His narrative, indeed, makes
it obvious that the Chosroids were Princes of Kakhetia - and this is suppor'

ted by the Martyrdom of St Arch'0° - and it contains such historical facts
37 Introd at n. 51.
.

38 Mart Abo. 60. 61-63; rf. Peeten. Kkajan 23-49.
38 Introd at n. 55.
,

.

40 Merc'ule 2 (27); in order to go to Upper Iberia, Gregory left Iberia i. e., Inner Iberia:
5

.

He died in 861 at the age of 101: 83. It is odd that FrPeeters should have described Duke

Nerse of this Life as 'regulus aut dynastes, ceterim ignotus': 'Vie deS. Gregoire de Khandztha,' in Hitt, mon. giorg, 218 n. 4.
41 Stephen is said to have taken with him to West Georgia one half of the Chosroid treas'

ures; the other half Arc U hid, for the most part. In the Valley of Kakhetia and in that of

Ujarma: Juanser 233 (for Ujarma as appanage of the Chosroids, cf. supra I § 8). Upon his
return from West Georgia, Arc il went to Kakhetia: .luan§er 243. According to the Marl.
'

ArB'il, Tluzaim a ibn

azira (CiCum or Asim) moved on Kakhetia and then St Ard'il presented

himself before him wishing to intercede on behalf of his people: 245. But Juzaima was aroused
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as the emigration to West Georgia, possibly upon the death of Adamase II,
of Stephen and his elder son; Stephen s subsequent death there; Arch il's re'

'

moval thither; the invasion of Marwan ibn Muhammad in 736; the death of

Mihr in the course of it; the return of Arch'il to Kakhetia twelve years later
(748); and his marriage.42 But at the same time our historian allows his legitimist sentiments to get the better of him when he refers, on two occasions, to the
two brothers, Mihr and Archil, as ' Iberian Kings' and when, in their discourses and in those of their adherents, reproduced in the text, they are made to
appear as full sovereigns of all the Georgian lands.43 In keeping with these
against him by a Gardabanian prince who had become a renegade and who wished to avenge

his uncle killed by the Canars (= §anilriya; c!. infra IV n. 9); and Arft'll perished for the
Faith through decollation: 246-248. After his death, his widow granted estates in Kakhetia

to those who had remained faithful to him: 248. The Marl. AH'U (erroneously attributed

to Leonti Mroveli, supra Introduction § 2) must be a much later work than JuanSer, for it
accepts as a matter of course the lacuna of a century in the latler's work (supra § 21) and
makes ArC il say that he was young when the Emperor Heraclius came to Iberia: 247. Else'

where In this work, Arc'il

is said to be a grandson of 'King Adamase': 246.
42 The Chosroid Stephen s emigration to West Georgia (cf. infra n. 52) can be accounted
'

for by a fear of Arab reprisals after the unsuccessful revolt of Prince Adarnase II In 681 /2 or
after his death in 684 (supra § 22). Yet Arc il, who died in 786, and who rejoined Stephen
and Mihr in West Georgia only shortly before the campaign of Marwan ibn Muhammad in
'

736, cannot have been born much before c. 700. It must be assumed either that Stephen
migrated only c. 700, or what is more Ukely, that, having settled in West Georgia after 68112,

he had the opportunity of revisiting East Georgia. At any rate, after Arfi'll's migration,
Marw3n's campaign took place. He crossed Mt Caucasus and penetrated as far as Derbend,
then returned and, learning of the flight of the Chosrolds to West Georgia (Egrisi) and
thence to Abkhazia (Ap'xazei'i), moved into the Imperial territory and laid siege to Anakop'ia, where Mihr and ArC'il had taken refuge, their father having in the meantime died.
But he failed to capture that fortress because of an apparition and an epidemic of dysentery
'

which afflicted his army and had to turn back. During the siege of Anakop ia, Mihr was

wounded and died soon afterwards: JuanSer 233-241. Finally, twelve years after his de'

parture, Arc il returned to East Georgia and went to Kakhetia. Then he married: ibid.
243 (for his marriage, cf. infra n. 49). The V Redaction is responsible for Interpolating
into the above outlined narrative fragments from the twelfth-century Martyrdom of Sis
David and Constanline: Med. Georg. Hisi. LH., 177 n. 5 No. 9.
43 It is to be remarked however, that the use of the plural mep'eni K'art'lisani ('Iberian
,

Kings') by JuanSer (234, 235) when referring to Mihr and ArC'il is a considerably weaker
one than the use of the singular of the royal title with regard to one of the brothers would ha-

ve been: it simply tends to suggest their belonging to a royal house. Moreover, with the
kingship in abeyance, the royal title tended to become a vague epithet rather than an exact
term. We find a similar situation in tenth-century Iberia, when, during the Abasgian occupation of the Iberian throne, various Bagratid dynasts in Upper Iberia, such as Sumbat III
of Artanuji-Cholarzene or the Curopalate David the Great of Tao (cf. Bagr. of Iber. I Nos

51, 54) were mentioned in contemporary documents as 'Kings'; cf. R.P. Blake and S. Der
Nersessian, 'The Gospels of Bert'ay,' B16 (1942-1943) 252; Z I (1892) 96. The V Redaction

goes much further, in interpolating into the text of Juanser such sentences as 'and while he
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sentiments, Arch'il

is described, upon his return (748), as marrying off his
brother's daughters to different dukes and as giving out to them various fiefs,
in his purported quality of suzerain. The fact of marrying off his nieces need
not be doubted as historically true;44 and the list of the Iberian Princes of the
time thus presented by Juansher is of a very great importance to us. Leaving
aside the Duke of Abkhazia, who is said to have married Arch'iTs seventh

niece and who was a vassal of the Empire, quite outside the sphere of the Iberian
Principate,45 here is the text of Juansher relating this event:
Arch'il summoned the dukes of Iberia and gave to them his nieces:
one he gave to his cousin, son of the Curopalate Guaram, who held Cholar'

zene and Javakhet i; the second he gave to the Vltaxa of the House of
P eroz, who was Prince of Trlalet i, Tashiri, and Abotsel; the third he
p

'

'

was Uiere [in Egrisi] Stephen, Prince of Iberia, died and his son(s) Mihr and Arfi il became
King(s) in his stead' and, alter Mihr's death, 'and his brother ArC'U became King in his
'

stead

(cf. Q 235, 241). As for Juan5er*s historical work, it remains, upon examination, a

trustworthy, if occasionally equivocating, docnment. It is only in the speeches which he

introduces into his narrative, that JuanSer feels free to give full vent to his legitimism,
without scruples about his own integrity as an historian. Accordingly, the dying Mihr, e.g.,
says to his brother that he is leaving to him all the provinces of West Georgia (which then
belonged to the Empire) and to his own daughters, among other things, Cholarzene (which
belonged to the Gnaramids): 240-241. See also I at n. 158, for Iberian cosmocratistn as
manifested in the claims to control West Georgia.

44 That all of Mihr's seven daughters were married off to all of the great Iberian dynasts
and to the Duke of Abkhazia, is, however, perhaps a little difficult to regard as absolutely

historical, especially since two of the Iberian princes were father and son (Adarnaselll and
Nerse) I Possibly, this is an allegory of Arc'il's resignation of his royal claims to the Iberian
throne, upon his return to Iberia in 748, and of his recognition of the aristocratic oligarchy
which, together with the Presiding Prince, ruled that country: cf. Markwart Streifzuge 421.
45 Whether or no ArC'U married a niece of his to Leo,

Imperial duke (erlsl'avl keisrisa)

of Abkhazia (JuanSer 242; cf. 235, 239, 243) the latter was in no sense his vassal, as the
speeches introduced into Juanser's narrative (242) Imply, but the Emperor's. Whereas LazicaEgrisi had been, for some time, under the direct administration of the Empire, Abkhazia,
the former's dependency, was still under its own princes (dukes from the Imperial point of
view). Leo Fi nephew, Leo 11 (son of a Khazar princess and so possibly a relative of the
Emperor Leo TV) became, with Khazar aid, independent of the Empire, extended his rule

to Lazica-Egrisl, and thus established tho mediaeval Kingdom of Abasgia (Ap'xazetl), in
the 790s: JanaSia, O vremen. t usl. vozn. Abx. carstva. It was to him that Nerse of Iberia

came in 781/782: supra § 25. The Chron. Iber., 251, describes the formation of the Abasgian
Monarchy in the following terms: 'And when the Byzantines grewweak,the Duke ofthe Abkhazians, by tho name of Leo, nephew of the Duke [M adds: Leo] to whom Abkhazia had been
given hereditarily, seceded from them. This second Leo was the son of a daughter of the
King of the Khazars; and with the aid of their forces he seceded from the Byzantines, seized

Abkhazia and Egrisi to the LIxi (mountains) under the appellation of King of Abasgia, [of the

Abasgians « mep'e ap'xazt'a]', for John was dead and Juanser was aged.' For tho Chosroid
princes, John and JnanSer, see infra § 33.
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gave to Nerse Nersiani, 'who was [a descendant of] the grandee of King
Vakhtang; the fourth he gave to Adarnese Adarnesiani - and the two
of them divided the Upper Country which is Iberia; the fifth he gave to

Varzman and he gave him the domain from Kotmani to iCurdis-Khevi:
this Varzman was of the house of the Iranian duke of Bardavi who was
"

a brother of King Vakhtang's mother; the sixth ho gave to Juansher

Juansheriani, who was of the house of King Mirian of the branch of the
sons of Rev: and he gave him Juari and Kherki and the whole of the
mountainous region, the valley of Manglisi, and Ttflis.46

These various dynasts will be dealt with later; what is of interest here now
is only the reference to the two Princes of Iberia the Curopalate Adarnase III
,

and the Duke Nerse, as Nerse Nersiani and Adarnese Adarnesiani. Of especial
interest is Juansher's testimony to the effect that the Third Dynasty was not
of Chosroid descent, but was deduced from one of the local princes of the time

*

B JuanSer 241-242: if5ftoc>* Bcq

EQ Q obcn coi i coc oliicni, jQi QoligBi
39ol)93R|Bo *; gf5o>o 8oljQi 6i3ob Jclob gsc
6obl>i, Oyop bi a ji iB gwiSij i£)obi>b60, f paflapobA 3 60 3!5 t5&oroo fli J si&fltoo; Bq ioq 9obQi a o BBbi,

Birogb bi ga

0 1

t'toiJflS 0 6o>i3f5ai3tQ

rotooi gojb, T Sofob

8abi9a 9ob66 CgSbgb Bg boiBb , 60 93 0-050 oyoj11 p

idragb;

tol iisc?0 s

ABft QqgobC); SgcqcoBa 9obQi ifeifoBabgb i ifoBabo Bbi, iq6 CQf ro a i9i>oj s BgycQ fegBi
"

©OEJO, focqSae; ifob 6(5ros«o; Ba

coa 9obQ6 36f9'&9i6b

9ob3i

Q'*-

BocogiB £3<ot5ob-ja3i9?69 a 3 3 <&966 Bicoabiso b3iSba>6 a
S
Rnobi, focQ9as»o oyo tegreob 66 . g
iBa dagobi; flgg gba 8ob

BOflt b

g- BBflfioiBbi,

S0
5 -

mBgEjo-oso oyrv" Bicogb go 6ot5oi6 aggobi, Qaopncoii-

fismobob 30 tQ6 dgop obo. - Q (a) inserts before this: bcQEjco, not in A. - (b) adds:
8obBo.- (c) has this, while A has: ai.9ob 63 , QgoEjbi figf a gp iSieo obbi
(*lo his father's brother, the son of the Curopalate Guram') and M: 9i9ob 69ob 93"*
Cjob 930C«bi 8obbi 5£)6fo»>8 gfi SiR' d0 '1 ('to his father's brother's son's child,
the C. Guaram'). In the first version, the words 'Ihesonof theC.Gu(a)ram' are in apposition
to *his father's brother/ both are in the dative case, and the words 'of the G. Gu

ram' are

in the dative of the genitive (a constmction typical of Georgian). In the second version, the
same redeclension of the genitive is found (-isosa = -issa), but there is no need for this construction: 'father's brother's son's' is in the genitive modifying 'child,' but not apposed to
it; the apposition is between the entire phrase 'father's.... child' (momte ... missa) and
'

the C- Guaram,' so the latter need not be in the genitive, but only in the dative. Some-

thing is obviously wrong with this sentence. The first version, too, is not to be taken cm
'

pitd de la lellre: a Guaramld could not be an uncle (father's brother) of ArC il, he conld

only bo a distant cousin. Now the word in Georgian to designate not only a cousin-german,
but also a distant cousin was then precisely mamis jmis cnl ('father's brother's child*):
Ill/Ill at nn. 43-44. The original sentence, disfigured in both versions, must have been
something like: mamls jmis culsa missa Soilsa guaram kurapalalisasa = " to his cousin, the

son (child) of the Giiropalale Guaram. - (d)has this instead of A 0303 050 - (e) pre'

,

fers: 9i9A ('father1) of more recent codd. - (f) om. this. - (g) prefers: 8a>o*!)ff>f)Q>o of
more recent codd.
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of Vakhtang I, namely, Nerse or Nerseran, Duke of Khunani.47. So, whereas
the name Nersiani has an historical significance, 'Adarnesiani' is obviously
pleonastic. Because, no doubt, of the usual confusion between Nerse' and
'

Atr-Nerse,' Juansher mentions the son's name first and the father's second.

'

It is difficult to decide whether the reference to their joint rule may be an indication of a case of co-optation. At all events, the power of the dukes vis-&vis the Presiding Prince must have increased so much that the latter was referred to by the title indicative of only his own ducal position.43 The recalcitrance of the dynastic aristocracy which had reduced the monarchy in the sixth

century must now have been responsible for this diminution of the Principate.
27. To determine the date and the circumstances of the Third Dynasty's

accession to the Principate of Iberia, we must now turn to the period that preceded that event and followed the death of Adarnase II in 684 (§§ 22, 23).

It has been suggested above (§ 24) that the revolt of that prince may have
had the same consequences for his dynasty, the Chosroids, as had the action
of his Armenian colleague for his own Mamikonid Dynasty. The Caliph s
favour may have been withdrawn from the Chosroids and transferred to the
'

Guaramids, so that, between Adarnase II and Adarnase III, the Principate

may have been held by the latter house. Now, it has been seen that Juansher
mentions the son ( child') of a Curopalate Guaram among the Iberian Princes
of Archil s day (736-786). Then, according to him. the first Bagratid arrival
in Iberia, Adarnase, came, after 772, to stay with the children of a Curopalate
'

'

Guaram in Cholarzene (IV § 34). Finally, our historian records the marriage
of Arch

'

il with the daughter of a Curopalate Guaram '[descended] from the
sons of Vakhtang Gorgasal, bom by his Byzantine wife. 48 Obviously the Curopalate Guaram of these three references cannot have been Guaram I (588-c.
'

,

47 HVG 185 200.
,

49 Juan&er

s legiUmism, too, ought to be taken inLo consideration here. For the titles, see

'

sttprn 11 nn. 19, 20.
49 Juan£er 243 The marriage Is mentioned alter Arfi'iTs return from his exile (748) and
after the subsequent marriages of his nieces (supra g 26), as well as after the arrival of the
.

Bagratid Adarnase {infra IV § 34). The present redaction of JuanSer's work is marred by
several imperfections, snch as omissions, transpositions of passages, etc. (cf. supra § 21; H

Appendix A II (6); HI/III § 8); consequently, the relative position of the reference to Arc'il's
marriage need not necessarily be taken as a chronological indication.- The word Soil
( child )
'

'

can indeed also signify 'descendant' (cf. Sumbat 338; sopra I n. 116), but JuanSer
'

employs in this sense either nat esap

or Svilt'agan; whereas his use of Svil seems invariably

to imply 'child' in the sense of 'son' or 'dauglher'; thus, the 'children' of Bacurius III
(217, 219) included Adarnase I,his son; the Emperor Maurice is murdered together with his
'

children';

St Susan is called asuli mi'atmri'a... ivili vardanisi ('daughter of princes...

Vardan's chUd") in A and mt'aoart'a Svili... asnli oardanisi ('child of princes... Vardan's
daughter') in M: this is preferred by Q.
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590). At the same time, the title of Curopalate. -we know, could hardly have

been bestowed upon any lesser personage than a Presiding Prince. It follows,
then, that there was a Guaramid Prince-Curopalate of Iberia in the generation

that preceded that of Archpi] and of his contemporaries of the Third Dynasty.
Indeed, the Royal List attached to the Conversion of Iberia - a most confused
document which contains nevertheless fragments of valuable information
(Excursus A) - mentions not one, but two Guaramid Presiding Princes after
Stephen II (omitting Adarnase II), namely, Guaram the Curopalate and Gua-

ram the Younger. And it would actually take two reigns to fill the period
between the years 684 and 748, the latter date being, as we shall see, the
'

most probable one of Adarnase Ill s accession to power. If this be so, Gua-

ram the Younger of the List must be the Curopalatc Guaram of Juansher.
The name that follows his in the List is conjoined with the dignity of Curopalate; but it designates a lesser dynast: a Vitaxa of Gogarene, upon whom that
Roman title would in no way have been conferred. In the sources of the List,

that dignity must have belonged to Guaram the Younger, but the compiler of
that document must have redistributed the epithets among the personages
mentioned therein so as to suit his own aesthetic sensibility { Guaram the
Curopalate,' 'Guaram the Younger,' 'Arshusha the Curopalate,' 'Varaz-Bakur the ex-Consul and Patrician,* cf. Excursus A). A little farther down the
Royal Lis/, still another Guaram is shown; who must be the 'son of the Curopalate Guaram mentioned by Juansher.
On the basis of the above, the following interpretation of the events in Iberia
during the period of 684-748 can be essayed. When Stephen I died in 627,
'

*

his children, Juansher tells us, 'remained in the rocks of Cholarzene.150 The

second Curopalate Guaram (first in the above-mentioned passage of the Royal
List) may easily have been a son of Stephen I; he must have received from

the Caliph the Principate of Iberia in 684 (§§ 23, 24). About this time, the Caliphate was passing through a period of internal difficulties following the death
of Yazid I (683) and the opening of the Byzantine offensive under Constantine IV. The conclusion of this offensive was the treaty of 685 between Justinian II and Abdalmalik, which provided, among other things, for a condominium of the two empires in Caucasia: their sharing in the tribute from Armenia

and Iberia, and possibly also Albania. In the same year, however, Justinian II
broke the peace and succeeded in establishing his suzerainty, to the exclusion
of the Caliph, in Armenia, Iberia, and Albania. It was then, when in Armenia

the Arab vassal, Ashot II Bagratuni, was replaced by the Imperial appointee
Nerses Kamsarakan, with the title of Curopalate, that the Prince of Iberia,
Guaram II, must undoubtedly have received the same honour from his new
so Supra n. 9.
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overlord the Emperor. In 691, Justinian II further violated the treaty of 685;

and by 693, the tables had been turned: Armenia, as well as, unquestionably,
Iberia were lost to the Empire.61 Guaram III the Younger must have succeeded

Guaram II (his father or grandfather) shortly before that date in order to have
received the Roman title that Juansher applies to him.

The anarchy that followed in the Empire the end of the Heraclian Dynasty
strengthened the Caliph's hold on Caucasia,52 and in the twenties of the eighth
century the Armenian Princes closely collaborated with the Caliphate, in the
face of the common menace of the continual Khazar raids from the north

,

by

taking part in its Khazar campaigns;68 the Prince of Iberia too, must have
,

been bound by his geographical position to side with the allies. One of such campaigns was that of Marwan ibn Muhammad of 736. The invasion of Georgia
which occurred in the course of it (§ 21) was, if Juansher be read attentively.
directed not so much against Iberia as against West Georgia, a dependency
of the Empire.51 Then, in the years 744-750 another, change occurred in the
,

61 For the treaty ol 685, its breach in Caucasia, its final breach, and the passing of Arme-

nia to the Arabs, see Theophanes, Cftron. 737-740, 741, 744; for the imposition of Imperial
control on Armenia, and its horrors: Leontius 5 (17); for its end: 6 (19). See also Grousset

,

Histoire 307-309; Trever, Ctf.po /s(. A}b. 250; cf. Diebl and Mar ais, Monde orienlal 241-242,
243-244; E.W.Brooks, 'The Successors of Heraclius to 717,' CMH 2 406-407; Br6hier

,

'Lcs

demiers PWraclides,' HE 5 (1947) 202-204; Dowsetl, His/. Cauc. Alb. 202 n. 1; Eremyan,
MoUef KaL 151-153 (slightly different chronology).
52 Diehl and Marfais, op. cit. 245-247; Brooks, op. cii. 410-417. In 696/7, even Lazicn was

Invaded by the Arabs, as its Presiding Prince, the Patrician Sergius, passed to their obedience:
Theophanes, Chron. 752; cf. II n. 355. And the attempts of the Imperial diplomacy, in thesocond reign of Justinian II (705-711), to undermine, with the help of the Alans Saracen control
of Lazica, (Its dependency of) Abkhazia, and also Iberia (the mission of the future Emperor
,

Leo III) failed: Theophanes 789-804. The Khazar invasion of Armenia, in 729 and the fol-

lowing years (Grousset, Hisloire 315-316), "which was doubtless provoked by the diplomatic
efforts of Constantinople, must have made possible the reversal of both Lazica and Abkhazia

to Imperial control, for in 736, the ruler of the latter country was ' Imperial duke' and the
Saracen reprisal for the Khazar invasion - the campaign of Marwan ibn Muhammad - included a diversion against both Lazica and Abkhazia: sypra nn. 42, 45. Abkhazia however,
must have been, even before the 730s, sufficiently independent (owing doubtless to distance),
though officially under the Caliph's suzerainty, to offer asylum to the Ghosroid emigres,
,

after 681/2: supra n. 42.
53 Grousset Hisloire 315 317.
-

It is ironical that the Christian Caucasian States should

have been the victims of the Byzantlne-Khazar alliance directed against the Saracens.

M Supra nn 42, 52. The words of JuanSer, 239, to the effect that, after the departure of
-

Marwan ibn Muhammad, the lands of Iberia, Armenia, and Albania were devastated must
refer,in so far as Iberia and-Armenia are concerned, more to Khazar raids than to Marwan's

campaigns. In 737, Marwan conquered from the Khazars trans-Cyran Albania, which from
that time became increasingly Muslim; soon ArrUn (Rani = Afuank') meant only cis-Cyran
Albania (with Partav, i.e, Barfa'a as capital), whereas the trans-Cyran regions (with Qabala
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politicol orientation of Caucasia. The struggle between the Umayyads and
the Abbasids convulsed the Caliphate and coincided with the Byzantine offensive under Leo III and Constantine Y, begun with the victory at Acroinon
(740) and the invasion of Syria (746).55 The anti-Arab elements in Caucasia
raised their heads. In Armenia, the Romanophile Mamikonids deposed in

748 the Caliph's appointee, Ashot III Bagratuni58 It must have been now that
the Guaramids, compromised as vassals of the Caliphate since 693, were replaced by the Third Dynasty, represented by Adarnase III, whose title of
Curopalate testifies to his pro-Byzantine orientation and to the restoration
of Imperial suzerainty in Iberia.67 It was precisely in 748 that Arch il the
'

Chosroid returned from the exile, which his house had chosen after the un-

successful revolt of 681/2 (§ 26). But, either because he returned too late, or
because the choice of one of the lesser dynasts instead of a member of the
former royal house was more in keeping with the spirit of the increasingly independent great houses of Iberia, the Chosroids did not regain the Principate.
28. In 771 Armenia, which had remained under Saracen suzerainty, once
again rose in revolt against the Abbasids whose overlordship had been made
unbearable through an oppressive fiscal policy. That revolt, as is well known,
ended in the tragic defeat of the Armenian Princes in Bagravandene in 772.
Thereafter, ' la domination arabe en Armenie se trouva plus solide que jamais.'58
It was doubtless as a consequence of these events that Nerse, son of the Curo,

palate Adarnase III of Iberia, was carried off to Baghdad and kept imprisoned
there for three years before 775. With this, Iberia, too, was recovered by the

Caliph. Nevertheless, the state of unrest, aided, it seems, by Khazar diplomacy, continued in Caucasia - about 780, Nerse, whom the Arabs had
restored in Iberia, had to flee to the Khazars - and in the end provoked
the punitive action of Khuzaima ibn Khazim of 786,56 which win be discussed
below.

29. In the meantime, the chronological table of the Princes of Iberia (§ 23)
can be further amplified on the basis of the foregoing remarks, as follows:
C

Guaramids (again)
VI. Guaram II, Curopalate, 684-c. 693
VII. Guaram III the Younger, Curopalate, c. 693-c. 748
.

as capital) came to be termed SirwOn: Krymsldj, Slranieg iz isiorii 300, 289 291; Trever,
CW.po isl. Alb. 250.
46 Diehl and Marpals, Monde orienlal 252-253;
56 Grousset, HUiolre 317-319; Hl/III % 7.
57 Peelers, Khazars 32.
58 Grousset Histoire 334 and 320-334.
,

69 Peelers Khazars 31, 33-35, 45-47; cf. snpra § 25.
,
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Third Dynasty

VIII. Adarnase III, Curopalate, c. 748-c. 760.
IX. Nerse, c. 760-772. 775-779/780
E
X

.

.

Guaramids (again)

Stephen III, 779/780-786.

IV. - IBERIAN DYKASTS AND THE ADVENT OF THE BAGRATIDS

30. While the Principate of Iberia was held by the Guaramids (684-C.748),
the Chosroids led the life of Amigrte in West Georgia; upon the replacement of
the Guaramids by the Third Dynasty, Arch'il the Chosroid returned to his
old appanage of Kakhetia. The marrying off of his nieces must be a symptom,
or an allegory, of his making peace with both the holders of the Principate and
his Guaramid cousins; his own marriage with a Guaramid princess, another
instance of his conciliatory policy (cf. Ill § 26). Upon the whole, Juansher
may be somewhat justified in treating the last Chosroids as Iberian Kings, for,
with the decline of the Principate that made its holders practically undistin-

guishable from the other dynasts, the heads of the former royal house may, after all, have been endued with a certain enhanced prestige.1
31. The text of Juansher quoted above (III § 26) presents a list of the

great Iberian dynasts of the time, including one from neighbouring Albania.
Adding to it the House of Kakhetia, Arch'il's own line, the following is obtained (cf. II §25):
1

.

The Princes of Kakhetia, the senior line of the Chosroid Dynasty.

2 The Princes of Cholarzene-Javakhet'i, the Guaramid line of the Chos.

roid Dynasty.
3 The Juansherid Princes of the Chosroid Dynasty, appanaged in Kakhetia and Lower Iberia, the family of the historian Juansher.2
.

1 Cf Ard'U's role In the acquisition of EruSet'i and Artani by the Bagratid Adarnase: in,

Jra n. 26.
2 The historian JuanSer is identical, according to a note In the text of the Annals (248)
with the dynast to whom Arc il gave one of his nieces in marriage. The appanges ho
is said to have received from Arc'il consisted of: the 'mountainous region' or the land of
'

Mt'euletri, later Mt'iulet'i (cf. supra 1 at n. 114), in Kakhetia on the frontier of Inner Iberia

(JavaxlSvlU, K'art'. er. ist, II 302; VaxuSt, Geogr. Descr. 222), Juari, which must be the
'

site of the celebrated church of the Holy Cross (supra 111 § 21) east of Mc

'

xet

a, in or

near the Kakhetian land of Saguramo (Javaxiavili 294; VaxuSt 212, 481: No. 9 in Saguramo), Xerki, a canton in Kakhetia, later T ejmls-Xevi, near Saguramo (VaxuSt 284),
'

Manglisis-XevI, in Lower Iberia (JavaxiSvili 287, 294; VaxuSt 170), and TiOis, which
must be an error of the copyist. Cf. supra III n. 46.
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The Nersianid Dukes of Inner Iberia, the Third Dynasty of the Pre-

.

siding Princes.8
5 The Mihranid Vitaxae of Gogarene, Princes of Trialefi, Tashiri, and
.

Abots'i* To these should be added, after 772:
6

The Bagratid Princes of Erushet'i and Artani.5

.

Finally: the neighbouring Mihranid Princes of Gardman (the House of Varzman).6 It is "worth noticing that, excepting the Bagratids and the Nersianids.
all these dynasts belonged to different branches of the Mihranid Dynasty; most
of them happened to be of Iranian origin 7
.

In keeping with

the tendency of the

Iberian aristocracy to fuse the dynastic and the feudal features (I § 4) these
dynasts are called in the sources interchangeably Princes and Dukes 8
32. Most of these lineages, including the Chosroids and the Guaramids,
ceased to play an important role in Iberian history, either through extinction
,

.

or through loss of power, between the end of the eighth and the beginning of
the ninth century. Allusion has already been made to the continual insurrections in Caucasia against Abbasid overlordship especially in connexion with
,

the fiscal measures of the Caliphate (III § 28). This unrest, not unaided by
the Khazars, was put down only after a bitter and ruthless struggle. In a

penetrating study, the Georgian scholar S. Janashia has analyzed the principal Arab source for these events: the History of Yafqubi.9 The foci of in-

surgency were Armenia, Iberia {Jmzari) and Kakhetia {Sanariya); its leaders
,

were the local aristocracies whom Ya
i

.

e.,

'

*

qubj calls bafariqa and 'royal children
the presiding princes (Patricians) and the princely dynasts or seppecu/n.x0

8 See supra § 26 at n. 47.

4 For the Vitaxae ol Gogarene, see II § 10-11; Appendixes A and B.
6 See III/III; also infra § 34.

G See V § 17-20

.

7 ForiheMthranlds.seeln. 105;II §11; § 13.9;V §16;lor the Orontlds, III; the Nersia-

nids appear to have been purely Iberian. There must have been numerous lesser dynasties

lelt unmentloned by JuanScr; cf. II § 26-26.
8 Thus in the list of the Iberian Dultes given by Juanser (supra III n. 46, § 26 text), we find
,

the Guaramids, who, lihe the Chosroids of Kakhetia, had been styled cither Dukes or Princes,

since they held old duchies: Cholarzene, Javaset'i-Cunda (or Kakhetia) (for the original
duchies ol Iberia cf. I n. 159 and § 18), but they held thorn as dynastic appanages. The Nersianids are there Indeed as Dukes of Inner Iberia. But the JuanSerids held territories that

corresponded to no duchy. Evidently whereas the Crown, at the begtontng ol its existence
placed at the head of the leudal-admtnlstrallve 'eristavates,' into which the Realm was

,

divided, some of the greater dynastic princes (supra I § 4), now, with the disintegration ol
the monarchy, the more important princes came to be called erist'apn irrespective of their
holding any of the old ducal fiefs.
9 K krifike 492-503; cl. Markwart, SlreifzQge 453-456.

10 JanaSia op. cit. 492-493, 495-496. Although the word Sanariya Is derived from the Ca,
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As leaders of the revolt, the Caucasian ruling classes were made to bear the
brunt of the repression. Yaequb! narrates how Khuzaima ibn Khazim, Viceroy of Caucasia,13 seized the bafariqa and the royal children, cut off
'

their heads, and [in general] treated them in the worst possible manner'18
Arabo-lberian relations are summed up in a passage in the Chronicle of Iberia
which, after indicating as the causes of the decline of the Chosroid Monarchy,

first, the enhancement of Saracen overlordship and the frequent destructive
incursions that accompanied it, and, second, the number of Iberian dynasts
quarrelling among themselves, adds: And if any one appeared among the
sons of Vakhtang who was worthy of being king, the Saracens destroyed him;
for the Agarenes held the city of Tiflis, made it their abode, and collected a
tribute from the land which they called xaraj.,13
'

As for the particular activity of Khuzaima ibn Khazim, only one episode
of this wholesale execution, of which the Arabs occasionally showed themselves
capable, is recorded in the Georgian sources that we possess, namely, the decollation of St Archil, Cicum or Asim, the name given by the Georgian sources to Arch

'

iTs executioner, stands, we know (III § 21), for Khuzaima ibn

Khazim. The decollation of a Prince of Iberia by Xazm is likewise recorded

by the Armenian historian Leontius.14 Khuzaima ibn Khazim was appointed

Viceroy, for the first time, at the very beginning of A. H. 169 (14 July 785 /3 July
786) by the Caliph al-Mahdi (775-785), though the executions occurred, according to Leontius, under the Caliph Musa al-Hadi (785-786), most likely in 786,

because Ya'qubi places even the appointment of Khuzaima under Harun
e

ar-Rashid (786-809).15 Arch il was not only a 'royal child' i.e., dynast (sep'ecuT),

nars, a people in northern Kakholla (cf. Mlnorsky, Tiflis 753; JavaxiSvili, K ari'. er. isi.
H 302-303), it was used by the Arabs to designate Kalthelia in general: JanaSla 496, 497,
'

499, 501; Markwart, Slreifzilge 409. The Georgian sources, naturally, avoid this confusion.
'

- For sep ecul, see I at n. 132 and cf. the near-contemporaneous expression ordik' i'agaworauxnc' ('sons of the royal house"), applied to the Albanian dynasts by Moses Kal. 2.14 (179);
for batrlq (pi. 6a/ariga), see supra HI n. 17.
11 For this office see supra Til n. 17.
,

12 Ya'qub!

2.519; cf. JanaSia, K kritike 494; also Markwart, Slreijziige 456; Peelers, Kha-

xars 47-49.

18 Chron Jber. 250.
.

u Leontius 40 (165-166); also, in Armenia, the martyrdom of Hamazasp and Isaac Arcrunl: 40 (162-165).
w Ya'qflbl 2.515; cf. Vasmer, Chronologie d.arab* Slatth. 28-29,47. It is true that the passage of Ya qubl concerning the decapitation of Caucasian dynasts (supra at n. 12) is found
in connexion with the second viceroyalty of 5uzairDa, in 802/3-806/7: cf. Vasmer 39-41, 48.
'

During the first viceroyalty, according to Ya'qQbi, IJuzaima Indeed suppressed the Caucasian Insorreclion, but no other details are given. There is no warrant, however, for taking
Ya'qQbi au pled de la leltre and assuming that the executions, including that of ArC'il, took
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but also a Kakhetian, i.e., one of the Sanariya who were even more insubordinate towards the Caliphate than the Iberians.18

Though the local sources mention only isolated instances of Khuzaima's
ruthlessness. there can be no doubt that it affected, as is clear from the text
of Ya qubi, a whole social stratum. It is after that date that we hear no more
r

of the Guaramids and all the other dynasts appear considerably reduced."
Leontius speaks of the execution of a youthful Prince of Iberia, which can
hardly apply to Arch'il who must have been quite old. We may, therefore,
accept Fr Peeters s conjecture that the reference here is rather to Stephen III,18
'

the last Presiding Prince (bafriq) of the Third Dynasty. Now, the father of
Stephen and husband of Duke Nerse's sister was a certain Duke Gurgen (II
§ 26). That name, however, does not figure in either Juansher's list of dynasts
ibid.} or the Royal Lisi (Excursus A). In the latter document, on the other
hand, in the position which, it will be seen, might belong to Stephen Ill's
father, we find the reference to a Duke Guram (Guaram), who must be Juansher's 'son of the Curopalate Guaram' (III § 27). Given the confusion between
the names Guaram and Gurgen among the Guaramids (Excursus B), one may
venture the conjecture that the father of the last Prince of Iberia was none other

than the Prince of Cholarzene-Javakhet'i, son of the Curopalate Guaram III.
To this the name of Stephen III lends support. In this way, the Guaramids

occupied the Principate of Iberia for the third and last time in the person
of the last-known member of their house, Stephen III, who reigned from
c

.

780 to 786.

33. St Archil left two sons, John (lovane or Ivane) and Juansher

,

and

four daughters, Gurandukht, Mary (Mariam), Mihrandukht, and Susan (Shu-

shana or Shushan).19 With this, Juansher's historical work comes to an abrupt
end. The story of the end of the Chosroid house is found in the Chronicle of
Iberia. After the death of Archeil, his elder son John emigrated to West Geor-

place only in his second viceroyalty. The combined evidence of Leontius, who Is much nearer
In time to the events than Ya'qQbJ, and the Mori. ArS'il, detinllely shows that executions
accompanied, as might have been expected, the suppression of discontent during Hozaima's
first vlceroyalty as weB.
16 Supra III n. 41; supra at n. 9.
17 Cf JanaSla, K kriiike 498-503.
.

18 Peeters Khazars 48-49. In view of the mass character of the Saracen executions, the
,

suggestion of Fr Peelers that the death of Arf'U, as given In the Mart. Arc'tl, may refer
to the death of Stephen III, as found in Leontius, is superfluous: bolh Stephen and ArC'il
were among the victims of 3!uzalma's destruction of the 'royal children' and the baiariga.
The manner of execution, moreover, as given in one source differs from that given in the
other.

18 JuanSer 244

.
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gia together with his mother and two of his sisters, whereas Juansher 'remained in the land of Iberia and in Kakhetia' with his two younger sisters.20

The Dowager Princess returned to East Georgia, but the other fanigri Chosroids
disappear from history, save that the death of John is mentioned in due time.81
Was Juansher, who in virtue of his elder brother's departure from Iberia must

have been his father's successor as head of the Chosroid Dynasty, more than a
Dynast of Kakhetia, as the Chronicle seems to imply?88 After 786, Armenia
was not given a Presiding Prince until 806, but was administered directly by
the Caliph's representatives.88 The same situation, unquestionably, was found
in Iberia as well. Yet, precisely because the Principate fell into abeyance
there, the last Chosroid may well have exercised a certain unofficial leadership

in the country. The story of the last scion of the royal house contains also a
description of another Khazar raid which took place in 799/800. The Khazars
took Juansher captive and were responsible for the death of the Princess

Susan.24 Seven years later (806/7) Juansher returned from his captivity. Now
20 Ctwon Iter. 249. Wc shall seo, however, Prince JnanSer's mother back In East Georgia
.

(§ 84). For similap migrations of Armenian Princes to the Imperial territories in West Georgia and elsewhere, after 786, see Grousset, Hisloire 33&-339.
81 Chron Iber, 251: he died before the establishment of the Kingdom of Abasgia: cf. supra
.

IIT n. 45.

28 The Khazar xopon

sent an ambassador to Prince JuanSer (trne enough, his mission

was not of a political character: the xagan wished to marry the Princess Susan): Chron.
Iber. 249. Also, Leo II of Abasgia assumed the royal style, because 'John was dead and

JuanSer was aged': ibid. 251.
88 Grousset, Bistoire 337-342.
24 Cfiron Iber. 249-250. For the date of the Khazar invasion, see Maritwart, Streifzuge
.

416; cf. Artaraonov, 1st. Xazar 251. That the invasion was caused by the refusal of the Princess Susan to marry the heathen xagan and that, on being captured along with her brother,
she preferred to lake poison rather to become the Khazar's wife, may be a variation on a
theme in Lcontius, 131-133, concerning the marriage of a Khazar princess and the viceroy
Yazld ibn Usaid (775/6-779/80: Vasmer, Chronologie 27), as thinks Fr Peeters (Khaxars 51

cf. 33), - or it may not, for there Is not much similarity between the two stories. At all
events, the authenticity of the invasion itself is beyond doubt: it must have been part of the
Khazar-Arab conflict of the moment: Artaraonov 249-251. Interestingly enough, the story
of Yazid and the Khazar princess was projected to precisely this conflict, by Arab historiography, with the Barmakid Fa l in the role of Yazld: ibid. The Iberian story of Susan seems
however, to contain a basis of truth, for it was the custom of the Khazar sovereigns to claim

as wives princesses of dependent States: Artaraonov 251. And, in view of frequent Khazar
raids on Caucasia, that region may have been regarded by the xagan as a part of his
cosmocracy. To doubt, with Fr Peeters, the very existence of the personages mentioned in
this connexion in the Chron. Iber., because the story in which they were involved may have
been a variation on an older theme, is as unwarranted as would be the doubt, for similar

reasons, about the existence of Fa l ibn Ya ya the Barmakid. Oddly, Artamonov, 251,
considers the Chosroid John to have been an eris-mfewor of Iberia and a grandson of Steph-
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the Chosroid Dynasty was represented only by him and his sister Mihrandukht.
Our chronicler also records the marriage of Juansher with a Bagratid princess and then his death.26

34. The extinction of the Chosroids and the Guaramids and the reduction

of the other great dynastic houses of Iheria paved the way for the Bagratid
advent to power. At the beginning of the ninth century, however, the Bagratids of Iberia were recent arrivals: a branch of the Armenian line, possessed
after c.780 of the rather unimportant domains of Erushet i and Artani. Then

within the first decade of the century (between 800 and sometime after 806/7),
they acquired great princedoms and attained, at the beginning of the second
decade, to the restored Principate of Iberia. These successes require an explanation; and the sources at our disposal can supply it.

Three texts from two Georgian historical works constitute the sources for
the establishment of the Bagratids in Iberia. Here are these texts:
I

.

Juansher 243

Then a certain prince came to him [scil. Arch'U] who was of the House
of David the Prophet, Adarnase by name, a grandson of Adarnase [sci?.

Ashot] the Blind; his father was related to the Bagratids and had been
set up as duke in the regions of Armenia by the Byzantines. And during
the oppression of Qru, he had come to the children of the Curopalate

Guaram In Cholarzene and remained there. He petitioned Arch'il, saying:
If thou wiliest, make me as thy vassal: give me land.' And he gave him
Shulaveri [sci?. Erushet'il and Artani.26
'

11. Chron. Jber. 251

And this Juansher [son of Archpil] married a Bagratid wife, daughter
of Adarnase the Bagratid, Latavr by name. And his mother disapproved

of her being brought to him as wife. For she did not know well that they
were the descendants of David the Prophet, who was called the Father
of God.

And when she saw her son's wife, she loved her, blessed her,

and wished her happiness,27
en III (the Xth Presiding Prince): this is due to a confusion between this Stephen and his
namesake, ArC'iVs father.

26 Cftron Iber. 251. The story of the Khazar invasion of 799/800 opens the Chron. Iber.
.

Then, by way of recapitulating the backbround, the chronicler comments on the decline of

the Chosroid realm and Its causes {supra § 32); records the marriage of JuanSer; and finally
relates the establishment of the Kingdom of Abasgla (supra III n. 45) adding

'

and after

that, Jnan er died.' The Kingdom of Abasgla was formed in the nineties of the eighth
century; JuanScr could have died only after 806/7; and his marriage must have taken place
before the 790s.

28 See III/IH n 21.
.
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III. Jbidem

And after that, Juansher died. But during Juansher's lifetime, Adamase

the Bagratid acquired one-third of Gholarzene, Shavshet'i, Achara, Nigali,
Asisp'ori, Artani, and Lower Tao, and, of the castles, those that had
belonged to the descendants of King Vakhtang. And Adamase came to
Gholarzene and died there.28

These texts raise several problems. In the first place, why did Adamase
seek refuge with a particular princely family, the Guaramids of Gholarzene?
It has been suggested (Introduction § 3) that there may have existed ties of
kinship binding him with his hosts. And, in effect, there are certain onomastic
indications that tend to support this suggestion. His very name of Adamase
makes its first appearance among the Bagratids with his person.89 But this
name, on the other hand, was typical for the Ghosroids of whom the Guaramids

were a branch, and it was also borne by the Prince of Iberia (Adamase III)
'

who was reigning at the probable epoch of our Adamase s birth and who ap-

pears to have been related by marriage to the Guaramids (§ 32). Furthermore,
of the grandsons of our Adamase, the eldest, too, bore that name, whereas

the youngest was given the Guaramid name par excellence: Guaram.30
But there are also territorial indications. What can Adamase's acquisition

of one-third of Gholarzene etc. mean, if not a partition between three coheirs? This is how this has been interpreted in Georgian historiography.81
But Gholarzene, as well as most of the above-mentioned lands constituted

6oc»6olii* iQji65ibg'ko> T tgcooco sji sfoo, 0)6 idfoi A gfQifl B 80 666 8(5936Bg&i 8ol>o Qosroifj): 6f66cog(5g acoo ig? SggBogfjo oycj, (968303e 6(9066 05060
GocdqI

Bo J56300> 90B6,b96(983 )y£)aRnol>66o>

(5ci6ac?o-060a 868655 CjS coo

Sj

o cq . ©6 3oo>6(5 ofcoc?6 do > j5Qj™o 0)51)0, 89gy366ct;6, A3sif5o>b6 {Q6 aj6i?>cje6.
- Q (a) adds: 660)3 630 - (b) om this. - (c) has: 30(06(9830;, Icmnd in more recent
.

codd. - (d) adds: the M i«l eoajmi{Q ('according to the flesh'); the ahove expression =
the Greek QeoTtdiaQ.
K 036 838 50386 60o'bl>6 g669g(9e6 8ooq86s»>6. 6668352 b6Q<5g Bc 9T>633 36603C9oM)6 0336 6 60)6(966b3 &65t96i5Pi6o65365 66,b6*)6K>o 3C 6(9 gcool>6} 5630ao>o b6,
,

'

i

'

6 6(90 6, 6056{ ol)6, 6 b0,bQfq(90'b6J 6t9f)65o,b6 {§6 $*)Qdvihb

B65Q6 (9P58aS?6o i
6 6(966 3

556(9

00653

a

330J oTi930S™ro6 36

6(qlj6, tQ6 3ol>a(:oi"

665 8aQ0li6CD6. jq

? 9g0fl

8g6 8( 3036- - For the territorial aspect of this acqui-

sition: V n. 126.

29 Gf III/IU { 3.
.

30 Bagralids of Iberia I Nos 5 and 7
81 Brosset Eist. de la GL 1/1 259 n. 5. The fact of Adamase's acquiring one-third ot a
group of domains may mean less an actual partition of these territories than the fact of his
.

,

being one of the co-inheritors of them. It is, of course, not necessary to suppose with Brosset (and VaxnSt), loc. cil., that these coheirs were brothers.
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a part of the Guaramid State; the other.part of it was Javakhet i and
we find it as the appanage of Adarnase's grandson Guaram.32 The castles.
too, which Adarnase acquired were a part of that State because the
Guaramids were the only descendants of King Vakhtang in western Iberia,
the Chosroids being appanaged with Kakhetia. The text, moreover, states
,

,

that this acquisition took place during the lifetime of Juansher.

Since

he and his sister Mihrandukht were the only representatives of the old
royal dynasty, the above statement can be taken as an indication that
the two last Chosroids were the other of the three coheirs of the Guaramid

State. Indeed, their mother, St Archil's consort, was a daughter of the Curopalate Guaram III;38 and the settlement in question occurred not long after
the disappearance of the Guaramids from history. Then, after the extinction
of the Chosroids (the death of Mihrandukht is not, however, recorded in our
sources), the Bagratids, in the person of Adarnase's son Ashot the Great, appear in possession of the entirety of the Guaramid State.34 All this can only
mean that Adarnase, too, was descended in the female line from the Gua-

ramids and thus inherited from them both the praenomina and (jointly
with the Chosroids at first) the patrimonies. But this might still be sheer
conjecture, if Text II did not lend it what appears to be a striking support.
This text tells of how Juansher's mother disapproved of his marriage with
Adarnase's daughter, because she was not aware of the Davidic origin claimed
by the Bagratids. At first glance the meaning of the text seems to be that the
mother of the head of the former royal house of Iberia, ignorant of the distinc-

tion of the Bagratid Dynasty, did not find his marriage with a princess of
that dynasty as sufficiently brilliant. But, if this interpretation be accepted,
difficulties must face us. How will one explain, in the first place, that a Guaramid princess should have been ignorant of the antiquity and position of
the Bagratids, whose connexion of one kind or another with her own house

is indicated elsewhere? How could any member of the Caucasian aristocracy
of the day be unaware of the importance of the Bagratid race? And even,
were this so, can the eleventh-century chronicler to whom we owe this text,
writing at the moment of the apogee of the power of the Bagratids of Georgia,
be expected to dare to insinuate that at a certain moment not long past, a
Bagratid alliance was looked askance at in Iberia? All this is utterlv improbable.

There must, obviously, be another interpretation of this text, one which may
throw light upon the problem of the Bagratid-Guaramid relationship, rather
32 McrC'iao 42 (119); Chnn.
33 Supra III at n 49.
»» V § 21
.

.
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than obscure it, and may harmonize all the fragments of information that
exist regarding it. Such an interpretation is possible, and it is as follows:

The text in question can also mean that the mother of Juansher objected to
his marriage with the Bagratid princess, not because she was not aware of her
high birth and consequently considered her unworthy of her son, but, on the
contrary, because, knowing her origin too well, she objected to the consanguin-

ity which might exist between the husband and wife. That this interpretation
is correct is borne out by the third sentence in our text. The meaning of it is
not that the Dowager Princess did not know of the illustriousness of the Bagratids, which as a Guaramid she could not help knowing, but rather that she
was unaware of their, then recent, Davidic claim or at least of another, very
interesting, pretension which derived from that claim. The Bagratids, in their
quality of descendands of David, King and Prophet, claimed exemption from
the laws of the Church regarding consanguinity as an impediment of marriage.
We have an explicit testimony to the existence of this pretension - implicit
in Bagratid genealogy - in the De adminisirando imperio of the Emperor
Constantirte VU. Speaking of the Curopalates of Iberia, the Emperor says
that they
- vaunt themselves saying that they are descended from the wife of
Unas, with whom the Prophet and King David committed adultery,
for they profess to be the descendants of the children home by her to
David and to be oi the family of the Prophet and King David and also
of the Most Holy Mother of God, for she was issued from the seed of
David. Because of this, the Iberian princes marry their relatives without

Impediment, deeming themselves to keep Old Law.35

When once Juansher's mother knew of the existence of what may be called
'

the Bagratid privilege/ her scruples regarding the marriage must have van-

ished. The validity of this interpretation is in the fact that it avoids the
grave difficulties of its alternative and that it brings into harmony all the
onomastic and territorial indications of a Bagratid-Guaramid kinship mentioned above.

86 De adm imp. 45 (204): '/oteop, &ti iavrods OEfivvPOvres oi 'IfiijQES, ijyow ot rov
.

tcovQonal.aTov, Myovctv iavroiig yardyeadat and t?J? ywaixdg Otiglov, Tijq napd tov
Aav(6, tov nQogrfrov teal ftaaiX&ws fioixsvdetaTfg . ix ydg t&v i£ a r CTe fl yrart'na/ an'

T(p Aavid iavrotig Jleyovaiv jtaTdyficrOai xal avyyeveig elvai AavCd, tov nQorptfrov teal
fiaotXia>G xal thg ix Tofoov xal Tfjg tinsQaylaQ &eor6xov did t6 £x rov anfypenog zlavi
'

xaforp xaxdyEoBai. -did toOto xai oi pEyia-taveg Ttov I giav axwAvrwg Tag avyyevidag
a&r&v stgog ydftov ayovaiv, Tijv noXaidv oWjucvo* tpvXdtTEiv voftodEoiav. - Iberian
'

princes' translates oi /teytaravEg t&v 'IfMjQtov, because Constanllne speaks obviously only
of the Bagratids. The opening words of the chapter and, in fact, of the passage leave no
doubt that by 'Iberians' the Bagralids of Iberia are meant.
in/U § 16-17.

For tbe Davidic claim see
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In view of what has been said, the kinship of Latavr and Jnansher must
have been very close. Since a Chosroid name among the Eagratids first ap-

pears with Adarnase, it may be supposed that his mother was a princess of the
Chosroid Dynasty, either of its royal or its Guaramid line. Since the kinship

of Latavr and Juansher was close enough to appear as an impediment to their
marriage, it is here conjectured that Adarnase's mother was a sister of Juansher s mother and so another daughter of the Curopalate Guaram III. Accordingly. Juansher the Chosroid and Adarnase the Bagratid may have been
'

first cousins; and Latavr, her husband's first cousin once removed: a close

blood-relationship indeed. Arch'iTs widow was thus objecting to her son's
marrying her nephew's daughter, which is quite understandable. The accep-

tance of this conjecture would explain perfectly the difficulties in connexion
with that marriage. It would, moreover, explain why Adarnase came to the

Guaramids of Cholarzene. In this light, too, his acquisition of Erushet'i and
Artani, also parts of the Guaramid State,36 might be seen as an inheritance
of his mother

'

s dowry, for which the agreement of his uncle-by-marriage Arch

e
-

il would have been necessary. With the disappearance of Stephen III in 786,
the children of his two aunts - one, the wife of St Arch'il; the other, the wife
'

of Yasab Bagratuni, Adarnase s father - became the heirs of the Guaramids.
At the epoch when the partition of the Guaramid inheritance took place,
there were indeed only three heirs: Juansher, his sister Mihrandukht, and
their cousin Adarnase. With the passing of the first two, the entire inheritance
devolved upon the Bagratids, and we see Ashot the Great in possession of all

the Guaramid principalities.
35. Finally, the Bagratids gathered still another Guaramid heritage: the
Principate of Iberia. Through his acquisition of the Guaramid State, Ashot
the Great became the most powerful prince in Iberia, especially since the
other princely houses had suffered diminution in 786. And so, in 813, the
Caliphate, paralyzed by internecine strife and anxious to secure the support
of the Bagratids against the rising Saracen independencies in Caucasia, appointed Ashot to be Prince of Iberia, as it had appointed in 806 his Armenian
cousin, Ashot IV, to the Principate of Armenia. And the Emperor, in

turn, desirous of counterbalancing the influence of the Caliphate in Caucasia,
conferred upon him the dignity of Curopalate. Of these two dignities, the
first became hereditary and the second quasi-hereditary in the house of Ashot
the Great. Thus the Bagratids succeeded in combining the two hitherto conflicting allegiances and then raised the mighty edifice of the mediaeval kingdom of United Georgia.5"
38 v § 12

.

87 The ninth century saw Ihe disintegration of Iberia's unity and the rise of three political
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EXCURSUS A. - THE ROYAL LIST OF THE CONVERSION OF IBERLA.
AND SUMBATS HISTORY OF THE BAGRATIDS

The name Rogal List is used in this study to designate the series of brief
notices on the Kings and Princes of Iberia (as well as on the Iberian Primates)
found together with the Conversion of iBcria, which dates in its original form
from the seventh century and which has reached us in the Shatberdi Codex
of the year 973/6 and in the Chelishi Codex of the fourteenth century (Intro-

duction § 2). The Royai List itself consists in fact of three such lists, one preceding the story of the Conversion itself (and preceded, in turn, by the story
of Alexander s legendary invasion of Iberia), the two others following it. Very
'

probably the first two lists constitute one work which has been broken in two
through the insertion into it, in the chronologically due place, of the story of

the Conversion. Thus, what goes under the name of Conversion of Iberia is
composed of the following five parts: (1) the (legendary) story of Alexan-

der's invasion of Iberia - which wc may call Primary History of Iberia;
(2) the brief chronicle of the Kings of Iberia from the fourth century B. C. to

the Conversion - which we may call Royal Listt Part One; (3) the story of
the Conversion itself; (4) the second brief chronicle of the Kings, Presiding

Princes, and Chief Prelates of Iberia, from the fourth century to Heraclius's
invasion of Iberia - the Royal List, Part Two; and (5) the briefer List of the
Presiding Princes and Katholikoi of Iberia, as well as of other, lesser dynasts,

brought down to the ninth century.1 The late ninth-century Life of St Nino,
appended to this work, does not concern us here. Fr TarchniSvili considers

the first four parts as forming in language and style one whole with the story
of the Conversion and he accepts Professor T aqaishvili s verdict that the lat'

'

ter story belongs to the seventh century.8 We may wonder, however, to what

an extent the precision of the above dating may have been due to the fact
that the Royal List, Part Two ends at the time of the Emperor Heraclius's
warfare in Caucasia. At all events, I cannot escape the contrary impression that
the comparatively ample narrative of the Primary History and of the Conversion

Jormalions on its territory; the Saracen enclave ol Tiflis, dominating Inner Iberia, was soon
to become an Independent emirate; Kakhetia, which with the extinction of the Chosrolds
became quite distinct from the rest of Iberia and was now ruled by its own presiding princes-

bearing the curious style of k'orikoz {chopepiscopua)', and the Bagratid princedoms In western
(Upper) Iberia, the Guaramid inheritance. In addition to these, there was, in West or Pontic

Georgia, the powerful Kingdom of Abasgia. Of. Javaxi$vili, K'art\ er. ut. 11 369-371.
1 Tarchniivili Georg. Literatvr 406; cf. Introd. at nn. 48-49.
,

*

TarchniSvili, Ceorg, Literatw 406.
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proper contrasts strongly with the laconic brevity of the two parts of the Rogal List Whatever stylistic unity can be detected in the whole of the compilation may easily be due to the unity of its final redaction. It is highly probable,
"

moreover, that only the story of the Conversion is attributable to Gregory the

Deacon.3 At all events, the Royal List, at least in its Parts Two and Three,
cannot, as we shall see, be anterior to the ninth century.

Modem Georgian historians, impressed by the antiquity of the Conversion
and of the Primary Historyt have been inclined to attribute a greater authority

to the Royal List than is warrantable.4 Before examining Part Two of the
List, it must be pointed out that Part One does not appear in a very favourable

light when compared with the series of the Kings of Iberia, of the same
period as is covered by it, which is given by Leontius of Ruisi in his eighth-

century History of the Kings of Iberia, A few examples will show this. The
Kings called Arshak (I and II) by Leontius5 are in the Royal List called Arsok
and Arsuk, respectively.6 The latter forms are obvious disfigurements of
the former word, which is the royal Arsacid name kut' iZoxty- by it, the
Iberian historical tradition was wont to designate the Artaxiad Kings of Iberia
who, in reality bore the name of Artaxias or Artashes.7 Arshak-Artaxias I s
son is called Artag by Leontius,8 but appears as Arik in the Royo/Lis/.9 Again,
'

Leontius's version is the correct one, for this king is known as ' 4pTt6x7jc10 or
"

Chcoxog11 to Classical writers. Finally, the king whom Leontius calls Armazael12

(though the corrupt variants 1 Amazar' and 'Amzapijer' are also found), is
given by the List the corrupt name-form of Amazaer.13 This sovereign is the
counterpart of King Azork in the spurious Diarchy of Iberia in the first century.14 Actually, 'Armazael' is the territorial epithet of King Azork 'of Ar-

3 Ibid 87-88.
.

*

In his K'arf. er. M. I, for Instance, the late Prof. JavaxiSvili, dean of the Georgian his-

torians, invariably refers to the Roy. List as the Conversion of Iberia {k'art'lis mok'c'eols

maiiane) and adduces its evidence before that of either Leont-Mrov. or JuanSer. This tends
to weaken some of his arguments.
5 Leont Mrov. 28-30, 38-35. Because of the confusion frequent in early Georgian texts
.

between the letters b and S, which resemble each other in the ecclesiastical minuscules, the

name of the kings in question is written in the codd. Arbak.
6 Rog List 1 49.
.

See I n 103.
8 Leont Mrov. 30.
.

.

9 Roy List I 49.
.

10 Cassius Dio, Hisl. rom. 37.1.

u Appian

,

Bell, milhr. 103.

12 Leont Mrov. 45-50, 100.
.

u Roy List 2 50.
34 For the Diarchy see U Appendix B.
.

,
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whom the subsequent historical tradition split into two parallel mon-

archs: Azork, indeed of Armazi, and Armazael, of Mts'khet'a." Once again

,

Leontius produces the correct form and the Royal List a corrupt one, of a
royal name. This, I submit, tends to present Part One of the List as less relia,

ble than Leontius.

And if it be one with Part Two it must be, as will be
seen, less ancient also.
,

Passing now to Part Two, we notice indications that the compiler of the
Royal Lisi derived some of his data from Leontius and moreover, from
,

Juansher's History of King Vakhiang Gorgasal (c. 790/800). These indications
are as follows. (1) The reign of King Bacurius III of Iberia (f 580) is recorded

in the List in the following terms: 'And after him [i.e., Pharasmanes VI] Bacurius was King, and Macarius was Katholikos. And under him Varsk'en
was Vitaxa, and he martyred Susan at Ts urtavi. 16 The reference to the mar'

'

tyrdom of St Susan (17 October 475) at the hands of her Mazdaizing husband,
the Vitaxa Varsk'en of Gogarene, in the reign of Bacurius III is an egregious

anachronism. As is well known, it occurred under Vakhtang I (c. 446-552)17
This misplaced entry betrays the List's dependence on Juansher, in whose

History the same anachronism is found. But there the misplacement is due
to a confusion in the mind of a redactor (or, possibly, even the author) which

is explicable by the nature of the text itself; - by the identity of the name
- Hormizd- of two Great Kings mentioned in it one a contemporary of
,

Vakhtang I, the other of Bacurius III.18 No such reason for the misplacement
of the reference to Varsk

'

en and Susan is found in the Royal List. Quite
obviously, its compiler blindly followed, and abridged the text of Juansher.19
,

(2) This indication, also, concerns the Vitaxae. The Royal List qualifies as
Vitaxae three Iranian lords who had no claim to that title The Iranian com.

'

mander who entered Iberia under King Varaz-Bak ar (Aspacures),E0 while
termed simply erist'av by Leontius of Ruisi,21 is entitled Vitaxa by the List.32

The same is true of the Iranian general who captured King Mithridates IV:
erist av in Leontius,23 Vitaxa in the List." Finally, the Iranian viceroy of Al'

15 MeUkset-Bekov, Armaznt 31.
16 Hoy List 63; cf. supra I § 6; XX Appendix A 11 (6).
.

"

Cf. also TarchniSvili, Georg. Lileralur 83-86.

18 XX Appendix A II (6).

19 JavaxiSviii

,

K'arl' er. isl* I 240 n. 3, notes the error of the Jtoy. List (which he calls

Conuersion of Iberia) without perceiving its cause.

20 V § U at nn

.

99-109.

21 Leont Mrov. 137: no name of the commander is given.
22 Rog List JI 60: k'i-am-xuar-bor-zard, sparsfa mep'isa piliaxSi.
.

.

23 Leont Mroo. 138: his name is given as up'rvb, ubaraS (C), upraafr (M), ubarab (V).
24 Hoy List IS 61: pitiaxSman paraS - a variant of the same name as in Leont. Mrov.;
see supra n. 5 for the confusion of b and S.
.

.
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bania the father of King Vakhtang GorgasaTs mother, Barzabod, is entitled
'

av in Juansher25 and, again, Vitaxa in the List.86 These personages had
no genealogical connexion with the house of the Vitaxae of Gogarene,27 but
- and this is important - they had for the compiler of the Royal List a conceptual connexion with it. The story of the Vitaxa Varsk en, misplaced out
of the first part of the Hisiory of King Vakhtang Gorgasal - HVG par excellence - into Juansher s latter part, contains the interesting information to
the effect that, in recompense for his apostasy, the Vitaxa was appointed viceroy
of Albania28 Furthermore, according to Leontius, P eroz, the ancestor of the
Second Dynasty of Gogarene, to which Varsk'en belonged, was likewise a Viceroy of Albania.29 The viceroyalty of Albania must, accordingly, have become associated in the mind of the compiler of the List with the dignity of Vitaxa; he, consequently, bestowed that dignity upon the erist av Barzabod of
Leontius and, more than that, upon all the other Iranian erist'aun that he
erisi

'

'

'

found in the work of that historian.

The dependence of the Royal List, Part Two (and, possibly, of Part One
also) on Juansher30 means that its date of compilation must lie between 790/
25 HVG 141

.

2« Hoy Lisl JI 61.
.

CI. V § 18.

27 Collaterally of course, there was a connexion between Barzabod and the Vitaxae, both
being Mihranids: V 3 16-18.
23 See II Appendix A 11 (6)
29 V § 16 and n 158.
30 The Hoy List contains a number of other similarities with the text of JuanSer which
,

,

.

.

apart from the community of subject matter, can be explained either by a source in common

or by direct borrowing. Thus, e.g., JnanSer states that Guaram I began the church of the
'

Holy Cross' (221) and, a little later (222) that he 'renewed the foundation of the Sion [Cathe.

dralj of Tiflis' (o fyoi 35ff?fll>oi g toolji S
oti ... 6i566T3iG>6 "b a sacjo
£)(5nR>ol>o1»i 1)opj6ol>6); these two facts arc fused together in the Roy.Lisi, where it is said

that Guaram "laid the foundation of the Holy Cross'(CQ5{Q3ilsi»Qg(33gp«o Siifioc TiBolii {q :
64). JuanSer mentions that, under Stephen I, 'Mc'xet'a grew less and Tiflis waxed strong,
Armazi lay in ruins and Kala was built up'(fl|3 £|ro6l> QQi c tQa tQ jQi qoejoTso
3 5? 936 36
: 223. Bat M has:
fliBflsrrjoa pjQiSoitjii, ifoSi bo ipjfQ fosQaSojtQ
'

«

'

Armazi grew empty'); this sentence in a slightly altered form: 'Mc'xet'a grew empty

and Tiflis was built up, Armazi diminished and Kala was exalted (dgl

o o Acp'bapwflfg'60 8a33of5i5o6c'i0>gb tQi cjio S Bkoqj'

dpifgi {Qi

jgjocoo'bo afyl a

tQ

(58

6a5(qfQi Is found in the Moyat List, before tho accession of Guaram 1 (64), and it is followed
immediately, still preceding the latter event, by the words: 'The Iranians dominated Iberia,

Armenia, Siunia, and Vaspurakan' CbSifotBo £)Ssr?a tQ0

l>036oarol> tQ ftg liSgfo

i6rojc»li, gji 'btqa'Bocob, fpi

Blj) reminiscent of those found in Juanler (supra I n. 114) which

Indeed precede Guaram's accession. Then, the Hoy. List's version of the capture by Jibgu of
the commander of the fortress of Tiflis (Kala; ct. supra III n. 7), his flaying the latter and

sending his skin to Heracllus in Gardabani is taken almost verbatim from JuanSer (225-226)
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800 and 973/6, when the Shatberdi Codex, in which the Primary History, the
Conversion 0/ Iberia, and the Royal List are contained, was copied.81 Through
a curious error, the List makes Stephen 1 survive the capture of Tiflis by the
Emperor Herachus's Khazar allies in 627 and continue his principate; exactly
as it makes the Katholikos Bartholomew govern the Iberian Church a second
time,' - another indication that the List is not an altogether reliable monu'

ment.31

The still briefer List of rulers brought down to the ninth century -- we may
call it the Royal List, Pari Three - appears to be a later addition.33 One
passage in it, in particular, illustrates its confusion and unreliability. It consists of what purports to be the series of the successors of Stephen II in the
Principate of Iberia and is as follows:
And after him, Guaram the Curopalate was Duke - 6; and Guaram
the Younger - 7; and then Arshusha the Curopalate - 8 ; and VarazBakur the

ex-Consul and Patridan, who converted the Gardabanians

- 9; and then Nerse and his sons: Philip - 11; Stephen - 12; Admese
13; Gurara - 14; and Bakureani, son of Baldad - 15; and the sons of

Admese: Stephen -16; and Ashot the Curopalate - 17; and Guaram.
Thus they were great Dukes.34

We find in this passage various dynasts of eastern Caucasia presented as
Presiding Princes of Iberia and various unrelated contemporaries shown as
close relatives, whereas their true kinship is overlooked. The two Guarams
are, indeed, the Vlth and the Vllth Princes of Iberia (III § 27. 29). Arshusha
is Arshusha VI, Vitaxa of Gogarene. but neither a Curopalate nor a Prince of
Iberia.*8 Varaz-Bakur the ex-Consul and Patrician is, most likely, the ex-Con'

except that the List (65) adds, after 'Gardabani,

'to Varaz-Gregory's' (s

ti 560501-

S obbi 8o65). Finally, the List repeats, again almost verbatim, (66) Juanscr's statement
'

about the passing away of three Katholikoi, lovane, Babila, and T abor, under A dam as e I
(228).
31 The tact that the Roy List IJ brings the history of Iberia down to the seventh century
.

(the campaigns of Heracllus) need not be taken as indicative of Us composition.

The His-

tory of Leontias of Ruisi, for instance, is brought down lo the fifth century, but it was writ-

ten In the eighth century.
32 Rog LisL 11 66.
.

33 TarchnlSvlli Gtorg. Littraiar 406.
,

"

R09. List 111 66-67: fid 80 6 838155013615 3e5obco[6j3Q5a?6 536666 3-j(o656c?6$o

31 CtH* 536(066 yP>86o -

; 0)6 63689 66Sg96

-g

s

o - 9; {96 3666

6 6 60
(oo oai Bo eE 566 616663 5o 8aUjJgo6A -- co;
63663 636 3
$56 6360 8o1>6o: gjocjoSg - 06; T g Bejl) - oh; 655663119 - 05; 53666 - 055;
56(3£}6g66o 66 56cji56t5oT>o - 09; S56 6360 63)6631)31.60: 'b >6©65(*i'b - 03; ©6
69f
3g6656E«6 )0 -- ol ; 556 536666. 5505560 g6oW>6g6o 9 bro96 oygBgV - The
56 j

'

,

'

numerals are fonnd only in this passage. The punctuation is mine. Nerse must be No. 10.
35 Sapra 1X1 { 27; II Appendix A il (11).
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sul and Patrician Voraz-Tiridates I, Prince of Albania (c. 681-699, 704-V);88

by his conversion 'of the Gardabanians* the Royal List must be referring to
the attempt to embrace the Catholic Faith, during his absence at Constantinople. by his wife Spram and by the Katholikos of Albania, Nerses-Baftur, formerly Bishop of Gardman (in Georgian, Gardabani),™ Albania and Gardman
being of the Armenian, anti-Chalcedonian. persuasion.38 Nerse and his sons,
Philip. Stephen, Adrnese, and Guram present a genealogical imbroglio. (1)
Nerse and his son Adrnese are - and this appears to be another trace of the

List's dependence on Juansher's History - the same as NerSe Nersiani and
Adamese Adaraesiani (III § 25), i.e., the VHIth and IXlh Princes of Iberia
(ibid, and § 29). (2) Philip and Stephen, sons of Nerse on the other hand,
must be (a) Stephen, Prince of Albania (end of the eighth century), grandson
of Prince Nerseh, and (b) Philip (apparently, Philip, Prince of Siunia, t 848),
whose son Nerseh killed in 821 his relative Varaz-Tiridates II of Albania, son

of Stephen.39 (3) Guram, the dynast in the generation of the IXth Prince of
Iberia (Nerse) and one generation back of the Xth Prince (Stephen III), occupies the place in the List which should belong to Duke Gurgen, brother-inlaw of the former and father of the latter (III § 25). This suggests that both
names, Guram and Gurgen, apply to one person,40 and that Guram-Gurgen,

father of Stephen III, was the Guaramid Prince of Cholarzenc-Javakhet'i.
'

who may or may not have married (previously) a niece of St Arch il (III § 26).
Bakureani, son of Baldad, seems to escape identification. The nameBakureani,
i e., Bacurid, may suggest his belonging to the dynasty of Gardman-Albania.41
Finally, Adrnese and his sons, Stephen, Ashot, and Guaram, present still
another confusion. Stephen is, of course, the already-mentioned Xth Prince
of Iberia (III § 25, 29; IV § 32), son of Gu(a)ram-Gurgen of Cholarzene-Javakhet'i and nephew of the IXth Prince Nerse (= Atr-nerse, Adrnese). On
the other hand, the Curopalate Ashot was the son of another Adamase, the
first Bagratid prince to settle in Iberia (confused by the List with the IXth
Prince) and nephew of Gu(a)ram-Gurgen on his mother's side (IV § 34). The
last name belongs to Guaram, youngest son of the Curopalate Ashot. In spite
of the truly fantastic intricacy of this Gordian knot, threads of valuable his.

torical evidence can be unravelled from it.

The History of the Bagraiids of Sumbat, son of David, is a most valuable
monument, based on now lost archival and historiographic material, for the
M Moses KaJ 2.36, 37, 38,39,43; cf. Dowsett, Elsi. Caue. Alb. 149 n. 1, 202 n. 2.
.

37 Sffe V § 19
88 Mos s Ka! 3.3-11, 23. There may be also a reminiscence of Varaz-Gregory's conversion
.

.

in 628: V § 17 n. 171.

39 Moses KaJ 3.19. 22.
.

GI

.

infra Excursus B.

41 See V § 18 n. 18 189a.
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history of the Bagratids and the rising Georgian State, between the Curopalate
Ashot the Great and King Bagrat III.42 The part of this work, however,

wich treats of the period antecedent to Ashot the Great is replete with glaring
'

errors. The most important of these errors is Sumbat s version of the genealogy
of the great Curopalate. More than a mere genealogical treatise, this part of

Sumbat*s work is an ideological declaration, which, in the course of history,
has influenced the political Weltanschauung of the Georgian Bagratids and

even of other dynasties related to them. This Bagratid ideology is contained
in their claim to a Davidic descent - a descent from King David the Prophet,
the ancestor of Our Lord, the Archetype of Kings, and himself a descendant,
in an unbroken line, of Adam - which made the House of Georgia the oldest
and the most natural royal dynasty in the world. Sumbat s production.
however, is not the starting point, but a culmination and fullest development
'

of the Davidic tradition.43

Exactly how that descent was traced in the ninth century - at the time
of Adarnase and Ashot the Great -. we know not.

But we can follow the

evolution of the details of it in the succeeding centuries. For the tenth century,

there is the account of the Emperor Constantine VII, who offers a rather
anachronisticaliy schematic version, which deduces the Iberian Bagratids
from King David's offspring by the wife of Urias.*4 In the eleventh century,
Sumbat propounds a different version. All anachronism is gone.

Instead,

he produces a carefully worked out genealogy: from Adam to King David,
from King David, through Solomon, to St Joseph and St Cleophas, and from
St Cleophas to a certain Solomon, descended from him in the twenty-seventh
generation. A large part of this stemma is based on the Bible: Gen., Par. 1 and
2 Matt.45. Solomon had seven sons who arrived in Armenia and were baptized
,

by Queen (or Princess) Rachel. Four of these sons went to Iberia; one of them,

Guaram, was set up as Duke there after the kingship of the House of Gorgasal
had become extinct; and the Emperor conferred upon thim the dignity of
Curopalate.46 Guaram was followed as Duke by his son Stephen; the latter, by
his son Adarnase; and he, by his son Stephen.47

Beginning with Guaram I's rule, Sumbat is based on the Rogal List and,
possibly, also on Juansher. Whole sentences are borrowed by him from the
u Med Georg. His*. Lit, 154-156.
.

48 See UllU } 16-17

.

44 Supra IV at n. 35, and the contlnnalion of this text: De adm. fmp. 204-206.
45 Sumbat 336 338; cf. Med. Georg. Hist. Lit. 155; Brosset. BUI. de la Ge. 1,1 217 n. 2.
48 Sumbat 338 340. Needless to say, Queen or Princess {dedop'al can signify cither)
-

-

Rachel (Rafe'ae/) is wholly unknown in history (Brosset, Hist, de la Gi.y Ifl 218 n. 3), and
must be of Sumbat s invention.
'

47 Sumbat 340-342

.
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former source; but he inserts passages and introduces changes in the borrowed

material (such as the link of filiation between Stephen I and Adamase I) in
keeping with his own version of the origin of the Georgian Bagratids.48 The
subsequent portion of the genealogy, down to Ashot the Great, is based almost
verbatim on the concluding part of the Royal List, except for the characteristic

alterations. Below are both these passages:
The Royal List (66-67)

Sumbat, Hist. Bagr. (342)

And after him, Guaram the Curopulatc was Duke - 6 ... and Varaz-

And after this Stephen, his son Guaram the Curopalate was Duke; and

Bakur the ex-Consul and Patrician,

after him, his son Varaz-Bakur the

who converted the Gardabanlans -

Proconsular Patrician, who conver-

9; and then Nerse and his sons: Phi-

ted the Gardabanians; and then Ner-

lip - 11;

Stephen - 12;

Adrnese

se and his sons: Philip and Stephen

and the sons

and Adamase; and his sons: Duke

of Adrnese: Stephen -16; and Ashot

Gurgen [and] Ashot the Curopalate.4"

- 13; Guram - 14;

. ..

the Curopalate - 17; and Guaram.

48 In addition to following very closely the narrative of the J?oy List, (except where he
.

introduces his own information), Sumbat borrows verbatim, or nearly so, whole sentences
from It. Thus: (1) at the beginning of Guaram I's story (338), the Boy. List's words about

the decline of Mc'xet'a etc. and the Iranian domination of Iberia etc. {supra n, 30) are reproduced (except that after ' Iberia,' Sumbat inserts 'Kakhetia, HeretV); - (2) the same,
in connexion with Guaram's laying the foundation of the church of tho Holy Cross: 339
(cf. supra n. 30; except that instead of paliosnisa Jaarisa of tho List, Sumbat has: fnarisa

eklesiasa); - (3) in relating Jibgu's skinning alive the commander of the fortress of Tiflis
and sending his sltln to the Emperor (cf. supra III n. 7; infra n. 53), Sumbat (341) uses the
same words (though slightly differently ordered and with a few additions) as the Royal List

(65); - (4) the same, in connexion with the story of the recovery of Jerusalem by Heradius,
his return to Iberia and extermination of the Mazdaists, down to the end of the reign of

Stephen I, whom - oddly - both Sumbat and the List make survive the capture of Tiflis
and whom both quaUfy as 'the Great': Roy. List 65-66; Sumbat 341: - (5) the same, in con-

nexion with Stephen lift residing at Tiflis, the Kathollkot Samuel and Evnon, the census taken by the Imperial government in Iberia, and the arival of the news of the Saracen capture
'

of Ctesiphon ('Baghdad ): Hoy. List 66; Sumbat 342. On the other hand, Sumbat's account
of the campaign of Heradius in Iberia and of the capture of Tiflis (340-341) is much closer

to the work of JuanSer (223-225) than to tho Roy. List (84-65), though it shows no traces of
direct borrowing from it and, contrary to it, represents, together with the List, Stephen I

as surviving that campaign. Also, whereas JuenSer refers to the Emperor either as keisar:
('Caesar') or as mep'c ('King'), the other two works call him by the less ancient term:

berjenl'a mep'e ('King of the Byzantines,* I.e., 'Greeks').
49 For the text of the J?op LM, cf. supra n. 34. Sumbat's is as follows; jqA i8oTi h )g'
3 8° ° ftcl
Q 3 6650>cjit5o; ?s>A BgfCQ"
Qv)6pj bol>6 9a8cQgfQ95[Q a 0 *0
.-

jcj9i{Q BoVbi 3if66t)363gf9 dg 9oho 66oJo5i jE5o ciho focq3flE|>965 5i(5665ac?6o
801 0036 ;
93(59g Botohg fQ6 8g6o dohbo: QORnoSg ©A h QQ ej'b j i itgMo6iha; 0ji 6360 9oh5o: 83 636 Q&obojtyo, i0cj£) 33f5i i9c?i60< >-
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Thus, Sumbat*s version is merely a further distortion of the historical truth.

Guaram the Younger (III) is omitted by him, and also Guaram of Javakhet'i,
who appears in his work much later, among the sons of Ashot the Great, when
that work becomes serious and trustworthy. Of the extraneous figures of the
Royal List, Arshusha VI of Gogarene and Bakureani, son of Baldad, arelikewise omitted. To the data of the List, Sumbat adds the erroneous statements

that Guaram II was a son of Stephen 11 and that Varaz-Bakur was a son of
Guaram II. Varaz-Bakur's title is also altered: instead of cfcrd vndxow narQlmoe

(apay pairikiozi) he is entitled tivOtinaros («a£) naTQlxiog {ani'ipairikosi).Z(1
Finally, Guram, according to the List Nerse*s fourth son, is presented under
the name of Gurgen and as Ashot the Great's elder brother. Sumbat must
have been aware of the fact that Gu(a)ram,s other name was Gurgen (Excursus
B). Since the version of Sumbat respecting Ashot the Great's ancestry is a

mere adaptation of two older sources: Juansher (possibly) and the Royal Lisi
(dependent, in turn, on Juansher) and since it represents a corruption of the
one and a further adulteration of the other source, it is quite devoid of any
historical worth.

The aim of Sumbat in constructing this artificial genealogy is not difficult
to guess. The Bagratid Dynasty, to which he may himself have belonged, was
anxious to avoid all mention of its recently foreign extraction at the moment

when it was leading the rising Georgian State from national unificaton to
pan-Caucasian expansion (eleventh century).51 On other hand, the Bagratids
were unwilling to give up their Davidic claim and all it implied, a daim which
they had made their own for at least two centuries. Sumbat's version was
aimed to satisfy both these conditions. In the first place, the Iberian Bagratids were grafted by him, as it were, from the - foreign - parental trunk
upon a local one. This operation was facilitated by the fact (established in

IV § 34) that they were actually descended, in the female line, from a local
Iberian dynasty, namely, the Guaramids to whose lands and offices they had
succeeded. All that Sumbat had to do was to represent the female as the male

descent. In this the Royal List aided him. It has been noted that the genealogy of the last Guaramids was very obscure and had to be reconstructed on
the basis of the particles of truth extracted from the List and of the obiter
dicta of Juansher (III § 27). Apparently, it was as obscure in Sumbat's day as
it has been in our own; but unwilling to unravel the imbroglio of the Royal
List, Sumbat simply drew upon it, merely adding the thread of filiation where
it was lacking and omitting the persons he deemed extraneous to it. Now,
it so happened that the Royal List confuses (or fuses together) Ashot the
,

50 For these two titlas, see Bury, Jmp. Adm. Sgst. 26. 28-29.
51 CS Med. Georg. Bist. Lit. 155.
.
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Great's father, Adarnase the Bagratid, with the IXth Prince of Iberia it calls

Adrnese. This was accepted by Sumbat and, with his additions, became part
of an artificial genealogy connecting in the male line Ashot the Great and
Guaram I. Then, in order to achieve the second objective, Guaxam I was made

a descendant, not of the Chosroids as he actually was, but, in an uninterrupted
filiation, of King David of Israel. True enough, Guaram I was made to arrive

from abroad and the Armenian connexions of the Iberian Bagratids, which
could not. obviously, be negated, were hinted at,52 but the arrival of the national dynasty was thereby pushed two centuries back, to the sixth, instead
of the eighth, century.
This artificial construction of Sumbat underwent, in the course of time,

further modifications. Passages talien verbatim from Sumbat's work as well
as others merely adapted from it were interpolated into the texts of Juansher

and of the Clironicle of Iberia by the V Redaction of the Georgian Royal Annals
(c. 1703/1761)M. One of the latter kind shows a further development: Nerse
62 Sumbat 338: 'These seven brothers,

sons of that Salomon, reached Eklec'i [EkeJeacP

gawar, i.e., AcUisene in Upper Armenia? cf. Brossel, Hist, de la G6. 1/1 218, n. 3] and
Princess Rachel, from whom they received baptism. And they remained in the regions of
Armenia, and there to this day their children [i.e. descendants] have been Princes of Armenia.
Andfour oEtheir brothers came to Iberia. Andoneofthem, Guaram by name, was appointed
doke; and the Bagratids of Iberia are the children's children and descendants of that Gua*

ram.

The words Italicized here are an obvious reference to the Armenian cousins of the

Iberian Bagratids.
63 These interpolations

are as follows: (1) into JuanSer {218 n. 4), just before the appoint-

ment by the Emperor of Guaram I to the Princlpate of Iberia (supra II § 14): the genealogy
from Adam to Guaram's legendary father, Solomon; then, with some modifications, the
contents of Sumbat 338-340. This interpolated passage includes the sentence about the

decline of Mc'xet'a and Armazi and the rise of Tiflis and Kala (supra, nn. 48, 30), derived

from Juanser and which, consequently, is afterwards encountered again, in its original place
in that work, under Stephen I (cf. Brosset. Hist, de la Ge. 1/1 224 and n. 5). This interpola-

tion: Hist, de la Gi. 1/1 216-220.-(2) Into JuanSer (225 n. 2), after the departure of Heraclius
from Iberia (in 627): his arrival in ' Gardabani,' Ws victory over Varaz-Gagel, and his baptizing the latter, as well as his raising a stone cross at Berdnji and laying the foundation of the

church of Our Lady there {Hist, de la G6. 1/1 228): from Sumbat 340, except that Sumbat
says nothing about a victory, but merely states that the Emperor 'arrived in Gardabani,
at Varaz Gagel's, and camped in the place known as XuzaSeni. And Heraclius baptized
Varaz-Grigol and all his people,' etc. Now, Varaz-Grigol or Varaz-Gagel is the same person
"

as

"

Varaz-Gregory, Prince of Gardman (in Georgian Gardabani). In the Royal List, Jibgu is
said to have sent the skin of the commander of the fortress of Tiflis to the Emperor, to

Varaz-Grigol's, in Gardabani (65). This passage of the List except for the mention of Varaz-

Grigol, is almost verbatim taken from Juan£er 225, and is repeated, in turn, almost verbatim
by Sumbat who thus again mentions Varaz-Grigol (341) (cf. supra n. 48). Sumbat's first
reference to him must be derived from other sources. AH these informations are of interest

for the history of Albania: V § 17 n. 181. - (3) Into JuanSer (227 n. 8), upon the Emperor's
return to Iberia (in 630; cf. supra II § 17), the King Vaxtang VI redaction interpolates the
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who according to Sumbat and to the passage in question, was the father of
Adamase, father of Ashot the Great, is represented in that passage as a son of

Varaz-Bakur, whereas Sumbat, in this one instance, fails to indicate any filiation. Moreover, Varaz-Bakur's father was - according to both Sumbat and our
passage - the Curopalate Guaram (II), but whereas Sumbat makes the latter a
son of Stephen IT, our passage represents him as a son of the first Stephen.'54
This latter change must be due to an attempt of the V Redaction to reconcile
the Davidic descent as formulated by Sumbat with the evidence of Juansher,
which makes it clear that the Chosroid branch of Adarnase I and Stephen 11
was distinct from the Guaramid branch of Stephen I and the Guarams. It
is to a similar attempt to reconcile the data of the sources contained in the
'

Annals with the claims of Sumbat that we may attribute the fact that Guaram 1, whom the two earliest-known codices of the Annals, A and C, show to

have been a 'brother's son* {jmiscul) of Vakhtang GorgasaTs son Milhridates,
is called in later codices 'sister's son* (discul) of the same.55 This attempt
however, must date from a much earlier period that the V Redaction.38 Exactly as Sumbat represented the Bagratids as descended from the Guaramids in
the male, instead of in the female, line, so this redactor of the Annals must

have attempted to alter Juansher's text in order to represent the Guaramids
as descended in the female, instead of in the male line from the Chosroids, thus

eliminating the conflict between the evidence of Juansher and the version of
Sumbat of the Guaramids* direct male descent from King David. In view
of this, it is especially to be regretted that the first critical edition of a collated

text of the Annals should have preferred the later and unhistorical 'sister's
son.

,

67

In the second half of the eighteenth century, the polyhistor Vakhusht,
King Vakhtang VI's natural son, tried his hand at further elaborating the
story of the massacre of the Mazdalats In Iberia by Heracllus (Hisl. de la GL 1/1 321):

from Sumbat 341 (cf. sapra n. 48). - (4) Into Juan£er (229 n. 1), before the account of the
rise of Islam: the note on Stephen II's residing at Tlflis; the Kathollbol Samuel and Enon;
the census taken by the Imperial government in Iberia; and the arrival of the news of the
Saracen capture of 'Baghdad' (= Ctosiphon) (Hist, de la GL 1(1 244): from Sumbat 342
(cf. supra n. 48), There are also other Interpolations into the KV test of the Annals, which
are based on other sources than Sumbat. Cf. Med. Georg. Hist. Lit. 177 and n. 5; infra the
foil. note.

54 This interpolation, based on Sumbat 342, is in the Chron. Iber. (252 n. 1) after the acqui-

sition of his portion of Cholarzene etc. by Adamase the Bagratid (Brosset, Hist, de la G6 1/1
259-260). The references in this and the preceding note to Brosset's translation of the Annals
are given for the benefit of those who might use it without being aware of the interpolations.
56 Supra I at n. 105.
68 It is already found in M (1638/1645): cf. Q I 218.
.» Ibid
.
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Sumbatean tradition. The details of this new version are beyond the scope

of this study; suffice it to remark that he - inter alia - explicitly combined
that tradition with the female descent of the Guaramids from the Chosroids,

which, owing to the alteration of one word under the impact of the tradition

in question, had been implicit in the later variants of the text of Juansher.58
EXCURSUS B - COINS OF THE PRINCES OF IBERIA

The Iberian numismatics of the period of the Prlncipate has been the subject of much discussion among the specialists for over a century. By far
the best work on the subject, summing up the previous controversies and
offering satisfactory solutions to many problems, is E. A. Pakhomov s study
of the Georgian coins in the pre-Mongol period.3 Yet even this work leaves
'

unsettled some questions bearing directly upon the subject of the present Study.
The numismatic data for the period in question are rather meagre. There
are fourteen types of silver coins known to us, but they belong to but a fraction
of the period between Vakhtang I Gorgasal and Ashot the Great. All of these
fourteen types are variations of a definitely Sassanian type, bearing on the
obverse the effigy of the Great King Hormizd IV (579-590) accompanied in
some cases by the Pehlcvi inscription HRM AFZU ('the august Hormizd'),

and on the reverse the representation of an altar, with varying accompaniments
and in some cases Pehlevi inscriptions of which only the date 'seven' can be
made out.2 It appears, thus, that the first of these 'Sassano-Iberian' coins
must have been copied from the drachms issued in the seventh year of Hormizd
IV; whereas the following issues were struck after these copies, and not after

the subsequent Sassanian issues.3 The terminus a quo of this ' Sassano-Iberian'
coinage is, consequently, the year 586 (seventh year of Hormizd IV). As is
well known, a regular Islamic coinage was established only under the Caliph
fAbd al-Malik (685-705) and, before that, the masters of the newly born Isla-

mic empire contented themselves for the most part with allowing the circulation of the old coinage, Sassanian or Byzantine, that was already in use or with

58 For VaxnSt's version of the early Bagratld genealogy, see Brosset, Hist, de la Ge. 11/1
gto al. 261-262; Justt, Namenbuch 406. This version has not lost its currency to
'

.Tables

this day: cf. GHA (f) 3 (1955) 247.
3 Monely Gruzii I (hereinafter: P) 1-129. The later work of Kap anaje, Gruz. Numizm.
'

is hardly more, for the period of our interest, than a brief summary of Paxomov; cf. also
J.

Karst, Pricis de numismaligae giorgienne (Paris 192S), which is to a great extent an adap-

tation of Uxe obsolete work of Prince M. Barataev, Numizmattceskie fakly Gruzinskago carstoa
(St Petersburg 1844); and Lang, Studies.
2 P 16-36
3 P 23.
.
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imitating those coins. In Iberia, a vassal State of the Caliphate from, probably

,

as early as 645, Arab coins were first minted at the beginning of the eighth

century at Tiflis.4 It can be assumed, therefore, that, prior to that time
is

,

that

during the principates of Adarnase IT, Guaram II, and Guaram III, the
issuance of the old Sassano-Iberian * coinage, under the Caliph's or (occasionally) the Empcror s suzerainty, continued in Iberia.
The fourteen types of the 'Sassano-Iberian' coinage fall into seven classes.
,

'

Below is a description of these classes giving only their essential distinguishing
characteristics.

Nos 1-3. - Above the effigy of Hormizd IV, in a gap in the border, two
Georgian letters, in ecclesiastical majuscules {xuc'uri asomt'avruli), GN.5
II. No. 4. - In the same place, the above two Georgian letters connected
by a horizontal line to form the monogram: G-N.6
I

.

III. No. 5. - In the same place, the ligature: G+N.7
IV. No. 6. - In the same place, two Georgian ecclesiastical majuscules,
JO.8

Nos 7-9. - No Georgian legend on the observe; on the reverse, the altar
surmounted by a cross.9
V

.

VI. No. 10 - On the margin of the obverse, outside the single border, at
the four points of the compass, four Georgian ecclesiastical majuscules, each
within a cresent: S

N
f

p

S (SteP'anNoS); double border on the reverse.10

VII. Nos. 11-14. The Georgian legend in ecclesiastical majuscules:

ST EPe
A NO

on either side of the Hormizd IV effigy; double border on the
obverse, triple on the reverse; no Pehlevi inscriptions.11

S

r

r

Pakhomov is quite ight in noting the basic differences between VI and VII
and in attributing, accordingly, the former class to the coinage of Stephen 1
(who was an Iranian vassal) and the latter to Stephen II (a vassal of the Empire
and a contemporary of the downfall of the Sassanid realm).12 Me is possibly
ight also in supposing that the Hormizd IV effigy accompanied by the Georgian legend is meant to represent Stephen II himself.13
*

P 36-39.

*

P 16-17; Table I, Nos 8-10.

6
7
8
9

P
P
P
P

18; Table I No. 11.
18; Table I No. 12.
18-19; Table I No. 13.
25-27; Table I, Nos 14-16.
,

,

,

10 P 28 29; Table I, No. 18.
-

11 P 30 32; Table II, Nos 19-21.
-

12 P 34 36.
-

18 P 30-31.
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Qasses III and IV gave rise to a number of ingenious interpretations on

the part of historians and numismatists. The legend JO (Class IV) has been

variously interpreted as Jovaxefi (sicl)). Savaxos, and SuanSer; and, thus, a
new ruler was invented for the Iberia of the sixth-seventh century: Juansher.34

Pakhomov, who refrains from passing a final decision on the matter, nevertheless lists Class IV, i.e.. Type No. 6, under ' Unknown erisfav (end Vlth c.),1&
Actually, already in 1858, the correct interpretation was proposed by J.

Bartholomaei, namely, that JO legend stands for the exclamation JuarO '

0 Cross I * similar to pious exclamation on Islamic coins.16 The Gross, indeed,

was the object of a special cultus in the Iberia of the sixth and seventh centuries; Guaram I began, and Stephen II completed, the fine church of the Holy

Cross (Juari), near Mts'khet'a; and, what is more, the latter's inscription
in that church begins precisely with an invocation to the Cross, expressed by

the letters JO.17 This invocation on the coins of Class IV was, unquestionably,
a prelude to the still greater innovation: the introduction of the image of the
Cross surmounting the Sassanian altar on the reverse of the coins of Class V.18

Accordingly, the coins of Class IV appear to have been issued by Stephen II,
granted the identity of their legend with the invocation of the Cross on his
Juari inscription. As for the anonymous Class V, it is less easy to establish who
minted them. Pakhomov s suggestion that their anonymity indicates their
being struck not by a Prince of Iberia, but by one or several of his great vas'

sals, may be true.19 On the other hand. Glass V evolved from Class IV: and
'

we may consider the latter as the issue of Stephen II s

successor Adarnase II.

The placing of the representation of the Cross above the Sassanian altar on
the reverse may well have been regarded as his identifying mark.

The ligature of Class III has also considerably exercised the ingenuity of
savants. The most obvious interpretation, admitted as an alternative by Pakh-

omov,20 is that, like the monogram of Class II, it represents the letters GN
of Class I. Nevertheless, some scholars, including Pakhomov himself, chose to

14 P 18-23; Markwart StreifzOge 432, 397 n, 1. - The u-sonnd, later expressed by the
,

letter g, was generally expressed in ancient Georgian texts by the combination of the letters
and 3 (corresponding to the Greek ou and Armenian nt); thus, JowanSer: Marr and
Brl&re, Langue 12.
15 P 23, 18
16 Lettres numismatigues et arcIUologigues, relatives d la Transeaucasie (St Petersburg 1859)

93, 78; cf. V. Langlois, Essat de classijicalion des suites monitatres d& la Giorgie (Paris 1860)
21 etc.

17
18
»
M

TarchniSvili Ricentes deeouoerles 252; cf. supra III at n. 21.
P 24
P 24-25
P 21-22
,

.

.

.
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regard it as a combination of three letters: VNG and thus had to invent still
another ruler of Iberia of the sixth-seventh century by the name of Vakhtang.21
This Vakhtang, like Juansher, has no other proof for his existence than a possible interpretation of the legend in question. But mUa non sunt ntultiplicanda sine necessiiale, and I prefer that interpretation of the legend which makes it
one with those of Classes II and 1.

After various unsatisfactory interpretations of earlier savants, Georgian
numismatists finally arrived at the conclusion that the letters GN stand for
the name Gurgen.*8 Now, the Iberian rulers, between 586 and the threshold of
the eighth century, whose name, beginning in a g, remotely resembles 'Gurgen, were the three Curopalates, Guaram 1, Guaram 11, and Guaram III.
'

The existence of these three Princes of Iberia is undeniable; that 'Guaram'
and

'

Gurgen' are different names, is unquestionable; that there should have
been two distinct rulers, one - Gurgen revealed by the coins, but unknown to
historiographic sources, the other - Guaram recorded by the chroniclers, but
without a numismatic trace, as is suggested by Pakhomov28 who knew of only
one Guaram, the First, is as inadmissible as the belief in the above-mentioned

imaginary Princes Juansher and Vakhtang. This problem can be solved perhaps otherwise.
Before this, however, it should be remarked that the issuing of coins of the
Sassanian type by vassals of the Empire, like the three Guarams, need cause
no surprise. Passing over the treaty of 591 which left Iberia partially under
Iranian suzerainty (II § 14), there can be little doubt that, save the purely
legal question of vassalage and its possibly very slight political implications,
Iberia continued, as before, to be closely bound to the Iranian world, both

culturally and economically." This was the reason why another Roman vassal, Stephen II, continued the Sassano-Iberian' coinage; in exactly the same
'

way, owing to economic rather than political considerations, the Georgian

monarchs of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, completely independent
83 P 18 21-23; cf. Kap'anaje, Gruz. numizm. 27.
,

The presence of a similar monogram on

some Georgian coins of the thirteenth century, when there were indeed two Kings named

Vaxtang, but no Gurgen (P 22), is no reason for rejecting the more obvious interpretation
of oar legend which belongs to a period in which there was a Gurgen (= Guaram: infra nn.

26-35), but no Vaxtang. Gf. Markwart, StrtifzUge 432.
28 P 16 19-23. Among the less fantastic interpretations Is that of Brosset and Dora who,
considering the Great King of the effigy to be Hormizd III. saw in the legend GN the name
,

ol Gurgaslan. a - much later - variant of Gorgasal, the sobriquet of Vaxtang I.
18 P16: 'Gurgen (end vilh century) and coinsNos 1-3; - 23: "Guaram (end vith century)'
and the anonymous coins Nos 7-9.
'

**

Cf., e.g., the Sassanian influence on the Juari reliefs of Stephen II etc. (supra HI § 21):

AmiranaSvili. Isl. gruz. isk, 1 127-128.
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sovereigns that they were, displayed the Caliph*s name, and their own epithets
in Arabic, on their coins.85

To return now to our onoraastic problem, what connexion is there between
the Curopalates named Guaram and the name Gurgen? It has been noted
(I § 11) that the historical context necessitates the identification of Guaram

I with Fogyivrjg of the Byzantine sources; and also (IV § 32; Excursus A) that
Gurgen, father of the Xth Prince of Iberia, Stephen III, must have been none
other than Gu(a)ram of Cholarzene-Javakhet i a descendant of Guaram I.
'

,

Is this correlation of the two names fortuitous, or even wholly imaginary?
I think not It is to be borne in mind that the Guaramids were princes of two

of the lbero-Armenian marchlands, Cholarzene and Javakhet'i, which, though
originally Iberian, had in the course of history vacillated, together with other
lands, between the Iberian and the Armenian Monarchy. They had definitively
passed under the control of the former only by the end of the fourth century.

_

Cholarzene and the eastern moiety of Javakhetei had been included in the
Armenian Vitaxate of Gogarene, which itself had passed several times from

Armenian to Iberian allegiance.88 We happen to know from contemporary
sources that, at the beginning of the seventh century, though already for some
two and a quarter centuries under Iberian control, the nucleal territory of
the Vitaxate continued to be, in speech at least, largely Armenian.87 The
later Georgian name for this province of the Georgian Crown - SomxiVi,

that is, 'Armenia* - is alone an eloquent proof that this situation continued
long after that epoch.28 It is true, of course, that this nucleal territory of the
Vitaxate must have been aboriginally Armenian, rather than Iberian. Nevertheless, even in the case of aboriginally Iberian Cholarzene and Javakhetei,
it would be hazardous to deny - with some modern nationalist Georgian

scholars - the presence of the Armenian ethnic element and the spread of
Armenian cultural and linguistic influence, consequent upon the inclusion of
these lands - likewise vigorously denied by some - at one time or another

P 81-129.

28 See V § 11-16; Appendix.
27 The liturgy at C oriavi, the chief shrine of the martyred Princess of Gogarene, St Su'

san, and the capital of the Vitaxate, was In Armenian; it was only at the beginning of the
seventh century that Georgian was introduced as another liturgical language there: Moses,

Bishop of CVtavi, to Vrt'anes, Bk Lett 110; the same to Smbat IV Bagratuni, ibid. 172;
I of Cyrion, Katholikos of Iberia, to Abraham, Katholikos of Armenia, ibid. 166-167; II of
Cyrion to Abraham, ibid. 178-179. This was regarded by the Armenians as an outrage: I

of Abraham to Cyrion, ibid. 164-165; Smbat IV Bagratuni to Cyrion and Adarnase (la?er
Adamase I), ibid. 169.
28 See V at a 164.
,

-
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in the Armenian Monarchy.28 "With the scarcity of sources, however, there
is little direct evidence, one way or the other. We may note, nevertheless, the
presence of purely Armenian toponyms in Cholarzene and even north of it.30
The ease with which Guaram-Gorgenes joined the Armenian revolt of 572
(I § 11), as well as the marriage of a Guaramid princess to Vasak, son of the

Prince of Armenia (IV § 34), may possibly also be adduced in this context.
But, even leaving aside the question of the Armenian ethnic element in the

Guaramid dominions, the economic and political importance of Armenia for
Iberia in general and, in particular, for Cholarzene is a fact few will be prepared
to dispute. And if the monarchs of the Georgian grand sitcle resorted to Arabic

legends on their coins and to the use of Arabic titles, unknown in Georgian,
such as 1 The Sword of the Messias'

or 1 The Champion of the Messias,' because
of the economic and political importance of the world of Islam,31 similar concessions to the neighbouring world of Armenia on the part of the Guaramid
Princes of Iberia would not be altogether unexpected.

Now, the name Guram or Guaram is a purely Georgian derivative, together
with the Armenian form Vram, from the Iranian Vahram; it was not familiar

to the Armenians of the time.82 I assume, accordingly, that the Guaramids
'

who bore that name were wont to translate' it, for the sake of their Armenian

or Armenianizing subjects and of their Annenian neighbours, by its purely
Armenian near-homophone Gurgen. Thus, for instance, Germans in the former
Russian Empire, while retaining for their fellow-Germans their original names
of, let us say, Wilhelm or Friedrich, would at the same time translate* them
by the Russian names Vasilij or Feodor, not indeed for reason of any etymological affinity, but for that of the identity of the initial letters. In the case of
Gu rara* and 'Gurgen' this identity extends to the first three letters.
'

'

18 Cf

.

,

in this connexion, Marr, 'Ark'aun - mongol'skoe nazvanle srlstlan v svjazi s vo-

prosom ob Armjanax-xalkedonltax/ W 12 (1906) 21-25, 6-7, 16-17; and Prolegomena to

his ed. of Meri:sule'5 Life of SI Gregory of Xanjl'a xiii-xvi. Some of Marr's arguments, (n
connexion with his ed. of the Arab. Life of St Gregory, however, can no longer be accepted;
cf, Garitte, Documenls 338-350. For nationalist denials, see V passim.

30 Satberdi and Mijnajoro sites of famous abbeys, in Cholarzene, for instance: cf. Blake
,

and Der Nersessian, Gospels of Berl'ay 283; Karst, Corpus juris 1/2/1 71 n. 2,77; while north
of Cholarzene, in NigaU, lay Art vini and Anokerti: V n. 73. Quite significant in this connexion is the charter of King Bagrat IV of Georgia (1027-1072) to, precisely, the Abbeys of
'

Satberdi and Mijanajoro, where the dynasts of Tao and Cholarzene are referred to by the
Armenian term ianalBn cf. Karst 76 and, for the term, I at n. 185; cf. also V 5 8-9. - Cholarzene was probably less Armenianized than Tao.
81 Cf supra n. 25.
32 Justi, Namenbuch 121; the Georgian name was rendered by later Armenian historians
.

as Coram.

.
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Thus, the domestic, Iberian, usage, recorded by Juansher and, after him,.

by the Royal List (cf. Excursus A), was 'Guaram' or 'Guram'; while the name
destined for official usage, especially in connexion with foreign relations, and
found in the coinage and in foreign sources, was ' Gurgen.

In the Martyrdom

of St i4fco, a hagiographic work not concerned with legal and political niceties,
the latter form was used; and possibly thence it passed to Sumbat (Excursus A).34
Finally, the Bagratid successors of the Guaramids affected at first the Georgian
form, being anxious no doubt not to flaunt their recent foreign extraction;
but. in the subsequent generations, in the branch that reigned in the Armenianized lands of Cholarzene and of Tao, they adopted the Armenian form.35

On the basis of the above conjecture, it may be suggested that the ' SassanoIberian' coins of Class I (with the initials GN) belong to Guaram I, while
those of Class 11 (with the monogram G - N) and of Class III (with the ligature

G + N), representing each a successive step in the further development of the
Class I type, belong to the issues of Guaram II and Guaram III, respectively.

88 It wlU be recalled that the Georgian Kings entrusted to the very end of the Georgian
,

polity, their chanceDeries to houses of Armenian origin and often conducted their correspondence with foreign monarchs in Armenian.

M By Sumbat's day (c 1030), the name Gargen had become just as Georgian as Guaram,
through its use by the Bagrotids: the following note.
.

35 ASot the Great's youngest son was Guaram of Jovaxet'i; but the branches of Tao and
of Cholarzene, descended from his eldest son Adarnnse, used freely the name Gurgen: cf.
Bagrat. of Ibtr. I Nos 7, 8, 25, 28, 41, 52; also 55.
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Zapiski oostoinago otdjelemfa Imperalorskago Russkago Arxeologiieskago ObSdestva (St Petersburg).

11. LITERARY SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
!

A

.

Caucasian Soorces

a

Ananias

.

Armenian

Ananias of Slracene (Ananla Sirakac'I), Geography, ed. A rarhac'ogc' Movsest Xorenac'wog, Venice 1881. - The brief
version: ed. J. Saint-Martin, Mtmoires historigues et giographiques sur I'Arminie 11, Paris 1819 318-377.

Arab Life of St Gregory, see The Gregorian Cycle.
Aristaces

= Arlstaces of

Lastivert

(AristakCs

Lasthrertc'i),

History of

Armenia, ed. Patmut'iwn Aristakeag vardapeti Lastioerlc'woy
Arm. Agath.,

(LM 6 1912).
see The Gregorian Cycle.

Artawazd, Abbot of EraSxavork', Martyrdom of Saint Vahan of Collhene, ed. 0/6frr vasn.
iToreac'n aSxarhis

Hayoc' ew vkayabanuCiwn srbogn Vahanag

Goll'nac'wog (SH 13 1854).
Asojik

'

"

W :

= Stephen Asolikof Tarawn(Step'annds[Asolik/AsoImkJTaronec'i).

Universal History, ed. S. Maixaseanc', Step'annosi Taronec''

Bk. Lett.

woy Asofkan patmut iwn tiezarakan (HT 20 1885).
« The 'Book of Letters, ed. Girkr J'H'oc'. MalenagruVimn
naxneac

'

(SMMn 5 1901)
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Cyrlacus

= Cyriacus of Ganja (Ktrakos Ganjakec'i), Historg of Armenia,
ed. PalmuCiain Hayoc orareal Kirakosi vardapeti Ganjakec''

wog (LM 3 1909).
'

Eliseus

= EJiseus <EUSe), History of the Vardanians, ed. ElisSi patmut

Faustus

iwn Vardananc' (LM 11 1913).
- Faustus of Buzanda (P awstos Buzandac i), Historg of Armenia,
'

'

'

-

'

ed. P awstosi Biwzandac

ivog patmuViivn Hagoc\ Venice 1933.

Gk Agath..

see The Gregorian Cycle.

Gk List

= Greek List of the Katholikoi and Rnters of Armenia, opurf Narratio.

The Gregorian Cycle - I Recension: The Agathangelus. A. Arm. Agath. = The Armenian
Agathangelus» ed. Agat'angelay patmut'iwn Hayoc" (LM 15
1914). - B. Gk Agath. = The Greek Agathangelus. ed. V.
Langlois, in CHAMA 1 (1867) 109-193. - 11 Recension: The
Life of Saint Gregory. A. Gk Life of St Gregory -= The Greek

Life of Saint Gregory, ed. G. Garitte, IlQa etq xal /ioqt qiov

tov dylov seal ivd6£ov leQO/tdQrvQos ForiyoQlov lijg MeydXriq
'

AQitevlag, in Documents pour Vitude da iivre d'Agathange

(ST 127 1946). - B. Arab. Life of Saint Gregory = The
Arabic Life of Saint Gregory, ed. N. Marr, KreSienie Armjan
Gruzin, Abxazou i Alanou spjatgm Crigoriem (ZVO 16 1905)
63-211.
'

Gregory of Akner

= Gregory of Akner (Grigor Aknerc i), History of the Nation of the
Archers, ed. R. P. Blake and R. N. Frye, History of the Nation
of the Archers {the Mongols), Cambridge [Massachusetts] 1954.

John Kath.

= John VI of Drasxanakert (Yovhannfis Drasxanakertec l),

'

Katholikos of Armenia, History of Armenia, ed.

Yoohannu

kafolikosi Drasxanakertec'ivoy patmut'iwn Hayoc' (LM 5 1912).
Ps. John Mamikonean = Pseudo-John Mamlkonean, History of Taramn, ed. Youhannu

Mamikoneni episkoposi patmut'iwn Tardnoy, Venice 1889.
Koriwn

Koriwn, Life of Saint MaSto€% ed. N. Akinean. Koriwn, Vark

'

MaSioc'i (TUAL 1/1 1952).
arpl (Lazar P arpec i), Historg of Armenia, ed.
Lazaray P'arpec'ivoy patmut'iwn Hayoc" (LM 2 1907).
= Leootlus (Lewond) the Priest, History of Armenia, ed. I.
Ezeanc% Patmut'iwn Lewondeag meet oardapeti Hayoc", St
S

.

Lnzanis

Leonttus

'

'

™ Lazarus of P

'

Petersburg 1887.
Matt. Edess.

= Matthew of Edessa (Matt 6os Urhayec'i), Chronicle {Zamana'

kagrut'iwn), ed. Patmut'iwn Matt'eosi Urhayec'woy, Jerusalem 1869.

Moses Ka].

= Moses of Kalankaytuk or of Dasxuren (Movsfis Kalankatuac'i
'

i), History of Albania, ed. M. Erain, MovsSsi
Kalankatuac'woy patmut'iwn Aiuantc' aSxarhi (LM 8 1912).
or

Ps. Moses

Dasxuranc

= Pseudo-Moses

'

of

Chorene

(Movses

'

Xorenac i),

History

of
'

Armenia, ed. Srbog hdrn meroy MoosEsi Xorenac'woy patmut
iwn Hayoc" (LM 10 1913)
(Dasianagirk' Hayoc" mecac"), ed. V. Bastameanc', ValarSapat

-

Mxit'ar Go§, Code

1880.

Narraiio

= Narratlo de rebus Armeniae (Aitfyrjatg), ed. G. Garitte, La
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Narratio de rebus Armentae.

Edition critique ei commentalre

(GSGO 132, Substdia 4 1952).
= Primary History of Armenia apud Scbfos.
- SebSos History of Heracttust ed. Patmul'iwn Sebiosi episkoposl
Sebeos
i Herakln (LM 7 1913).
Smbat ot Babaron, High Constable of Armenia, Code, cd. J. Karst. Sempadscher
Kodex... oder miltetarmeniscties Rechtsbuch, Strasbourg 1905-

Prim. Hist. Arm.

,

,

1906.

Stephen Orbellan

= Stephen Orbellan (Step annos OrbBIean), History of Slunta, .
ed. K. Sahnazarean, Paimut iwn nahangin Sisakan arartal
SUp'armost Orbtlean arbfepiskoposi Siwneac', Paris 1859.
- Thomas (Tovma) Arcnml History of the House of Arcrunl,
ed. To vmag oardapeti A rerun Ioy patmaCiam tann Areruneay,
Tinis 1917. - Its latter part Is Thomas Gontin.
Thomas
'

'

Thomas

,

'

Gontlnuatus.

Thomas Gontin.,

see Thomas.

Ps. Uxtante

- Psoudo-Uxtanes, History of the Ibero-Armenian Schism {Pat-

Vardan

iwn baianmon Vrae" eu> Hayoc'), ValarSapat 1871.
«=» Vardan, Universal History, ed. Hamak umn patmuCean Yardamul

'

'

Pa. Vardan, Georg.

nay oardapeti lusabaneal, Venice 1862.
= Geography attributes to Vardan ed. J. Saint-Martin, Mimolres
historlques et gtographiques sur I'Armtnle II, Paris 1819, 406-453.

P*. Zcnoblus

= Pseudo-Zcnoblus (Zenob) of

,

Glak,

History of

Tarawn,

ed.

Patmatiam Tardnog zor torgmaneay Zenob Asori, Venice 1889.
[Available to the Author In Translation]
Samuel of Ani

Samuel of Ani, or The Priest (Anoc'l or Erec'; end of the twelfth
century), Chronique, tranal. M. F. Brosset, CHA II (1876) 340483.

Zacharias the
Deacon, Cart.

Zacharias the Deacon (Zak'aria Sarkavag; 1626-1699), CaWalairt de loannoa-Vank, trans!. M. F.

Brosset, CHA II (1876)

155-189.
Zacharias the

Deacon, Sofis

Zacharias the Deacon, Mimolres historiques sur les Sofls,
transl. M. F. Brosset, GHA II (1876) 1-151.
b

.

Georgian

Basil, Master of the Court (Basill, Ezos-Mojguari), History
of Queen Thamar (tfxovreba mcp eV mep et'a T'amarlst), ed.
'

Basil of Zarraa,
CAron. Iber.
Corw. Iber.

'

Q II 11&-150.
Life of Saint Serapion of Zarzma, cd. Qnb 86-96.
Chronicle of Iberia (Mallane tCarCllsa), ed. Q I 249-317.
Gregory the Deacon (Grigol DIakooi), The Conversion of Iberia

(JMVmi ICarnisa), ed. E. TaqaiiJvili, in SM 41 (1910)
50-59 - ed. N. Marr and M. Briire, La langue giorglenne,
Parte
Dioan

1931, 511-514.

Bagrat III,
'

mep et

King ot Georgia, Dloan of the

Kings

(Dloant

a), ed. E. T aqaifivili, in AG 2/3 (1911-1913) 28-54

'

'
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George Hagior.

'

Ml acmlndell), Life of Saints

- George the Haglorlte (Gioi

John and Eulhgmlus, ed. I. JavaxISvlli and A. Sauijc, Tiflis
1946.
Hist. David III

'

'

mep et

Hist. Eal. Sop.

Hisl. Five Reigna

Historg of King David III {II) (Cxovreba
mep'isa Davlflsi), ed. Q I 318-364.

= Arsenlus the Monk,

Histories and Eulogies of the Sovereigns (Islorlani da azmani SaravandedCani), ed. Q II 1-114.
= Historian of George IV History of the Five Reigns, ed. Q I
= First Historian of Thamar,

,

365-369.

HVG,
JuanSer

Leont. Mrov.

see JuanSer.
= JuanSer JuanSerianl,

Vaxtang

Gorgasal

(C'xovreba Vaxlang Gorgaslisa), ed. Q I 138-244. - Its first
part = HVG.
= Leontius Bishop of Ruisi (Leonti Mroveli), History of the Kings
of Iberia (C xovreba k art uelCa mep et a), ed. Q I 3-138.
'

Mart. Abo

History of King

-

'

'

'

'

son of Saban (Xoane Sabanisje), Martyrdom of Saint

John,

Abo (MarUvlobag Habogsi), ed. Qub 54-71.
Mart. ArtTU
Marl. Bust.

- Martyrdom of Saint Arftl {Cameba emldisa da didebulisa mocamisa Arfllisi), ed. Q I 24&-248.
= Martyrdom of Saint Eustace of Mc xet a (Martwlobay Evstat i
'

'

'

'

'

eiisag), ed. Qub 44-54.
Martyrdom of the Nine Infants of Kola, ed. N. Marr, MuSeniSestvo olrokoo Kolafcev
(TRAGF 5 1903).
Mart. Susan
= James the Priest of G urlavi (lakob Curtaveli), Martyrdom
mc

xet

'

of Saint Susan {Martwlobay SuSanikisi), ed. Qub 34-44.
MeriTule

= Geoi e (Giorgi) MerC uIe, Life of Saint Gregory of XanfCa
'

{Sromay da moguacebay.. . Grigolisi ark'imandritisag Xanft'isa...), ed. N. Marr, Georgij Mertul: Zitie so. Grigortja Xandztifskago (TRAGF 7 1911).

Historg of the

Mesch. Ghron.

= Meschian Chronographer (Zamfaagmcereli)

Prim. Hist. Iter.

= Primary Historg of Iberia, ed. E. Taqaifivili, in SM 41 (1910)

.

Mongol Invasions, ed. Q II 151-325.
48-49 = ed. N. Marr and M. Brifere, La langue giorgienne,
Paris 1931

Hog. List

569-570.

Rogal List I, II, IIIt ed. E. raqaiSvOi, in SM 41 (1910) 49-50,
59-66, 66-67.

Sumbat

'

= Sumbat, son of David (Davit Isje), History of the Bagratids
{Cxovreba da ucqeba Bagratoniant'a), ed. M 336-361.

Vit. Nin.

-

Life of Saint Nino, ed. E. raqaiSvili, in SM 41 (1910) 67-96;
- 42 (1912) 1-57

B

.

Acts

.

Non-Cadcasian Sources

= The Acts of the Apostles.

Aellus Spartianus, Vila Hadriani {Scriptores hisloriae augustae), ed. LCL.
Aeneas Sylvius, Bp.
= Aeneas Sylvius (Pius II, Pope), Epislolarum liber I,
Basel 1571.

Aeschylus, Prom, vinct.

Aeschylus, Prometheus vinctus, ed. LCL.
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Aeschylus, Sept. con Theb.

Aeschylus, Seplem contra Thebas, cd LCL.

Agathias

Agathias, Historiae, ed. PG 88.

Aram. Marcell.

Ammianus MarcelUnus, Res gestae, cd. LCL.
Anastasius the Priest and Apocrisiarius of Rome,
Epistola ad Theodosiam presbyteram Gangrensem,

Anastasius Apocr.

ed. PG 90 171-194.
Anastastus the Librarian

Anastasius Bibliothecarius, Historia ecclesiastica ... ex

Anonym. Peripl. [Lond.]

Tbeophane contracta, ed. PG 108 1205-1428.
Pseudo-Arrian, Periplas Ponti Euxini (Codex Lon-

diniensis), ed. A. BaschmakofE [Synthbse], EESB 2
128-141.

.

Apollodorus, Bibliotheca, ed. FHG I 104-179.

ApoUodorus, Bibl.
Apollodorus. Perieg.
Apollonius Rhod., Arg.

Apollodorus, Periegesis, ed. FHG I 449-453.

Apollonius of Rhodes, Argonaatiea, ed. R. Merkcl,
CPEG 4 (1852).

Appian, Romanae historiae: Mithridatica, ed. LCL.

Appian, Mithr.
Appian, Syr.
Ariian, Anul\

Appian, Romanae historiae: Syriaca, ed. LCL.
'

Arrian, [Anabasis] De expedilione Alexandri, ed. LCL.
Arrian, Periplus Ponti BaxinU ed. A. Baschmakoff

, ,

Arrian, Peripl.

[Synthase], EESE 3 80-107.
Arrian, Suee. Alex.

= Arrian,

Cassius Dio

- Cassius Dio Cocceianus, Historiae romanae, ed. V. P.

De

rebus

successorum

Alexandri,

ed.

LCL.

Boissevain, Berlin 1955.

George Cedrenos, Historiarum compendium, ed. GSHB

Gedrenus

=

Chron. pasch.
Cicero, Bp. ad fam.

(1838).
= Chronicon paschale, ed. PG 92.
- M Tullius Cicero, Eplstolae ad familiares, ed. LCL.

Cod. Just.

™

.

Corpus Juris cioilis: Codex Justinianus, ed. P. Krueger,
II, 9th ed., Berlin 1915.

Cod. Theod.

=

Codex Theodosianus, ed. T. Mommsen and P. Meyer,
Theodosiani libri XVI, Berlin 1905.

Const. Porphyr., De adm. imp. = Gonstantine VII Porphyrogenltus, Eastern Emperor,

De administrando imperio, ed. Gy. Mora csik, MGT
29 (1949).
Const. Porphyr., De cerim.

Gonstantine VII Porphyrogenltus, Eastern Emperor,
De cerimonlis aulae byzantinae, ed. PG 112.

I Cor.

I Corinthians.

Cteslas, Pers.
Cnrtius

Ctesias, De rebus perslcis, ed. C. MUller, Paris 1887.
Quintus Gurtlus Rufus, De rebus gestis Alexandri

Demosthenes, Orat.

Magni, ed. LCL.
Demosthenes, Orationes, ed. LCL.

Dio Chrys.

Dio Cocceianus Chrysostomus, Orationes, -ed. LCL.

Diodorus

Diodorus

Ephorus

Ephorus, Frogmenta, ed. FHG I 234-277.

Siculos,

Bibliotheca hislorlca, ed.

LCL.

Esther.

Eusebtus, Chron.

Eusebius Pamphili, Praeparatto eoangellca, ed. PG 21.
Eusebius Pamphili, Chronicorum libri duo, ed. PG 19.

Ezcch.

Ezechiel.

Gal.

Galatlans.

Eusebfus, Praep. eoang.
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Gen.

= Genesis

George the Monk, Chronicon,
Hecataeus

ed. 0. de Boor, Leipzig 1904.
= Hecataeus Fragmenta, ed. FHG I 1-31.

Hellanicus

= Hellanicus,

Herodotus

= Herodotus, Historlae, ed. C. MOller, Paris 1887.

.

,

Fragmenta, ed. FHG I 45-69.

Hlppolytus ot Rome, Chronica, ed. A. Bauer and R. Helm, GGS 36 (1929).
Isal.

=

Isaias.

John of Ant.
John of Ephesus, Ecct. Hist.

= Johannes Antiochenus, i ajemenfa, ed. FHG IV 535-622.
= John of Ephesus, Ecclesiastical History, ed. CSCO

John ot Ephesus, Saints

(Scriptores syri).
= John of Ephesus

,

Lives of the Eastern

Saints, ed.

PO 17-19.

John Lydus

= Johannes Lydus, De magistratibas populi romani ed.
R Wunsch, Leipzig 1903.
= Flavius Josephus Antiguilates Jadaicae, ed. B. Niese,
,

-

Josephus, Ant.

,

Berlin 1855.

Josephus, Betl. /ad.

= Flavius Josephus

Bellam jadaleum,

,

ed.

B.

Niese,

ed.

B.

Niese,

BerUn 1855.

Josephus, Con. Apion.

= Flavius Josephus

,

Contra

Apionem,

Berlin 1855.

Ps. Josue the Stylites

= Ps. Josue the Stylites, Chronicle, ed. W. Wright, Cambridge 1882.

Julius Capitolinus, Vita Pii {Scriptores historiae augustae), ed. LGL.
Justinian I, Emperor, Corpus juris cioilis: Novellae, ed. R. Schtill and G. Kroll, III, 4th
ed. Berlin 1912.

4 Kings.
Luke.

2 Mac.
Mai alas

- 2

Machabees

.

Johannes Malalas, Chronographia, ed.

GSHB (1831)

Mark.
Matt.

= Matthew

Memnon

= Memnon,

Menander

= Menander Protector, Fragmenta, ed. FHG IV 200-269.

Odys.

= Odyssee, ed. LGL.
= 1 Paralipomenou.

1 Par.

.

Fragmenta, ed. FHG III 525-558.

2 Par.

= 2 Paralipomenou

Peter the Patrician

= Petrus

Philotheiis, Clel.

= Phllotheus,

Patricius,

.

Fragmenta, ed. FHG IV 181-191.

Ctetorologion {apad Gonst.

Porphyr.

De

cerim.).
= Plato, Respablica, ed. LGL.
Plato, Resp.
= C. Piinius Sccundus Nalaralis
Pliny
Plutarch, Antonius, ed. LGL.
'
Plutarch, Artaxerxes, ed. LGL.
,

historia,

ed.

LGL.

Plutarch. Crassus, ed. LGL.
Plutarch, Eumenes, ed. LGL.
Plutarch, Lueullus, ed. LGL.

Plutarch, Pompeius, ed.LCL.
Polyaenus

= Polyaenus, Strategemala, ed. E. WoelffUn and J. Melber, Leipzig 1887.
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Polyblus

= Polybius, Sistoriae, ed. LGL.

Prisons

= Priscus Panita, Fragmenta, ed. FHG IV

Procoplus,
Procoplus,
Procopius,
Procoplus,

De aed.
Bell. goth.
Bell. pers.
Bell. vand.

=
=
>=
n

Procopius
Procopius
Procoplus
Procopius

=-

Claudius

-

Ptolemy

69-110.
Caosarea De aedificils, ed. LGL.
Caesarea Bellum gothicum, ed. LGL.
Caesarea Bellum persicum, |ed. LGL.
Gaesarea Bellum Dandalicum, ed. LGL.
Ptolcmaeus Ceographia, ed. G. MUller, Paris
of
of
of
of

,

,

,

,

,

1905.

Buss. Prim. Cliron.

=

SalJust, Hist, fragm.

-

'

(Russian Primary Chronicle) Povjesi
Vremennyx
LfeU ed. D. Llxafiev, Moscow/Leningrad 1950.
C Grlspus Sallustus, Hlsloriaram fragmenta {Opera
.

quae extant omnia), cd. I. Burnouf, Turin 1827.

Scylax, Peripl.

= Scylax of Cqryanda

Periplus, ed. A. Baschmakoff
[SgnthHe], EESE 3 62-79.

C Jul. Solinus

- G.

,

.

Julius

Solinus,

Collectanea

rerum memorabilium,

ed. 1. Buruouf, Turin 1827.

Stepb. Byz.

- Stephanus Byzanllnus,
Leipzig 1825.

Strabo

= Strabo, Ceographia, ed.

Tacitus, Ann.

= C

Theodosius and Theodore

= Tbeodosius

.

of Gangra, Hgpomnest.
Theophanes, Chron.
Theoph. Byz.

EUmica

,

ed.

W.

Dindorf,

LGL.

Gornelius Tacitus, Annates, ed. LGL.
and Theodore,

Priests of Gangra, Scfto-

lium, sioe Hgpomnesticum, ed. PG 90 194-202.

= Theophancs

,

~

Theophanes

Chronographia, ed. PG 108.
Byzantinus,

Fragmenta,

ed.

FHG

IV

270-271.

Tfaeophylactns

= Theophylactus Simocatta Historiae, ed. C. de Boor,
Leipzig 1887.
Theopompus, Fragmenta, ed. FHG I 278-333.
= Gn. Pompelus Trogus, Hislorae Philippicae, apud
[Prologi] M. Junianus Justinus, ed. O. Seel, Leipzig
,

Theopompus
Trogus Pomp.

*-

1935.
Valerias Maximus

= Valerius Maximus, Facta et dicta memorabilia, ed. G.

Kempf, Leipzig 1888.

Vita S. Dantelis Stglitis, ed. H Delehaye. AB 32 (1913).
.

"

Wadding, Ann. Min.

» Lucas

Waddingus,

Annates

Minorum

XIH,

Rome

1735.

Xcnophon, Anab.
Xenophon, Cgrop.
Ya'qObi

- Xenophon, Anabasis ed. LGL.
» Xenophon, Cgropaedia cd. LGL.
- Ya qubl (ibn Wa<lih), Historiae, ed. M. Th. Houtsma,
,

-

,

'

2 vols., Leiden 1883.
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